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ABSTRACT

This work is concerned, firstly, with the multiplexing of digital all-optical sensors for 
applications where the accuracy of the information required is not necessarily high, 
but where a large number of spatially distributed remote sensors may be required. 
Secondly, it is concerned with the possibilities of combining two independent signals, 
each carrying different types of traffic (e.g. communication data and sensing 
information) to form an integrated network.

In response to the first aspect, a novel sensor network topology, which explores the 
similarities between digital sensor networks and data communication networks (such 
as LAN) is proposed. A network prototype has been constructed, evaluated, and the 
concept experimentally verified. It is demonstrated that this hierarchical multiplexing 
scheme facilitates the networking of a very large number of sensors, whilst 
employing low power sources and PIN photodetectors. The concept of signal 
quantization and subsequent optical digitisation is proposed for the design of digital 
sensors. For experimental verification of the concept two novel multi-bit, all-optical 
sensors, based on ‘change of state*, ‘microbending*, and Fabry-Perot principles, 
have been designed, constructed, and evaluated. These sensors are designed for 
temperature monitoring, but the general principle of signal quantization and digital 
encoding by optical sampling is equally valid for other types of measurands. Various 
time division multiplexed sensor array designs, based on multimode, single mode, 
and mixed fîbre technologies have been evaluated and optimum solutions derived. 
The trade-offs between the maximum number of sensors, power requirements, and 
the required fibre delay lines are analysed, and families of solutions generated.

For the second aspect of the work, three novel schemes (two involving systems 
integration in the optical domain, and one in the electrical domain via a computer gate 
way) are presented, and their validity tested by experimental demonstrations and 
theoretical evaluations. It is shown that two independent signals, each carrying 
different types of traffic, may be integrated to share a common path with negligible or 
acceptable penalties as a result of their mutual interaction.
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PREFACE

Lightwave as an information carrier has been exploited for centuries. However, recent 
advances in the light source, waveguide, and other optical device technologies have 
led to a more concentrated effort in the direction of optical sensing as an alternative to 
the well established electrical sensing techniques. As a result, a considerable number 
of optical sensing principles, sensor designs, and sensor multiplexing concepts have 
been proposed during the past years. Most of the work to date has been concerned 
with the design and multiplexing problems of high quality analogue sensors. 
However, considering those situations in which the accuracy of the information 
required is not necessarily high, but where a large number of sensors may be 
required, a digital approach appears to be more appropriate.

The sensor multiplexing schemes proposed in the literature have been invariably 
based on radar systems design principles, consequently, well understood radar 
concepts and techniques have been extensively applied to analogue optical sensor 
systems. Considering, on the other hand, the tremendous progress in the optical fibre 
communication systems technologies over the last decade, the notion of extending 
some of the communication systems design techniques to sensor systems is quite 
compelling. Most optical fibre communication systems, at present, employ binary 
digital signalling. This implies that if the sensor systems are to be treated as digital 
communication networks then digitisation of the sensor information becomes 
necessary. The individual sensor signals organised in a binary digital format may be 
hierarchically multiplexed (multiplexing in stages), most conveniently, in the time 
domain to form a digitally multiplexed sensor network, which may then be controlled 
and sequentially interrogated by a remote network control centre. This implies that for 
the digital regime a different approach is required from those approaches adopted for 
analogue sensor systems, as the information formats and system constraints for the 
two cases are not the same. It is the design and development of such a network which 
is the central theme of this work.

Before searching for a new solution, one is compelled to ask the rather more 
fundamental question, why is there a need for optical sensing ? This question is 
argued in chapter 1. The major potential in terms of cost effectiveness is envisaged to 
come through the possibility of multiplexing a large number of sensors (per optical 
source-detector pair) for remote monitoring. A review of sensor multiplexing 
techniques is presented in chapter 2. Also, the need for a digital solution is 
emphasised for applications which do not demand very high accuracy.

In chapter 3, a novel sensor network topology, which explores the similarities 
between digital sensor networks and data communication networks (such as LAN) is
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proposed. A network prototype has been constructed, evaluated, and the concept 
experimentally verified. Time division multiplexed sensor arrays of ladder structure in 
various configurations, based on multimode fibre technologies, are evaluated and 
their performance analysed. One of the most important features of the network 
concept is the process of digit regeneration along the transmission path. The error 
accumulation due to the regenerative action is analysed. Finally, the need for a more 
suitable sensor array design in order to minimise the power losses incur in a ladder 
array is emphasised.

Chapter 4 deals with the design principles of multi-bit sensors and the suitable sensor 
array designs. The concept of signal quantization and subsequent optical digitisation 
is proposed to realise digital sensors. For experimental verification of the concept two 
novel multi-bit, all-optical sensors, based on ‘change of state*, ‘microbending*, and 
Fabry-Perot principles, have been designed, constructed, and evaluated. These 
sensors are designed for temperature monitoring, but the general principle of signal 
quantization and digital encoding by optical sampling is equally valid for other types 
of measurands. Sensor array designs appropriate to these multi-bit sensors are 
devised, evaluated and optimum solutions derived. The trade-offs between the 
maximum number of sensors, power requirements, and the required fibre delay lines 
are analysed, and families of solutions generated.

In chapter 5, the feasibility of integrated networking (i.e. combining of two 
independent and different types of traffics, e.g. communication data and sensor 
signal) is examined. In view of the previous two chapters, it is appropriate at this 
point to assume that a digital all-optical sensing regime is a valid concept. 
Furthermore, as the data generated in these networks is so remarkably similar to that 
in most communication systems, the notion of considering some form of integration 
between the sensor and the communication traffic, in order to share resources, is 
quite appealing.

Three novel integrated networking schemes are presented, and their validity tested by 
experimental demonstrations and theoretical evaluations. In each case a digital 
communication system is integrated (electrically, via a computer gate way, in one 
scheme, and optically, via an optical fibre interface, in the other two) with a digital 
sensor system to constitute an integrated network. The mechanisms of mutual 
degradation due to their interaction are analysed and the resultant penalties evaluated.

The final conclusions are drawn in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 1 

SENSING W ITH  L IG H T - a convincing argument

The measurement techniques for physical quantities, for example: temperature, 
pressure, displacement and so on, in the electrical domain are very well established 
and have been in use for decades. This raises the question, whv sensing with light ? 
Apart from the mere fascination of light technology, there has to be a more convincing 
argument to justify the change from the humble electron to the magnificent photon. 
One approach may be to lay down an appropriate performance criterion and to 
examine the two regimes in that light. Clearly, in view of the varied nature of the 
sensing problem, such a criterion will have to satisfy a number of different aspects, 
for example: environmental conditions, physical dimensions, performance 
requirements, cost, design complexity, reliability, and intrinsic safety. It is quite 
possible that in a given situation any one or more of the above aspects may be of 
greater interest than the others. Thus, a one-dimensional generalised criterion for 
comparison is perhaps not applicable. Instead useful comparisons can be made on 
application oriented criteria, for example, in a high voltage environment, electrical 
isolation and intrinsic safety of the sensing system may be the most important 
requirement.

Optical sensing may be classified as free-space (non-contact) optical sensing and 
guided wave optical fibre based (contact or non-contact) optical sensing

1.1. Free-space optical sensing

Although, this work is mainly concerned with the guided wave optical sensing, a 
brief discussion on the free-space optical sensing seems in order for completeness of 
the argument.

The simplest form of free-space optical sensing is an optical barrier. An optical barrier 
continually testifies the integrity of the optical path between an optical emitter and 
sensor. The application areas range from machine guards, through conveyor batch 
counters, to intruder alarms, and numerous other situations where a physical 
transmission link is either impossible or undesirable. The idea can be extended to 
perimeter guarding by the use of reflectors at the required comers of the perimeter, or 
detection of small objects anywhere within a large cross-section by a fine infrared 
Webb, created by two light beams at right angle and each multiple-reflected at 
opposing reflectors. Extending the principle to three dimensions, enclosures can be 
made in which, for example, infrared beams help researchers to study flight patterns
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and other behavioural characteristics of insects. In these applications ‘light* clearly 
offers the most convenient and perhaps, in some cases, the only practical means for 
sensing. In the case of intruder alarm, the invisibility of the infrared beam is 
undeniably an unique asset

Considering more specific non-contact electrical sensor systems along with their 
optical counterparts, it may be possible to draw some more definite conclusions. 
There are several physical quantities (e.g. pressure, strain, force, position, 
acceleration and flow), which need to be measured and controlled in industrial plants, 
can be expressed in terms of linear displacement as a function of the measurand. Non- 
contact displacement measurements in the electrical domain are typically performed by 
capacitive, inductive, or electromagnetic coupling.

In a capacitive displacement sensor the measured object acts as the rotor which move 
relative to the sensor, which is simply a stator (the fixed plate) insulated from its 
mounting. This mounting, as well as the measured object, has to be grounded, and 
the measured object must be electrically conductive. In addition, the capacitance of the 
interconnecting cables between sensor and electronics must be very low and remain 
constant. Also, the transducer must be constructed so that no unwanted motion such 
as end play can occur, and must be protected from stray fields.

In an inductive sensor the relative proximity of the sensing coil to the measured object 
causes changes in the coil’s inductance. For good results, the measured object needs 
to be of ferromagnetic material with a high permeability. As for the capacitive sensor, 
the transducer must be constructed so that no unwanted motion such as end play can 
occur, and must be protected from stray fields.

In an electromagnetic coupling sensor the displacement is converted into an ac voltage 
change by a variation in the reluctance path between two or more coils in the presence 
of ac excitation to the coils. Most popular design is the linear variable differential 
transformer used for linear displacement measurements. In its simplest configuration. 
It consists of three coaxial windings. The centre winding is the primary and the 
windings to each side of it are the secondaries, which are connected together at one of 
their two terminals. When an excitation is applied to the primary winding, and the 
ferromagnetic core moves within the coil assembly, the coupling between the primary 
and each of the two secondaries changes. As a result, the output voltage magnitude 
and phase at the secondary (output) terminals change from the null, which occurs 
when the core is centred between the two secondaries. The ferromagnetic core is 
threaded to accept the required sensing shaft for a given application. The coils 
assembly is enclosed in a case usually made of ferromagnetic metal so that it acts as a 
magnetic shield.
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The electrical techniques, generally, impose strict mechanical design constraints, 
screening and grounding requirements, and in some cases, the necessity for the 
measured object to be a conductor or a ferromagnetic material.

An alternative is to employ free-space optical sensing. A light source-sensor 
combination can be used to measure small displacements or dimensional deviations. A 
light beam (often infrared) from a light source (LED) is projected on to the measured 
object at a define angle of incidence to the normal. The reflected light is focused on to 
a photodetector. The output of the photodetector decreases exponentially with 
increasing distance to the measured object. When the measured surface is not 
inherently reflective, a reflector can be attached to it  Light beams can be of constant 
intensity, modulated at an appropriate frequency, or pulsed. The latter two remove the 
ambient light fluctuation problems.

In addition to the linear displacement measurements, optical techniques can be 
employed in dimension measurements. A parallel light beam is normally incident on 
the measured object The height and/or width of the object can be measured in terms 
of the amount of occultation of the beam between the light source and the sensor ( 
which is mounted in the same line of sight). When the sensor is a two-dimensional 
array of light-sensitive elements, the shape of the measured object, and its variations 
can be determined very accurately by processing the sensor output data and 
comparing it with a model of the ’ standard* image. Such systems are very useful for 
quality control of machined or fabricated parts.

Well collimated, coherent, monochromatic light beams from lasers have made optical 
sensing an important element in dimension measuring systems. An example of this 
application is the measurement of product thickness or, generally distance between the 
sensing head and a surface. The spot of laser light on the surface is viewed by two 
light sensors at the same angle, but from opposite directions. Surface position relative 
to a reference position is determined from the two light sensors outputs ( known as 
the triangulation method). A variation of this method employs two laser beams at 
equal but opposite angles (from the normal to the surface) and a light sensor viewing 
the intersection of the beams with a viewing direction normal to the surface. The 
imaging-type sensor detects the distance between the two laser spots on the surface, 
from which the distance to the surface (and, hence, the thickness of the material 
whose bottom surface is at a known position) can be determined.

Applying interferometric techniques to reflected-laser-light displacement and 
dimensional measuring systems resulted in development of the laser interferometer. 
The principle is based on that of the Michelson interferometer. The laser beam is split 
into two orthogonal beams by a beam splitter. One beam is directed at a fixed flat 
mirror which reflects it back to the beam splitter, and the other beam is directed at a
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mirror (attached to the object) which displaces along the direction of the beam, and 
whose displacement is to be measured. The second mirror returns the beam along the 
same path, back to the beam splitter. Here the beam recombines with the reference 
beam, which gives rise to optical interference. The interference is constructive when 
the difference between the two beam paths is an integer number of wavelengths; it is 
destructive when path difference is an odd integer of half wavelengths. As the 
reflector moves and changes the path length of the ‘sensing* beam (and hence the 
phase difference between the two beams- which is converted into intensity by the 
photodetector), one complete interference fringe is detected by the photodetector for 
every wavelength change in the path length. The displacement is then determined 
from a fringe count, providing an extremely high resolution measurement

The displacement sensing methods (electrical and optical) so far discussed are limited 
to relatively small displacements and close-up motions. For relatively large 
displacements and more distant motions (e.g., range finders for military, the 
meteorological, the space travel applications, and geod̂ 2S't survey) radar techniques 
are employed in the electrical regime. Most of these sensing systems emit pulses of 
electromagnetic energy (in microwave region) directed at the target and determine the 
distance to the target by measuring the time it takes a corresponding reflected signal to 
be received by the sensor.

Very high accuracy measurements can be achieved by light radar (lidar) techniques. 
The general principle is the same as for the microwave case, except that narrow light 
pulses are transmitted from a laser source (in infrared region), and the return signal is 
detected by a wide bandwidth photodetector followed by high speed electronic 
counters. Once the elapsed time, t, for a narrow light pulse to make a return journey 
to the target is measured, the unknown distance, D, is then found simply from: D = 
ct/2; where c is the speed of light in space. For very high accuracy measurements, a 
correction factor for c ( the refractive index differs from unity) is included, which is 
derived from the measured values of temperature and air pressure [Strohbehn, 78].

Accuracies of 10"  ̂to 10"  ̂have been claimed for distances in excess of 150 km or so 

[Chaimowicz, 89a].

Non-contact sensing of linear velocity in the electrical domain is usually performed by 
devices utilising the Doppler effect, the effect upon the apparent frequency of a wave 
train produced by relative motion between the source of the wave train and an 
observer. In most Doppler based remote velocity sensing, however, it is the shift in 
the frequency transmitted toward and reflected by a moving object that is used, with 
reference to the location of the transmitter and receiver (which are closely located). 
The frequency of the wave returned from an object travelling at a velocity, v, towards 
the source is equal to f+ fg, where f  if the frequency of the transmitted wave (and of
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the reflected wave if the object were stationary) and fg is the frequency shift due to the 
Doppler effect. For this case, fg = 2v/X , where X is the wavelength of this 
electromagnetic radiation. When the reflected wave is compared with the transmitted 
wave, fg can be recorded and hence, the velocity of the object is determined.

Linear velocity in the optical domain can be sensed by the laser Doppler velocimetry 
(LDV). The Doppler firequency shift is still given by: fg = 2vA, buth is now an optical 
wavelength. Impressing both, the transmitted and the reflected waves onto a 
photodetector results in heterodyne mixing. This generates the beat frequency, fy 
(where fy = fg ). LDV systems offer much higher Doppler frequency shifts relative to 
radio frequencies systems for a given v. This improves the system sensitivity and 
yields high resolution measurements.

Practical arrangements use dual beams oblique illumination. In this case two Doppler 
shifted frequencies arrive at the photodetector, where heterodyne action takes place. 
Also, a Bragg cell frequency shifter is introduced in one of the beams to detect the 
direction of the Doppler shift Velocities as low as 0.001 m/s and as high as 0.5 km/s 
can be measured [Chaimowicz, 89b]. Furthermore, because the laser light can be 
focused to a very small spot, the velocity of very small objects can be measured, or if 
scanning techniques are applied, high special resolution can be achieved.

Attitude (and attitude rate) sensing is generally performed by gyroscopes. These 
instruments are used primarily for inertial navigation, guidance and control on 
vehicles operating underwater, on oceans, in the air, and in space. The conventional 
gyroscope technology (electromechanical ) is well established and capable of 
satisfying most areas of applications. However, conventional gyros do suffer from 
the problems of drift and a limited life due to the use of a mechanical rotor suspension 
and mechanical bearings. The drift is caused by unwanted torques resulting from a 
number of sources inherent in the design and construction of the gyro, such as 
friction in bearing of the rotatable frame (gimble), a rotor radial mass unbalance, an 
unbalance within the gimble assembly, forces exerted by electrical leads, and friction 
within the transduction elements. These problems can be overcome by the use of 
circulating light beams generated by a laser instead of using a motor driven rotor. The 
ring-laser gyro is an example of an attitude rate optical gyroscope. The basic principle 
of operation involves interferometric detection of the frequency difference, as a 
function of the applied attitude rate (radians per second), between the two oppositely 
directed travelling light waves. The resulting fringe counts provide an inherently 
digital output.

Non-contact temperature measurement is performed by radiation pyrometry. The 
principle is based on sensing radiation intensity emanating from an object at a given 
temperature. As the wavelengths sensed by pyrometers are generally in the infr’ared
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region of the electromagnetic spectrum (typically from 0.7 to 20|im), the technique 
can be classified as optical sensing. Pyrometric sensing is used primarily for high 
temperature measurements, especially where the measured temperature or the 
environment at the point of measurement, or both, prevent any type of contacting high 
temperature sensors, such as thermocouples, from being employed. The measurement 
of the temperature of molten metals and glasses is one of the most common 
applications. Pyrometric sensing is also employed for the remote sensing of moderate 
temperatures where contacting measurements are impractical. Examples are processes 
in the textile and paper industries involving moving webs whose temperature needs to 
be determined, and temperature measurements of bulk materials moving on conveyor 
belts.

The sensing principle is based on the Stefan law: the area under the radiation spectrum 
curve equals the total radiation emitted from an object; and the Wien’s displacement 
law: the product of wavelength and absolute temperature is a constant

The pyrometric sensor designs are based on the detection of either the ’total radiation’ 
(wide-band pyrometer), or ‘monochromatic radiation’ (nairow-band pyrometer). The 
output is proportional to the total energy under the spectral curve in the former case, 
and proportional to the energy at a specific wavelength in the latter case.

Wide-band pyrometers typically use bolometric or thermopile detectors, whereas 
narrow-hand pyrometers usually employ photodetectors, especially those having 
sharply peaking spectral response, in conjunction with spectrum-limiting windows 
and filters.

There are several other areas of free-space optical sensing applications, for example: 
dew-point sensing, angular velocity, torque, and liquid level sensing. In addition, 
optical position switches have an important role in many industrial processes. In these 
applications, although their electrical counterparts exist, optical methods offer a 
CŒnbination of the design simplicity, ease of implementation, reliability and cost 
advantages.

1.2. Guided wave optical sensing

1.2.1. Transmission of sensor information

The benefits of light transmission in optical waveguide structures such as optical 
fibres are now fully recognised. The advantages of optical fibre transmission over
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conventional metallic transmission paths include:

i) Low loss and extremely large bandwidth- enabling high data capacity over long 
repeaterless distances and hence achieving low cost per unit transmission bandwidth.

ii) Immunity to electromagnetic interference- making optical fibre communication 
unbeatable in electrified railway tunnels, along HT power lines, electricity supply 
systems, and other electrically noisy environments.

iii) Absence of earthloops- providing design simplicity and improving reliability.

iv) Electrically safe (i.e.,no sparks)- reducing hazards in, for example, mines, 
explosive atmospheres, and chemical plants etc.

v) Resistance to very high temperatures- maintaining reliable transmission path in 
extremely high temperature environments.

vi) Small dimensions and light weight- making a good choice for applications where 
size and weight is immensely important e.g., avionics industry.

vii) Difficult to tap- offering high commercial and military security.

viii) Abundance of glass constituents in nature- In view of the rising prices and 
possible shortages of raw materials (e.g. copper) for conventional transmission 
systems, the advantage of the raw material (sand) for optical fibres is worth 
noticing.

All the above features add up to tip the glass/copper balance in favour of glass, 
making the use of optical fibre transmission more desirable and potentially more 
economical in the future.

The benefits of optical fibres can readily be realised in the transmission of sensor 
information to a remote monitoring station. Sensor systems utilising only the 
transmission properties of optical fibres will contain active sensors typically of a 
hybrid design, i.e., the sensor head contains electronics and electro-optic devices. 
The measurand is sensed electrically and then information is converted into light for 
transmission. Thus, only the transmission properties of optical fibre are exploited. 
Alternatively, the measurand may be sensed optically and the resulting signal 
converted (in the sensor head) into electrical form for processing and encoding. The 
encoded data may subsequently be converted into light for transmission. In this 
situation, the transmission as well as the sensing properties of optics are used. In 
both the above system realisations, however, electrical power is provided to the
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sensor head. A third possibility is to optically power the sensor head, which contains 
low consumption electronics. The optical received power is converted into electrical 
power to operate the electronics. The measurand is sensed using conventional 
techniques, and then information is converted into light for transmission. In this case 
only the transmission properties of optical fibre are exploited, however, the need for 
electrical power supply to the sensor head is removed.

1.2.2. Generation of sensor information

The notion of optically generating the sensor information has been gaining a 
significant degree of attention in the past few years. Apart from the well understood 
optical fibre transmission advantages, the concept of optically generated sensor 
information has opened up new vistas for exploitation.

Optical fibres can do more than act just as a transmission medium: they can convert 
mechanical, electrical, thermal and other physical parameters into variations of 
intensity, phase, speed, modal distribution and other characteristics of the light wave, 
and thus act as transducers. The physical information imposed on a light wave can 
travel great distances, unharmed by electrical interference, while generating none itself 
and remaining intrinsically safe to the environment through which it travels. Thus, 
fibre based all-optical sensing is likely to invade process control plants in which a 
small spark can cause a great confiagration, places where chemical agents threaten 
metallic leads with corrosion, applications where extremely high temperatures need to 
be monitored, biochemical and medical applications where small size, light weight 
and geometric versatility is top requirement, and hospitals where the absence of all 
galvanic patient- equipment connection offers a guarantee of intrinsic safety.

Almost all the conventional sensing functions, in principle, can be effected by optical 
fibre based techniques. However, with optical sensor technology at its present stage, 
these functions are restricted to high electromagnetic interference zones, remote and/or 
inaccessible locations, hazardous atmospheres, very high temperature environments, 
high sensitivity requirements, and certain medical applications. In addition, there are 
applications in new complex avionic systems where weight and radar or radiation 
signatures from the instrumentation are very important considerations, and the 
security industry where non-metallic, non-radiative features have been identified to be 
more attractive for the future generations of intruder alarm systems.

Light is remarkably versatile when viewed as an information carrier. There are 
numerous ways in which guided light may be modulated by an environmental 
parameter. The information may be expressed as intensity, phase, frequency, 
wavelength or state of polarisation variation of the light wave. However, all these 
properties of the light must be finally detected as a variation in the optical intensity,
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since photodetectors are only capable of detecting optical intensity. Thus, somewhere 
in the detection process, there has to be a conversion step to produce the modulation 
(other than intensity) in a detectable form. There are generally two stages in the 
transduction process, i.e., the measurand interaction with the sensor, and the 
encoding of information into an optical signal.

In an all-optical point sensor either the sensing element is an integral part of the fibre 
itself (intrinsic local sensor), or a bulk optical element inserted along the fibre path 
(extrinsic local sensor). An optical source sends an interrogation signal to the sensing 
element where some parameter (intensity, phase, frequency, wavelength or state of 
polarisation) of the signal is varied in relation to the state of the measurand. This 
information is carried by the return signal to a remote detection device, where it is 
retrieved. Unlike the hybrid sensor designs, these sensors do not have processing 
power at the sensor head but they do preserve all the benefits of optics.

Numerous kinds of optical sensing techniques have been developed during the past 
several years [Giallorenzi et al., 82; Kyuma et al., 82 a; Jackson, 87; Medlock, 87]. 
However, incoherent extrinsic intensity modulated sensors are in the most advanced 
stage of development. This is because of their design simplicity , reliability, and 
potentially low manufacturing cost. They generally employ LED sources, multimode 
fibres and PIN photodetectors. These are relatively inexpensive devices and require 
simple engineering. The main areas of practical applications to date have been 
industrial process control systems, and in the chemical, biochemical, medical fields 
[Scheggi, 84; Berthold, 85; Harmer, 84; Bois et al., 88; Wolfbeis, 89; Dakin et al, 91; 
Mazzinghi, 91; MacCraith et al., 91; Walker et al., 91].

1.2.3. Integritv of sensor information

The environments in certain type of industries, for example: chemical, petroleum, 
and electricity may be hostile to conventional electrical sensors. Optical fibre sensors 
can offer the required electrical isolation, immunity to electromagnetic interference, 
intrinsic safety in explosive or fire-hazardous atmospheres, resistance to corrosive 
fluids, high temperature operations, and fast response to physical changes being 
monitored.

In the analysis of chemical and medical parameters light waves are generally 
preferred due to the fact that optically excited transitions of an atom or molecule 
between the various allowed quantum states are highly specific and have the potential 
to yield considerable information regarding the molecule and its coupling to the 
surrounding medium. Information regarding the structures can be obtained by 
measuring some optical property of the lightwave, i.e., absorption, fluorescence and 
so on. Thus, determination of chemical reactions can be realised directly finom optical
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measurements. Furthermore, as optical fibres facilitate long distance remote probing, 
the source and analysing equipment can be located in a clean environment away from 
the measurand. One of the substantial advantages of optical fibre sensing over 
conventional techniques is the ease of miniaturisation. The small size of fibre probes 
allows their use in relatively inaccessible places, the economy in terms of materials 
and the use of reagents, and their use, coupled with their inert nature, for in vivo 
applications. Unlike many electrical sensors (e.g., differential potentiometric probes), 
optical sensors do not require a separate reference probe ( a reference signal, if  
required, may be provided in the same probe by transmitting a reference wavelength).

1.2.4. Loss dependent intensity modulated sensor designs

It has been mentioned previously that there are several physical quantities which can 
be expressed in terms of linear displacement as a function of the measurand. This 
parameter (displacement) can be imposed on a guided light wave in a number of 
ways, for example: some form of mechanical motion of a mask, optical shutter or 
reflector interrupting the light path , or position dependent coupling between two 
fibres which move (lateral or longitudinal) relative to each other.

The following examples illustrate some of the features stated above:

An optical fibre pressure sensor for process control has a significant advantage over 
the conventional method using a piezoelectric transducer in terms of the frequency 
response. Its construction is basically a reflective diaphragm (which moves in 
response to pressure) attached to the end of a bundle fibre. The pressure is translated 
into displacement of the diaphragm resulting in intensity modulation of the reflected 
light. With this sensor design a linearity within +/- 0.5 % has been obtained up to

pressure level of 3x10^ kg/m  ̂in the temperature range of -10 to 60 deg. C [Shimada 
et al., 84].

A shutter-type acceleration sensor based on a mechanical inertia system has been used 
for monitoring the vibration of an oil pump in a petroleum plant [Kyuma et al., 82 a]. 
The vibrational acceleration from 0.98 ms-2 up to 390 ms-2 is measured with high 
accuracy. The system has a flat response up to 1 kHz. The design involves an optical 
shutter (intercepting the light path between the aligned input and output fibres) 
attached to an inertia system constructed of a weight held by a sheet spring 
arrangement The whole assembly is then attached to the vibrating object (in this case 
the oil pump). In the absence of vibration half the input power is intercepted by the 
shutter. When the object vibrates with a displacement h(t), the light intensity 
transmitted through the shutter is proportional to the second derivative of h(t), i.e., 
acceleration [Tai et al., 81].
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Fibre microbending effect (mechanical displacement of the fibre is caused to produce 
a direct intensity modulation) can be used to achieve high sensitivity sensors. The 
displacement induces a coupling from propagating modes in the Hbre to radiating 
modes resulting in a loss proportional to the displacement. The displacement 

sensitivity (defined as the change of power with displacement) of the order of 10" ̂  
mm may be achieved for these devices [Culshaw, 84a].

Fibre microbending has been used to measure flow velocity of fluids [Berthold, 85]. 
The principle of operation is based on creating periodic turbulence behind an obstacle 
when inserted in a flow stream (according to laws of fluid mechanics). The frequency 
of shedding of the turbulent vortices is directly proportional to the flow velocity. The 
vortex pressure is transferred, through a diaphragm, to the microbending sensor 
element. Thus the force caused by the vortex shedding in cofi i/̂ /(^^due to fibre 
displacement, into corresponding intensity modulation. The frequency of the detected 
signal (output of a photodetector) provides the flow velocity information. This 
method enables measurements over an extended range compared to the conventional 
flowmeters.

Conventional pressure sensors utilise metal diaphragms as sensing elements. These 
diaphragms exhibit creep at high temperatures (e.g., 500 deg. C in coal plants). Fibre 
microbending pressure sensors overcome this problem and can be useful in process 
control applications, particularly in situations, where the environment is highly 
corrosive and/or temperatures are very high. Other examples of sensor designs based 
on microbending effect are given in [Field et al., 80; Lagakos et al., 81 Marvin et al., 
84]. More recently, a single mode fibre strain sensor using twisted fibres has been 
proposed [Tetsuji, et al, 89]. The principle is based on the well established theory of 
optical loss in a constantly curved single mode fibre [Gambling, et al. 79].

Evanescent wave coupling sensors are based on the phenomenon of frustrated total 
internal reflection. When light undergoes internal reflection at a glass-air interface (for 
instance), an evanescent wave penetrates into the less optically dense medium (air in 
this case) for a distance of the same order as the wavelength of the light. The energy 
of the evanescent wave decreases exponentially with distance away from the interface 
[Sutherland et al., 84]. A light absorber or a light collector (e.g. an optical fibre) 
placed within the evanescent field can modify the reflected or transmitted light 
respectively. As the light attenuation will be a function of the relative position of the 
absorber or collector, the system can provide the basis for sensitive position 
(displacement) measurements [Spillman et al, 80].

Another extremely useful application is the evanescent wave spectroscopy for testing 
blood samples to determine the concentration of particular chemicals and
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biochemicals. The evanescence wave guided by the waveguide penetrates into the 
sample and can measure reactions taking place on or very close to the surface of the 
guide. The procedure ( known as immunoassay) utilises the specific binding 
properties of antibodies in order to detect antigens in the sample. The conventional 
technique is slow (often requires several hours), requires the separation of the 
antibody after the chemical binding of the required antigen to antibody (technician 
time and effort), and needs relatively large volumes of reagents (expensive).

In evanescent wave spectroscopy an antibody is chemically linked to the bare core of 
optical fibre (in a manner which preserves the specific binding activity) and is 
therefore within the evanescent field (e.g., the size of an antibody molecule is 
approximately 10 nm by 6 nm, which is smaller than the penetration depth for a 
typical wavelength of radiation) of the light propagating in the fibre. The transmission 
properties (e.g.. Scattering, absorption, and fluorescence) of the fibre are used to 
measure the antigen-antibody reaction [Newby et al., 84; Andrad et al., 85].

Comparing the two techniques, the optical technique is much faster (few minutes), 
reaction takes place on the surface (no need to prepare a solution), separation of the 
antibody is not needed, requires a very low volume of reagents, and the 
instrumentation involved is simple and of low cost [Tromberg et al., 87].

The phenomenon of light scattering can be used in the determination of impurities in 
liquids, and measurement of particle size. An example of this application is the marine 
oil-in-water monitor developed for measuring the oil pollution in water [Snel et al., 
83]. Light is guided by the optical fibre to the measurand (oil polluted water). Both 
the sideways scattered light and the transmitted light are collected using bundle fibres 
and guided to detectors. The angular dependence of the scattered light gives 
information about the particle size and the intensity measures the oil concentration.

Sensors for oil-in-water measurements need to cover a wide range and sensitivity 
values depending on the area of application (e.g., for marine use- range and 
sensitivity are 1000 ppm +/-10 ppm, whereas for electricity generating station- less 
than 0.2 ppm +/- 0.1 ppm) [Extance et al., 83]. Optical fibre sensors have been able 
to satisfy these requirements. In addition, they facilitate online measurements, which 
may be carried out inside pipes, with intrinsic safety.

Light can be intensity modulated as a function of the changes in the differential 
refractive index (RI) of the interfaced materials, caused by the environment (e.g. the 
RI of the core and cladding of a step index fibre may have different RI temperature 
coefficients [Brenci et al., 86] ). This effect results in the intensity modulation of the 
guided light as a function of the measurand.
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The refractive index modulation has been applied in process control for monitoring a 
two-phase fluid mixture. The sensor can distinguish between bubbles or liquid 
droplets [Arditty et al., 86]. Light is guided by the optical fibre to the measurand. 
When liquid is in contact with the fibre end, there is very little reflection (due to the 
correct choice of fibre core-liquid refractive index). However, a gas bubble results in 
a significant reflection of light. The ratio of gas volume to the total volume is 
evaluated at a remote monitoring station. This techniques enables detection of bubbles 
or droplets as small as 50^m with an accuracy of better than 5% and a response time 
of only 10 |is. Other application areas include: the detection of gas plugs in 
production wells in the oil industry, detection in fermenters and distillers in the food 
and pharmaceutical industries and so on.

Optical fibre liquid-level sensors, based on refractive index modulation, are widely 
used in petroleum and chemical plants. Optical fibre sensors, in these applications, 
have the advantages of design simplicity, low cost and electrical isolation. The most 
common design employs a prism attached to two single optical fibres. The launched 
light (into the input fibre) is totally internally reflected by the prism returns to the 
detector by the second (output fibre) fibre. However, when the prism is immersed in 
liquid the intensity of the returned light becomes negligible due to the refractive index 
of the liquid [Spenner et al., 83]. Other areas of application include the detection of oil 
leaks in oil and petrochemical plants [Nagi et al., 84]; and high temperature 
measurements [Vince et al., 82]. A cross-talk sensor, using optical coupling between 
two multimode fibres, has been proposed [Ramakrishnan et al., 84]. In this design, 
the degree of light coupling from the source (LED) fibre to the return fibre is a 
function of the RI of the measurand. A continuous liquid level sensor design, based 
on fluorescent fibre, for the aircraft industry has been proposed [Snow et al., 89].

1.2.5. Wavelength dependent intensitv modulated sensor designs

Temperature is one of the most important parameters to be controlled in almost all 
industrial applications and process control systems. The other extremely important 
area of optical fibre temperature sensing is the medical applications. Their electrical 
isolation and immunity from electromagnetic interference make them particularly 
suitable in certain controlled medical treatments, for example: when using nticrowave 
or RF hyperthermia for cancer treatment, to determine the thermal distribution during 
photoradiation therapy of malignant tumers, or the thermodilution technique for blood 
flow measurements. The use of conventional temperature sensor (thermocouples or 
thermistors) can both perturb the incident electromagnetic field and can lead to 
localised heating spots, resulting in sensing errors.

Numerous optical fibre temperature sensors have been developed for use in 
electrically or chemically hostile (or electromagnetically rich) environments over the
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past several years. Among these, the most practical designs are based on the use of 
specific temperature dependent spectral sensitive materials, e.g., Semiconductors, 
phosphors, liquid crystals [Kyuma et al., 83; Ovren et al., 83; Grattan et al., 84 &  
86; Christensen et al., 87].

Temperature dependent spectral absorption of a semiconductor material has been used 
for temperature measurements [Kyuma et al., 82 b; Schoener et al., 84]. Variation in 
the temperature of a semiconductor material, such as GaAs, causes a change in the 
band gap of the semiconductor. The band-edge wavelength corresponding to the 
fundamental optical absorption shifts, almost linearly, towards longer wavelengths 
with increasing temperature. Thus illumination of the semiconductor with light of the 
correct wavelength can results in a temperature dependent spectral absorption sensor, 
in which intensity transmitted is a function of temperature.

Temperature dependent spectral absorption is exploited in an intrinsic ratiomatric (the 
ratio of the absorption at two specific wavelengths) temperature sensor design, based 
on a rare-earth (neodymium-doped) fibre. In this case the fibre itself acts as a 
temperature dependent spectral absorbing element [ Snitzer et al., 83].

Temperature dependent photoluminescence in semiconductor materials can be used for 
temperature sensing [Ovren et al., 83]. When the incoming light is absorbed by the 
semiconductor material (GaAs in this case), the electron-hole pairs are generated. 
After that, they recombine and the re-emitted photons (hence the wavelengths) are 
temperature dependent. The luminescence wavelengths shift towards longer 
wavelengths with increasing temperature. Thus, the luminescence spectrum conveys 
temperature information.

Temperature-dependent fluorescent emission from phosphors can be used for 
temperature sensing. When the phosphors are exited by ultraviolet light, they re-emit 
longer wavelengths fluorescent light. Certain phosphors have several emission lines, 
each having a different temperature dependence. The ratio of the intensity of two 
emission lines is used to determine the temperature. In a practical system a resolution 
of 0.1 deg. C and an accuracy of 1 deg. C are claimed [Culshaw, 84b].

For very high temperature (5(X) to 2(XX) deg C) measurements optical fibre pyrometric 
probe (the sensor consists of a black-body cavity at the tip of the fibre) may be 
employed [Dakin et al., 77; Gottlieb et al., 81; Shimizu et al., 84]. The basic principle 
is the same as for free-space pyrometers previously discussed, except that with the 
use of optical fibres long distance remote temperature sensing can be performed. 
Thus, the absolute temperature can be measured, at a distant location, by analysing 
the intensity or the spectrum of the radiated energy fiom a black body. This technique 
has been used for an optical fibre temperature measurements, achieving remarkably
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high resolution (7 .5x lO '^ r deg. C) and accuracy (0.0025%) [Diles, 83].

Apart from temperature, there are many other wavelength sensitive physical 
phenomena which may be exploited for wavelength sensitive sensing.

Detection of leakage of inflammable gases is vital in gas and petrochemical plants for 
obvious safety reasons. This may be carried out by absorption spectroscopy 
(wavelength-dependent absorption of gases), using bulk-optical spectrometers. 
Optical fibre based gas sensing offers many advantages: long distance remote sensing; 
online measurements; low cost; and high reliability over the conventional methods 
[Inaba et al., 84; Arakawa et al., 86]. The overtone (higher harmonics of fundamental 
absorption) bands of a number of inflammable gases are located in the near-infrared 
wavelength range which corresponds to the low loss band of commercially available 
ultra-low-loss silica fibre (0.8 |xm to 1.8 fxm). Thus, in optical fibre based gas 
sensing overtone spectroscopy is often used [Chan et al., 84].

Other applications include, for example, wavelength dependent absorption in fluid to 
detect liquid level [Dakin et al., 83], and pH sensing [Peterson et al., 80; Bacci et al., 
86].

Monitoring techniques, based on remote optical fibre fluorescent measurements, have 
been applied to the remote monitoring of numerous chemical ions [Milanovic et al., 
83 & 84]. The main applications are the nuclear power stations, pollution monitoring, 
and the detection of impurities of in ground and surface water. Optical fibre based 
techniques offer the advantages of remote measurements and high sensitivity, due to 
high coupling efficiency of the exciting light, in spite of the poor collection efficiency 
of the fluorescent light

1.2.6. Wavelength (spectral) encoded sensor designs

In this category of sensor designs the sensing information is encoded as a variation in 
the wavelength or the spectral line of the input light as a result of a change in the 
measurand. As the information is contained in the wavelength (sometimes the 
intensity ratio of two wavelength), such systems are inherently less susceptible to 
intensity fluctuations. A detailed account of the theory of spectral encoding is given in 
[Ulrich, 87], and some design implementations have been proposed [ Dakin, 84; 
Hutley, 84; Hutley et al., 86; Dabkiewicz et al., 85 &  86]. The principle has been 
used for pressure (displacement) sensors for industrial systems [Jonsson et al., 84].
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1.2.7. Polarisation modulated sensor desipis

A variety of physical phenomena influence the state of polarisation of light. 
Polarisation modulation can occur either due to the inherent birefringence property of 
a material or by externally induced birefringence in a material through which light is 
travelling.

Crystalline materials (e.g. quartz) have an inherent property of circular birefringence 
(i.e., the refractive index of the material is a function of the right and left circularly 
polarised light- the two polarisation states are referred to as the eigenmodes). The 
difference in optical phase through the material for these two eigenmodes is referred 
to as the optical activity. Thus if linear polarised light is passed through an optically 
active medium, the output will be rotated by an angle equal to half the phase 
difference between the two eigenmodes. The optical activity is usually a function of 
temperature and pressure (less sensitive to pressure). The principle can be exploited 
for an extrinsic temperature sensor [Rogers, 82].

The optical activity of a crystalline material may be modulated by applying an electric 
field- the phenomenon referred to as Electrogyration [Rogers, 77]. The effect is 
sensitive to crystal orientation with respect to electrical field direction. The principle 
has the potential of providing an electrical field and/or voltage extrinsic probe for use 
in the electrical power supply industry.

The phenomenon of Faraday rotation is a magnetically induced optical activity. All 
materials exhibit Faraday rotation to varying degree. The principle may form the basis 
for an optical fibre extrinsic or intrinsic current sensor via magnetic field 
measurements. The basic design of an extrinsic sensor consists of a series 
arrangement of input fibre- polariser- (magneto-optic material)- analyser- output fibre. 
The light from the input fibre is incident on the magneto-optic material (which is 
exposed to the magnetic field) via the polariser, and recovered at the output of the 
analyser by the output fibre (with rotated polarisation due to the magnetic field). 
Several designs have been proposed [Kyuma, 82 & 83].

The phenomenon of Faraday rotation is particularly useful for intrinsic optical fibre 
sensor designs, since the effect is not limited to crystalline materials (difficult to 
produce in fibre form). The basic design for an intrinsic sensor may be accomplished 
by wrapping a single mode optical fibre around the current canying conductor, and 
launching linear polarised light at one end of the fibre whilst analysing the rotated 
polarisation (due to the magnetic field created by the current flowing in the conductor) 
at the other end [Rogers, 79]. Accuracies of the order of 0.25% have been reported, 
in the 50-200 A range [Chaimowicz, 89c]. Clearly, an intrinsic sensor offers a much 
more compact design, however, coiling of the fibre gives rise to bend-induced linear
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birefringence in the fibre. This birefringence is easily modified by the environmental 
factors. These effects influence the state of polarisation of the mode and quench the 
Faraday-effect. Some solutions to overcome these problems have been proposed 
[Kersey et al., 86 & 89; Qian et al., 86; Nicati et al., 88; Maystre et al., 89a]. A 
detailed account of optical frbie current sensing techniques is given in [Rogers, 88]. A 
review of the developments in current and magnetic freld sensing based on Faraday 
effect, is presented in [Day, 89].

Extrinsic voltage sensor (very similar in construction to that of extrinsic current 
sensors) designs, based on electro-optic effect (the change in linear birefringence by 
an applied electric field), have been proposed in the literature [Kyuma., 83].

The principle activity in polarisation modulation sensors has been in the electrical 
power supply industry. The motivation here is in the availability of a transducer which 
does not conduct electricity, so that high-voltage insulation problems are immediately 
removed. For example, on high tension lines, current and voltage measurements 
using conventional techniques (current transformers) are both expensive and diffrcult 
to implement and interpret. High electrical insulation of the sensing system results in 
very costly and bulky equipment. In addition, the sensor and transmission lines also 
require immunity to high levels of electromagnetic interference because of the noisy 
electromagnetic environment at a power station. Other requirements may include: 
maintainability, physical size, and power consumption. For example, the sensor head 
must require infrequent maintenance as it may be located in a difficult position to 
access, such as in vacuum, gas, or oil tanks; between the windings in coils of power 
transformers [Nakamura et al., 86]. For some of these applications the sensor head 
must be very small and/or must be able to operate with low power consumption. 
Optical frbre sensors are able to meet many of the above demands. Furthermore, 
optical fibre sensors have the advantage of high bandwidth when compared with a 
current transformer, and this can be important in monitoring the current transients 
under fault conditions.

1.2.8. Phase modulated sensor designs

Optical phase has been known to be highly sensitive to environmental changes. The 
phase modulation of light for the detection of environmental changes has been 
increasingly exploited over the past hundred years [Bom, 75]. Because of its intrinsic 
high sensitivity to environmental changes, very high precision measurements are 
feasible. The detection of optical phase modulation is performed via interferometric 
techniques, involving homodyne or heterodyne coherent detection methods. The 
added benefit of optical fibre based interferometric intrinsic sensors is that the 
sensitivity of the phase modulation to the environmental parameters can be increased 
simply by increasing the path length exposed to the measurand.
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The total phase of the light (assuming a monochromatic lightwave input) path along 
an optical Abre (single mode is assumed) depends on three properties of the fibre 
guide: Its total physical length, the refractive index, the geometrical transverse 
dimensions of the guide.

All these properties can be influenced directly by externally induced pressure, stress, 
strain and temperature, and hence modulating the phase of the lightwave [Culshaw et 
al., 79 ; Butter et al.,78; Corke et al., 83 & 84; DeMaria et al., 89; Samouris et al., 
89]. Variations in environmental parameters other than pressure, strain, and 
temperature are converted to cause phase modulation.

The basic silica fibre is usually coated (or bonded to a strip) with a medium which 
transforms the externally applied field into a longitudinal strain, for example: a plastic 
material to enhance acoustic sensitivity [Hocker, 79; Bucaro, 87; Cole, 88], or a 
magnetostrictive material to couple the phase modulation to magnetic field variations 
[Dandridge et al., 80; Giallorenzi et al., 82; Koo et al., 82 & 89].

In addition to the prospect of very high sensitivity, optical fibre interferometers may 
be simply configured in an infinite variety of physical shapes. Both of these features 
are of great interest in optical fibre hydrophone design. The flexible nature of the 
optical fibre allows a large variety of geometrical configurations for the sensor head, 
and in principle the fibre optic hydrophone can be designed to act as ‘point’, 
‘gradient’, or ‘directional’ sensing device. Furthermore, the polar and the frequency 
response of an optical fibre hydrophone can be tailored to a specific requirement, 
using the same technology. Also, an optical fibre hydrophone removes the need for 
waterproof cabling to the sensor head , which is essential for an electrical 
(piezoelectric) hydrophone. The interferometric optical fibre hydrophone has been the 
subject of considerable research effort over recent years [Giallorenzi et al., 82; 
Giallorenzi, 87; Henning et al., 88].

Magnetostrictive-based interferometric sensors (magnetometers) have been proposed 
for very weak, slowly varying magnetic fields measurements [Kersey et al., 83 &  84; 
Koo et al., 83]. Such a device has been demonstrated to have a linear dynamic range

of greater than 10  ̂with a detection sensitivity of 8x10^ A/m at frequencies below 2 

Hz [Kersey et al., 85].

In the preceding discussion, the mechanism exploited for the phase modulation in 
optical fibre interferometers has been the measimd-induced change in the optical path 
length of the sensing fibre (e.g., the sensing arm of a Mack-Zehnder or Michelson 
interferometer). In order to maintain the spatial coherence of the guided beams, single
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mode optical fibres are employed in interferometric systems. In single mode fibres 
light is propagated in the form of two orthogonally polarised eigenmodes, which may 
propagate with slightly different velocities. This implies that the state of polarisation 
of the output may have a tendency to drift with time (differential phase modulation). 
However, a polarisation controller to optimise the initial response of the system is 
often adequate to ensure that a reasonably stable signal is maintained [Lefevre, 80].

Furthermore, the velocity difference of the eigenmodes is itself a function of 
temperature, strain etc. This effect may be used as the basis of a sensor element 
[Eickoff, 81]. However, for normal single mode fibres the propagation velocities of 
the two eigenmodes are closely matched so that the differential phase modulation 
effect is minimised. For highly linear biréfringent fibres the effect is much more 
pronounced [Payne et al., 82], and hence can be used to design intrinsic polarimetric 
sensors [Corke et al., 84; Kikuchi et al., 84; Takahashi et al., 86; Tsuchida et al., 89]. 
Polarimetric sensors are inherently less sensitive to physical measurand than their 
two-beam interferometric counterparts. This implies that a greater change in the 
measurand is required to produce a 2n differential phase shift (one fringe). 
Consequently, the unambiguous measurement range is increased. Thus, the apparent 
drawback can be useful in applications where the relative dynamic range is more 
important than the sensitivity. Alternatively, by simultaneously measuring both the 
phase and polarisation state modulation within a biréfringent sensing element, it is 
possible to extend the dynamic range without sensitivity penalty [Corke et al., 85; 
Leilabady et al., 86a &  86b; Jones et al., 86]. A polarimetric resonator sensor design 
has been demonstrated to give high sensitivity and large dynamic range [Maystre et 
al., 89b].

Optical fibre gyroscope has drawn a considerable degree of attention in recent years. 
The optical fibre Sagnac interferometer (a ring interferometer which converts rotation 
into optical phase difference) forms the basis of the optical fibre gyroscope. The basic 
principle of operation is that light entering the system is divided into two beams and 
launched into a stationary coiled length of optical fibre from both ends 
simultaneously, they exit the coil at the opposite ends simultaneously too, hence in 
phase. If, however, the coil is made to rotate at some angular velocity, then light 
which is simultaneously launched into the two input ends of the fibre coil will emerge 
at slightly different times depending on whether the light travels with or against the 
rotation. This results in an optical phase difference between the two counter- 
propagating light waves, i.e., rotation has been converted into an optical phase 
difference [Culshaw et al., 83]. It is possible, in principle and in practice, to realise 
optical fibre gyroscopes having inertial navigational performance [Bergh et al., 82 a]. 
Several gyro designs and solutions to practical design problems have been proposed 
in the literature [Bergh et al., 82 b; Frigo et al., 83; Lefevre, 87; Arditty et al., 89]. 
Although there are well established gyroscope technologies (e.g. spinning mass gyro,
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ring laser gyro) which have demonstrated high sensitivity and accuracy performances 
in numerous applications of inertial stabilisation and guidance, the optical ribre 
gyroscopes can play an important part in future systems working under difficult 
conditions where present technologies cannot withstand. For example, solid state 
components and low-mass design features of fibre gyroscopes are great advantages 
under vibrations and shocks, as well as for very high rotation rate, very fast response 
time, or long shelf life time. As the fibre gyroscopes has no moving parts, it should 
be inherently much more reliable than any system previously developed. A gyro 
prototype unit, which meets the military environmental requirements, has been 
demonstrated [Auch et al., 88]. A review for the technical evaluation of the 
interferometric fibre gyro is presented in [Lefevre, 89].

1.2.9. Frequencv modulated sensor designs

Laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) has been previously discussed. The same basic 
principle can be extended to the frequency modulation in optical fibre velocity 
sensors. Optical fibres may be incorporated into a LDV in a number of 
configurations, i.e., to carry laser light to a local optical system (which is largely 
identical to that in a nonfibre LDV) and to collect and guide the scattered light to a 
photodetector [Jackson et al., 84]; to carry light beams (laser light is divided into two 
beams) to a remote sensor probe, and to collect and guide the scattered light to a 
remote photodetector [Knuhtsen et al., 82; Nguyen et al., 84] - this scheme may be 
implemented using all-fibre components [Chan et al., 85].

Examples of industrial applications of an optical fibre LDV include: the control of the 
rolling speed of paper and films, the monitoring of fluid velocity and turbulence in 
mixing process, non-contact remote vibration analysis of machines and other 
structures without disturbing the vibrational behaviour of the structure [Lewin et al., 
85; Laming et al., 86]. An interesting medical application is the measurement of the 
velocity of blood flow in blood vessels with thin walls and/or small diameters 
[Kilpatrick et al., 82], or the measurement of arterial blood velocity. In this technique 
the fibre tip is inserted into the blood vessel (or artery) through the centre of a 
hypodermic needle. A proportion of the Doppler-shifted backscattered light is 
collected by the same fibre tip and guided back to the analysing system. More recent 
developments of LDV techniques can be found in [Boyle et al, 91; Koelink et al., 91].

In addition to the advantages offered by a LDV, an optical fibre LDV probe enables 
remote operation, is generally more compact, and provides accessibility to restricted 
locations.
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1.2.10. Optical fibre for structural monitoring

A relatively new application area (and somewhat different from the usual optical fibre 
sensing applications) for optical fibres has emerged in the past few years. Many 
modem structures, such as large ships, bridges, aircrafts and other offshore 
structures have become very complexed, in both their design and their use of new 
composite materials. Critical components and materials used in these structures 
require regular monitoring to determine the integrity of the stmctuies [Summerscales,
86]. Optical fibres, due to their small dimensions and light weight, intrinsic safety in 
hazardous environment, electrical isolation, accessibility to difficult locations, and 
ease of integration into structures fabricated of composite materials, are most suited 
for such structural monitoring functions. In these applications, optical fibres may be 
either bonded to the surface of the structure to detect cracks [Hale, 84] or integrated 
within the composite material (‘smart skins* ) of the structure to monitor fatigue and 
other required parameters [Udd, 89]. For example, carbon fibre composites are 
increasingly finding uses in aerospace vehicles. These materials offer high strength- 
to-weight ratio, extremely high flexibility, and can sustain dynamic strain levels of 1% 
without noticeable deterioration in their performance. Most mechanical strain 
measuring devices cannot achieve such large dynamic strain levels. Furthermore, 
mechanical and thermal damage within the material cannot be seen, and the surface 
damage may not be exposed (e.g., the damaged surface may be enclosed within an 
airframe structure). It is in this context that optical fibres offer a uniquely flexible 
approach to the monitoring of the fatigue life and failure of these composite materials. 
The glass fibre has mechanical characteristics very comparable to the carbon fibre and 
in particular is capable of withstanding high dynantic strain. Optical fibres can be used 
as phase sensitive transducers to measure temperature and strain, or both 
simultaneously by using, for example, a dual-wavelength interrogation method [Meltz 
et al., 87].

1.3. Discussion

In view of the preceding study at least four possible criteria for comparison can be 
established.

The first three, however, strongly favour the case for sensing with light, as 
discussed in the following:

i) Physical conditions- applications where conventional electrical sensors either cannot 
survive, are unsafe or impractical, e.g., very high temperature, or chemically 
corrosive environment, and in vivo medical applications.

ii) Performance- applications where very high sensitivity and fine resolution is
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essential. Phase modulated interferometric optical sensors can satisfy these 
requirements.

iii) Design and implementation- simplicity of design and implementation is a desirable 
feature in any engineering problem. Examples of applications given in the ffee-space 
optical sensing (section 1.1) achieved design simplicity in most cases. Polarisation 
modulated sensors for electrical power supply industry most certainly offer attractive 
design solutions compared with the conventional sensor designs. A remarkable 
feature of light technology is its versatility, i.e., several parameters are available to the 
designer to realise a given sensing function. There is, undoubtedly, tremendous 
scope for new areas of applications, providing design advantages, as the technology 
progresses into maturity.

iv) Cost- the issue of cost is irrelevant where optical technology is the only practical 
means (i) of implementation. Simplicity of design and implementation (iii) often 
results in overall cost reduction. However, in more general applications, optical 
sensing presently is more expensive compared with conventional electrical sensing. It 
can be argued that the cost drawback of the optical sensing is not all that 
discouraging, as the comparison is between a fully matured and a developing 
technologies. This implies that optical sensing has the potential to become cost 
effective in time. Furthermore, a single sensor utilises only a small fraction of the 
available fibre bandwidth, in most cases. This motivates the notion of multiplexing a 
large number of optical sensors in order to utilise the full fibre potential. As the fibre 
bandwidth is several times greater than anv metallic cable system, there appears to be 
a strong case, essentiallv on economic grounds, for multiplexed sensor svstems.

1.4. A comparison of multiplexed svstems

1.4.1. Comparable System Models

To carry out a comparison, it is necessary to define comparable system models for 
the two regimes.

An electrical sensor output may be defined as linear function of a measurand, 
expressed as a voltage signal, i.e.

V = k f(p,)
where

k is a constant; ^ is the measurand; v is the output voltage
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Supposing that the measurand is varied as a function of time in the form:

p .(t) =  Mgigç coscÛQt ; then  

V (t) = V COSCOgt
where

Mgjgç is the maximum value of the measurand 

V is the corresponding peak voltage output

®o =

The output, v(t) may be periodically sampled as shown in figure 1

v (t)
v (̂t)

SENSOR

Figure 1: Electrical sensor model and sampled signal.

The sample values amplitude modulate a train of pulses of amplitude Ag period Tg 

and width T.

Thus, the sampled output, V g (t), is given by

Vg(t) = Ao ^  [l+m  v(nT,)] rcct(t - nT, A)

where
Tg is the Nyquist sampling interval, 
m is the modulation index of AM
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A number, N, of sampled sensor signals may be time division multiplexed (TDM) as 
shown in figure 2.

S2

PAM-TDM

SN

Figure 2: TDM electrical sensors system.

A synchronisation pulse is inserted after each frame of N pulses.

A comparable optical sensor model is shown in figure 3.

u(t)

Senaor

Figure 3: Optical sensor model and sampled signal.
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In this case the intensity of an optical pulse train is modulated by the sample values of 

the sensor signal of the form: cosm t̂, where is the maximum value of
the measurand.
The number, N, of optical sensors may be time division multiplexed passively 
[Nelson et al., 80], as shown in figure 4.

Optical Pulse Train

NT C?Cl
T /2 T /2

CN

PAM-TDM
rr I C 2--------- —  CN 

S N ^

COUPLER 
^  SENSOR I s n
On

FIBRE DELAY REFLECTOR
JL

T /2  «  Ts/N R

Figure4: TDM optical sensors svstem.

The optical pulse train is launched into an optical fibre and the required power for 
each sensor is tapped from each incoming pulse. For each input pulse, N intensity 
modulated returning pulses with a time separation of T sec. are produced. For a 
continuous train of pulses at the input, the return signal is a PAM-TDM signal in the 
electrical domain.

1.4.2. Cost analysis

Clearly, an exact cost comparison can only be carried out for fully specified systems. 
However, some estimates and cost trends may be established by expressing the costs 
of the main components of the two systems in some generalised form, and based on a 
number of assumptions.

Electrical

Assumptions:
The total cost to generate (figure 2) a single sensor channel, , at the transmitter is: 

The total cost for = \j/

The cost of each electrical sensor = 5
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A single receiver, R ,̂ performs the demultiplexing and detection functions.

The cost of = p

Thus, the total cost for a N sensors system is:

Total cost = Nijf + NÔ + p-----------------(1)

Optical

Assumptions:
A single light source, Lp, provides all the required power.

The cost of Lp = Y

The cost of each optical sensor = 5

The optical receiver, Rgpt» is identical to the electrical, but with an additional 
photodetector.

The cost of Rqpj = (a + P)

The cost of an optical coupler = <p

Thus, the total cost for a N sensors system is 

Total cost = N(p + NÔ + Y + (a + P)---------------- (2)

The cost break-point occurs when equation (1) equals Equation (2), i.e.

N \|f= N9 + Y+0C---------------- (3)

let 9  = ky

and (y + oc) = n\|f

where k and n are constants, then equation (3) becomes

N \|f= Nk\|f+ n\)f---------------- (4)

N = n/(l-k)---------------- (5)
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Equation (5) can be used to determine the cost break points in terms of N, n, and k , 
as shown in figure 5.

400
-B- k = 0.9 

k = 0.8 
k = 0.5

z

I3z 100 -

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 1 4 1 6  1 8 2 0  22  2 4  2 6  28  30  3 2  3 4  3 6 3 8  40

Figure 5: The cost break-points.

N is the number of multiplexed sensors required to equal the cost for the 
corresponding electrical sensor system. Clearly, for maximum cost advantage k and n 
need to be minimised. It is not unreasonable to assume that the cost of optical 
components, such as couplers, fibres, optical sources and detectors will come down 
significantly as the technology further develops into maturity. Furthermore, the 
multiplexed sensing system will be constrained by two other factors:

i) N is limited by the available system bandwidth.

ii) For long distance remote monitoring, there is the transmission loss limitation.

Optical fibre technology offers significant advantages over the conventional electrical 
technologies in both of the above aspects.

1.5. Conclusions

In view of the preceding discussions a number of areas where optical sensing has a 
definite advantage and other areas where it has a potential for future benefits can be 
identified. The former includes: applications in which the conventional technologies 
cannot survive or are impractical to implement; applications where high performance 
is required; and where the possibility of achieving design simplicity exists and, hence.
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cost reduction. The latter is concerned with the future cost reductions of optical 
components as the technology enters comparable maturity to electrical technologies. 
This may come about through the future availability of dedicated devices for sensor 
systems, unlike most present systems which invariably employ optical components 
originally designed for telecommunications purposes. Reduced component cost 
coupled with sensor multiplexing will generally offer a significant advantage over 
conventional systems. Optical fibre multiplexed sensor solutions for long distance 
remote sensing will be particularly attractive.

Finally, it may be concluded that sensing with light, at present, complements the 
conventional sensing techniques. It is playing a crucial role in areas where 
conventional techniques cannot function or be implemented. However, this new and 
growing technology has the future potential to offer high performance and cost 
advantages compared with the conventional methods in almost all sensing 
applications. The major potential in terms of cost effectiveness is envisaged to come 
through the possibility of multiplexing a large number of sensors (per optical source- 
detector pair) for remote monitoring.
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CHAPTER 2

MIITTTPT.EXTNG OF LIG H T ■ a curiosity or a reality

In the preceding chapter, it was concluded that the potential economic advantage of 
guided optical sensing over conventional methods, in a global sense, may be realised 
through the processes of passively multiplexing a large number of all- optical sensors 
and then transmitting the multiplexed information to a remote monitoring station over 
a single fibre line. This raises the question, whv is there a need for a large number of 
sensors and remote monitoring ? The answer to this question is clear from the 
considerations of sensing functions to monitor and control a variety of complex 
systems such as aircraft, ships, automobiles, offshore platforms, buildings, factories, 
nuclear reactors etc. The complexity of these systems demands that a high volume of 
sensing data is transmitted to a central point, where it may be processed to determine 
the state of the whole system within an acceptable period of time. In order to 
implement a number (N) of sensors in such a system, the simplest solution would be 
to have N point to point bi-directional links connecting each sensor to a central point. 
However, for large N, this solution is unattractive on economic as well as on design 
complexity grounds. This implies that there is a need to search for a common path 
transmission, multiplexed sensor system solutions. A generalised system model is 
shown in figure 2.1.

Optical Fibre Lines

Signals
Combiner

(SC)

Power

Distributor
(PD)

Sensor
Array

(SA)

Processing

(PU)

Unit

Tx- Optical Transmitter 

Rx- Optical Receiver

Figure 2.1: (Generalised multiplexed optical sensors svstem model.

The prime requirements for such a system are:

a) to maintain the transmission channel neutrality i.e., the sensor information must 
not be influenced by the transmission channel, therefore the choice of sensor
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modulation technique (the way in which sensor information is encoded ) becomes 
critical (e.g. intensity modulated sensor systems are much more influenced by 
variations in the path losses than the phase modulated systems). Various modulation 
techniques have been discussed in [Giallorenzi et al., 82; Medlock, 86].

b) to interrogate each sensor according to a system protocol. A review of sensor 
interrogation methods is given in [Kist, 86 ].

c) to identify each sensor location and unambiguously extract the value of the 
measurand firom the corresponding sensor signal ( these processes are the reverse of 
(a) and (b), which need to be carried out at the remote monitoring station).

Clearly there is a close interdependence between sensor modulation technique, 
multiplexing, signal demodulation and sensor interrogation. However, in general, 
sensor multiplexed systems can be classified as incoherent systems, electrically 
coherent systems, and optically coherent systems.

Incoherent systems are generally based on multimode technology. The sensor 
information is intensity modulated and recovered by direct detection. Sensors are 
addressed typically in the time domain (time division multiplexing), or wavelength 
domain ( wavelength division multiplexing) [ Nelson et al., 80 &  81; Laude, 85 &  
87].

Electrically coherent systems also, generally, employ multimode technology. Sensors 
are identified either by translating the time delay between the local reference signal (at 
the monitoring station) and the return sensor signals into a beat frequency (by 
heterodyne action), or translating the time delay into a differential phase (by phase 
locking action). Frequency domain addressing (frequency division multiplexing) has 
been most frequently employed in these systems [Nelson et al., 81; Mlodzianowski et 
al., 87].

Optically coherent systems, on the other hand, require single mode technology 
incorporating, most commonly, interferometric sensors with optically coherent 
detection (i.e. the mixing is performed by the photodetector), in conjunction with 
time, frequency or phase domain addressing schemes [Dakin et al., 84; Brooks et al., 
85 & 87; Dandridge et al., 87; Kersey et al., 87a].

2.1. Incoherent svstems

2.1.1. Time division multiplexing (TDMl

The time domain sensor addressing is based on the differential time delay between
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adjacent sensors within a sensor array of N sensors [Nelson et al., 80]. The optical 
transmitter, T^, (ref. fig. 2.1) transmits a narrow width periodic optical pulse train to

the sensor array (SA) at a remote sensing location. The transmitted pulse width,Xj, 

must not be greater than the differential time delay, x^ between adjacent sensors, and 

the pulse period must not be less than x̂  N to avoid overlapping of the return pulses.

For reflective all-optical sensors, SA takes the form of a linear array, as shown in 
figure 2.2. The power distributor (PD) and signal combiner (SC) functions are 
realised by directional optical couplers (C). The same fibre line may be used to supply 
optical power and the multiplexed sensors response (in this case an additional 
directional coupler is needed at the remote monitoring station ), cn* separate fibre lines 
may be used (fig. 2.2).

Optical Pulse Train

From T x

jiLiJUL

S- optical sensor, C- optical coupler, R- reflector, L- fibre length 

Figure 2.2: A TDM reflective sensor arrav.

At the optical receiver, R^, the photodetector detects the returning modulated optical 
pulses, and passes on the corresponding electrical pulses to the processing unit (PU).
The returning pulses are delayed by time intervals tj = n L j /c (i= l, 2..... N), where
Lj is the fibre link length of the ith sensor, n the core refractive index of the fibre, and 
c the velocity of light in free space. Thus, the sensor locations are identified by the 
time delays, tj. The function of the PU is to first time division demultiplex the 
received pulses and then to amplitude demodulate each sensor channel in order to 
recover individual sensor information. The demultiplexing part of PU generally 
consists of high speed electronics, which is necessary for wide bandwidth operation.

For transmissive all-optical sensors, SA takes the form of a ladder structure, as 
shown in figure 2.3. In this case, the PD and SC are the upper and lower rows of 
couplers respectively. The general principle of operation is the same as in the 
reflective sensors case.
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Figure 2.3: A TDM transmissive sensor array.

2.1.2. Wavelength division multiplexing CWDM)

The wavelength domain sensor addressing is achieved by assigning a separate 
wavelength to each sensor. The T^ transmits a broadband intensity waveform. The 
PD takes the form of a set of optical band pass filters. The SA, and SC may take the 
form of a ladder structure for transmissive sensors. At the R ,̂ the returning signal is 
first wavelength division demultiplexed and then each wavelength is directed to a 
separate photodetector, as shown in fîgure 2.4. Thus, the sensor locations are 
identified by the corresponding wavelengths and the sensor information is determined 
by the amplitude of the returned signal at the corresponding wavelength [Jones, 81].

FromTxBroadband
Source

X1- XN

XI
X

DA Demux

XN

Figure 2.4: A WDM sensor system.
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Alternatively, light from a set of N independent narrow band sources is combined so 
that the transmits an intensity waveform which is composed of all the wavelengths

to The general principle of operation is very similar to the above case.

2.2. Electricallv coherent svstems

2.2.1. Frequencv division multiplexing (FDMl

Most of the schemes proposed for electrically coherent systems are based on 
frequency domain addressing. Frequency domain addressing is typically achieved 
either by a linear chirp modulation or multiple sinusoid modulation, i.e., the 
transmitted light is amplitude modulated by a linear ramp or sinusoids.

2.2.1.1. Chirp modulated PPM

In this scheme, the optical transmitter, T^, transmits a chirp modulated signal 
(frequency chirp may be achieved by sweeping a sub-carrier in the RF frequency 
range or by pulsing a SAW chirp filter) [Nelson et al., 81]. The SA, PD, and SC may 
take the same forms as shown in figure 2.2 or 2.3. At the optical receiver, R^, the 
photodetector converts the return sensor signals into the corresponding electrical 
signals, which are subsequently mixed with the original (reference) chirp signal

(heterodyne action). Since each return is delayed by a time intervals Xj = n Lj /c

(where L j is the fibre link length of the ith sensor, n the core refractive index of the 
fibre, and c the velocity of light in free space) from the reference signal, on mixing a

beat frequency, fgj, is generated (fgj = Af x^/Tg , where fg  ̂is the beat frequency for

the ith sensor, Af is the peak frequency deviation, T  ̂is the chirp period). Thus, the

sensors are identified by the corresponding beat frequencies, fgi (i = 1,2 N; for
N sensors ), and the variations in the amplitude of the spectrum centred around fĝ  
with a sine envelope conveys sensor information [Culshaw, 87].

2.2.1.2. Multiple sinusoid modulated FDM

In this scheme, T^ transmits a multiple sinusoid modulated signal (the multiple 
sinusoid are the sum of N discrete sinusoidal frequencies ) [Mlodzianowski et al.,
87]. The SA, PD, and SC may take the same forms as shown in figure 2.2 or 2.3. 
The number of discrete sinusoidal friequencies is equal to the required number (N) of
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sensors in the multiplexed system. The composite return signal, S_:, is thus given by

-iSm = 2,
n=l

where

and (l)̂  ̂ are the amplitude and phase of the nth sensor at (Ô (i= 1,2 n)
frequency respectively (where is the return path length for nth sensor location, and 

Dg is the group velocity of light). At the PU, the ‘in phase* components (with respect 
to the modulating discrete frequencies) are determined using a lock-in amplifier. Thus, 
the phase identifies the sensor location. The sensor information is conveyed by the 
amplitude set A^. This is achieved by formulating a set of N simultaneous linear 
equations, and solving for A„.

2.3. Opticallv coherent svstems

Optically coherent sensor systems are generally based on interferometric sensors, 
typically of Mach-Zehnder or Michelson configurations. The sensor addressing is 
carried out in the time, frequency or phase domains, in conjunction with appropriate 
phase demodulation schemes [Dakin et al, 84; Brooks et al., 85 &  87; Dandridge et 
al., 87].

2.3.1. Time division multiplexing (TDM)

The time domain addressing may be achieved either by the phase-generated carrier 
technique (PGC), or by path-matched differential Interferometry (PMDI).

2.3.1.1. PGC-TDM technique

In this scheme, the optical transmitter, T^, transmits a periodic train of rectangular 
intensity pulses with sinusoidally modulated optical frequency (i.e., the optical 
frequency of the source is modulated by a sinusoidal signal, f^, with a peak deviation

Ad). The SA, PD and SC may take the form as shown in figure 2.3. There are N 

Mach-Zehnder interferometers, each having a corresponding path imbalance of L| (i =
1, 2......... N), in the sensor array. Sensors are separated in the time domain by fibre
delay lines between adjacent sensors, i.e., the rectangular pulse width must not be 
greater than the time delay between adjacent sensors, and the period of the pulse train 
must not be less than the total response time of the N sensors. Thus, each transmitted 
pulse results in N return pulses. The path imbalance, Lj, gives rise to a sinusoidal
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modulation of the optical phase difference at the output port of each interferometric 
sensor, according to the relationship

A(|)j sin(2jtf^t ) = k Ad sin(2jtf^t )

where k = 2jtn Lj /c , and n is the refractive index of the core, and c is the velocity of 
light.

The components in the sensor outputs at the first and second harmonics of the source 
modulation frequency are given by [ Kersey et al., 87b]

Sitfm) = Pi | ( # i  ) sin «̂ Mi sin(27tf„t )

Si(2fm) = Pi J 2 (# i ) cos <|)Mi sin(2jt (2 f„t ))

where is the phase modulation imposed by the measurand within the sensing 

element

At the receiver, R ,̂ the photodetector output gives a line spectrum including 

frequency components at f„, and 2 f^, and the associated phase modulation, The 

received pulses ( at the PU ) are time division demultiplexed, and mixed (electrically) 
with f^  and 2 f^  fi-equencies, and then filtered to separate the amplitudes of the first 
and second harmonics. Time derivation and cross-multiplication of the amplitudes of 
the two harmonics, followed by subtraction and integration with respect to time leads

to an output which is proportional to the phase ( the detection method referred to 

as the PGC homodyne approach [ Dandridge et al., 82] ).

2.3.1.2 PMDI-TDM Technique

In this scheme, T^ transmits a periodic train of rectangular intensity pulses ( externally

gated using a Bragg cell) of width x and period T. The SA, PD and SC can take the

form as shown in figure 2.3. There are N Mach-Zehnder interferometers (each having 
a path imbalance of Lg ) in the array [Brooks et al., 86]. The method requires that Lg 
»L g , where is the coherence length of the source, so that the light at the output 
port of any interferometer would not give a significant fringe contrast. Due to the

large imbalance, (e.g. 50 m), and the condition, x < nLg /  c, each transmitted pulse 

produces two pulses at the interferometer output port. At R^, a compensating 
interferometer with a similar path imbalance, is employed. is arrange to be close
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to Lg, such that > (L^ - Lg). Thus only the series combination of the two 
interferometers acts as a high-fringe-contrast interferometric device [Al-Chalabt et al., 
83]. As the transmitted pulses undergo division and different time delays (due to the 
short and long path combinations), certain pulses overlap and interfere at the 
compensating interferometer output The photodetector, following the compensating 
interferometer, translates the phase infcnmation carried by the overlapping pulses into 
the corresponding intensity pulses. The intensity pulses are subsequently time 
division demultiplexed to separate the individual sensor channel. The actual sensor 
information is then retrieved by low pass filtering [ Brooks et al., 87]. Thus, with a 
suitable choice of the pulse separation and width, sensors may be addressed in the 
time domain, and the sensor information (the phase modulation imposed by the 
measurand) may be recovered from the phase to intensity conversion operation. Time 
division addressing has also been proposed using a ‘tapped* serial transmissive array 
of Mach-Zehnder sensors [Kersey et al., 88a ], and a serial reflectometric array of 
Michelson configuration [Dakin, 87a; Henning et al., 88].

2.3.2. Frequencv division multiplexing (FDM)

The frequency domain addressing may be achieved either by Phase-generated carrier 
technique (PGC), or by frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW).

2.3.2.1. PGC-FDM technique

In this method, T^ consists of N independent optical sources. Each source is
modulated at a specific frequency (fi, i = 1, 2, N ), and thus, N independent
signals are transmitted over N parallel fibre lines. The SA and SC are of the form 
shown in figure 2.5, however the need for PD is removed. There are N Mach - 
Zehnder interferometric sensors (each having a short path imbalance) in the array. The
signals from sensors (Si, i = 1, 2, N ) are combined by the optical couplers (C)
and transmitted to on a single fibre line.

From Tx

f1 ------- ►

fN

To Rx

Coupler

Figure 2.5: A sensor arrav for PGC-FDM svstem.
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AtR^, the photodetector produces the corresponding electrical sum - signal, which is
the result of the superposition of the signals from sensors (Si, i = 1, 2, N ). The
individual sensor channels are demultiplexed by mixing the fundamental and second 
harmonic of each of the modulating frequencies to the received signal. The signals 
from each of the sensors are retrieved by a differentiate- cross-multiplication 
technique [ Dandridge et al., 87], as described in section 2.3.1.1.

2.3.2.2. FMCW - FDM technique

In this scheme, Tx transmits a chirp modulated intensity waveform (frequency chirp 
is typically achieved by driving a semiconductor laser source with a linear current 
ramp ). The SA, PD, and SC may take the form as shown in figure 2.6. There are N 
series Mach - Zehnder interferometric sensors (each having a different path 
imbalance, Lj, i = 1, 2 ,  N ) in the array. The path imbalance, Lj results in a

time delay, Xj ( Xj = n L j /c, where n and c are the core refractive index of the fibre,

and velocity of light in free space respectively). At the R^, the time delay, x̂  gives

rise to a beat frequency, fg  ̂ (fgj = Af X| /  T  ̂ , where Af is the peak frequency 

deviation, T^ is the chirp period) corresponding to the ith sensor, due to the 
heterodyne coherent mixing process in the photodetector. The photodetector output 
gives a line spectrum containing all the beat frequencies, fgj [ Giles et al., 83; 
Uttamchandani et al., 85a; Sakai et al., 86a] . Thus, the sensors in the array are 
identified by specific beat frequencies, corresponding to their path imbalance. The fĝ  
are frequency division demultiplexed by filtering, and the associated sensor 
information (either in terms of amplitude, frequency or the phase variations of the beat 
frequency) is subsequently retrieved.

S1 SN
From Tx

To Rx

Figure 2.6: A sensor arrav for FMCW-FDM svstem.
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An alternative method is based on a sinusoidal modulation of the optical source 
achieved by employing an external phase modulator. At the photodetector output 
gives a line spectrum which contains an infinite number of frequency components, 
including the beat frequencies, fg|. The output is gated at the modulation frequency 
so that each sensor signal spectrum is shaped to follow a sine envelope. In this way 
the fg| can be arranged to coincide with the zeros of the sine function [Sakai et al., 
86b &  87].

2.3.3. Phase division multiplexing (PPM)

Phase domain addressing may be realised by employing the previously discussed 
technique of PMDI (more commonly referred to as the coherence multiplexing). In 
this scheme, the transmits a cw intensity signal from a short coherence length 
source. The SA, PD and SC are typically of the form as shown in figure 2.6. 
Although other contigurations are possible [Brooks et al., 85]. There are N series 
Mach-Zehnder interferometers (each having a different path imbalance of , i = 1,
2 ,  N) in the array. At the R ,̂ N parallel compensating interferometer (each with
the path imbalance, L^, i = 1, 2,  N, such as = L^, but significantly
different for each of the channel pairs ) are employed. Thus only the combination of 
the two corresponding interferometers acts as a high-fringe-contrast interferometric 
device [Al-Chalabi et al., 83]. Each compensating interferometer is followed by its 
own photodetector. The output of each photodetector is a function of the 
corresponding interferometer path imbalance. Thus, the sensor information is 
retrieved in the form of intensity variations as a result of the optical phase deviation 
caused by the measurand at the sensing interferometer.

2.4. Distributed optical svstems

In all the above multiplexing techniques the actual sensing elements have been 
assumed to be of an all-optical point sensor type, i.e. a sensor is regarded as an 
independent discrete information source. An alternative is the 'distributed sensing* 
system; the sensing function is realised by employing an optical fibre whose 
characteristic is sensitive to an external physical field (e.g.temperature) all along its 
length. This offers the possibilities of monitoring the field as a function of distance, 
with a continuous (unbroken) fibre line in an extended zone. The addressing may be 
carried out in the time domain, or in the frequency domain.

2.4.1. Time domain addressing

The time domain addressing methods, referred to as the time domain reflectometry 
(OTDR), are generally based on the phenomenon of backscattering of light in optical 
fibres. In its most basic form, a pulsed laser source is coupled into a section of fibre
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via a directional coupler. The backscattered light fraction, as a function of time and 
hence distance, is captured by the same coupler and directed to a photodetector 
(APD). The Rayleigh scattering is the dominant component (well over 98%) of the 
back scattered light in good quality communication fibres. For uniform fibres, the 
detected Rayleigh component varies as the product of the launched energy and the bi
directional attenuation between the source and detector, since the scattering coefficient 
does not vary significantly along the length. Thus, the OTDR technique is extremely 
useful for measuring continuity and spatial variations of attenuation in normal 
communication fibres [Bamoski et al., 76; Personick, 77]. However, if  the fibre is 
made sensitive, in some way, to a physical field external to the fibre then the 
information about the field may be encoded into the back scattered signal. Most of the 
proposed methods of encoding have been based on; measurand induced variations in 
attenuation, measurand induced variations in Rayleigh backscatter coefficient, and 
measurand induced variations in the ratio between anti-Stokes and Stokes from the 
Raman scattering.

The possibility of monitoring the measurand induced variations in attenuation was 
first suggested by [Theocharous, 83]. It was proposed that a distributed temperature 
measurement in terms of fibre attenuation might be obtained if an OTDR return signal, 
firom a fibre with a temperature dependent attenuation, is differentiated with respect to 
time, and normalised by the instantaneous value of the signal. Distributed monitoring 
of radiation was proposed by [Gaeble et al., 83]. Other measurand induced 
attenuation mechanisms include the temperature dependence of plastic-clad silica 
fibres [Pinchbeck et al., 85], the temperature dependence of silica-clad liquid silicone 
core fibre [Fox, 83], the temperature dependence of optical fibres with special 
dopants [Fairies et al., 86], and pressure induced attenuation in ‘Herga* fibre 
(microbending loss as a result of its spiral plastic sheathing).

In normal glass fibres the temperature dependency of scattered light intensity is very 
small [Dakin, 87b]. Therefore high power lasers and time consuming signal 
averaging techniques at the receiver are usually required. These problems can be 
reduced to some extent by employing correlation detection techniques [Everard, 88]. 
However, in liquid core fibres, the scattering arises firom thermodynamic fluctuations 
in the refractive index of the liquid and therefore the scattering exhibits a strong 
temperature dependency. This effect has been exploited to achieve the measurand 
induced variations in Rayleigh backscatter coefficient [Hartog, 83].

An extension to the Rayleigh backscattering based OTDR, referred to as the 
polarisation optical time domain reflectometry (POTDR), was first suggested by 
[Rogers, 80]. The time resolution of the Rayleigh backscattered light in a single mode 
fibre allows the spatial distribution of the fibre’s polarisation properties to be 
determined, allowing , in turn, the determination of the spatial distribution of any
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external field (e.g. strain, pressure, magnetic or electric fields etc.) which modifies 
those properties. This principle has been experimentally demonstrated by [Kim et al., 
81; Ross, 81], and a comprehensive theoretical treatment is given by [Rogers, 81].

The spectrum of backscattered light from a germania-doped-silica fibre exhibits a 
strong central wavelength, primarily due to Rayleigh component, accompanied with 
two sidelobes (Stokes and anti-Stokes) due to Raman scattering. The Raman signals 
may be separated using wavelength-selective components at the receiver. The 
emission of an anti-Stokes band (higher energy radiation) due to the Raman effect is 
directly dependent on the absolute temperature, and thus the level of radiation which 
is scattered at the higher energy can be used to measure absolute temperature [Rogers,

86]. Therefore the ratio of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity at wavelengths and Xg , 
respectively, with equal wavelength separation from the centre wavelength, is a 
measure of the absolute temperature of the medium, irrespective of the light intensity, 
the launch conditions, the fibre geometry and the composition of the fibre. This 
principle has been exploited by [Dakin et al., 85; Hartog et al., 85].

The time domain fluorescence monitoring of the back scattered light, from optical 
fibres with appropriate doping for high fluorescent efficiency, has been proposed by 
[Dakin et al., 86]. The potential attraction of the method is that the fluorescent 
quantum efficiency may be many orders of magnitude higher than that of Raman 
scattering.

2.4.2. Frequencv domain addressing

The frequency domain addressing may be achieved by employing the FMCW  
technique, either in the reflective mode or the transmissive mode. However, there has 
not been as much activity in this area as in the time domain addressing. One scheme, 
referred to as optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) was suggested by 
[Eickhoff et al., 81; Kingsley et al., 85]. The back scattered light from a single mode 
fibre in response to a FMCW launched signal will produce a beat signal ( when 
optically mixed with the transmitted chirp in the photodetector ) whose frequency 
value increases in direct proportional to the distance from which the light is back 
scattered. The power in each frequency increment represents the level of scattered 
light.

A transmissive FMCW scheme was first suggested by [Franks et al., 85]. The light 
received at the far end of a biréfringent fibre in response to a FMCW signal, launched 
into only one of the two principal polarisation modes of the fibre, will produce a beat 
signal ( on a suitable detection arrangement ) as a result of the cross-coupling, from 
the initially excited mode into the orthogonal polarisation mode, caused by an external
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field ( e.g. lateral pressure). The frequency of the beat signal is dependent on the 
distance from the source at which the cross-coupling has taken place. Thus, the 
method may be used to locate discrete points, along the fibre, where lateral field has 
been applied.

Other distributed sensing methods, based on high biréfringent fibres, have been 
proposed by [Rogers, 91a].

2.5. System constraints

In the preceding discussion an attempt has been made to describe most of the main 
sensor multiplexing methods proposed in recent years. Clearly, apart from the 
application dependent performance requirements (i.e. high sensitivity, large dynamic 
range, high resolution, and fast response time), the prime motivation is the possibility 
of multiplexing and transmitting a large number (N) of sensor signals, over a uni
directional or a bi-directional link, from a sensing location to a remote monitoring 
station. However, in general, the maximisation of N in a multiplexed sensor system is 
constrained by the following factors:

a) Available power and source stability
b) Optical and electrical noise sources
c) Transmission channel impairments
d) Multiplexing process limitations

The available power is concerned with the choice of the optical source. The maximum 
optical power delivered by the source will set the upper power limit for the system 
power budget. The lower power limit will be set by the required signal to noise ratio 
and the total noise power at the detection stage. The system power margin is the 
difference (in dB) between the two values. This is the amount of optical power that 
may be used to multiplex N sensors. In most optical fibre based sensor applications a 
semiconductor laser source is preferred due to its numerous advantages, which range 
from size and ruggedness to the ability to amplitude or frequency modulate their 
output easily by merely changing their drive current. However, the power coupled 
into an optical fibre is typically of the order of a few mW. This imposes a severe 
constraint on N, particularly, in TDM, or OTDR sensor systems, because of the peak 
power limitation on the transmitted pulses. In addition, the source output power 
stability is extremely important, especially in intensity modulation sensor systems, 
since the information is encoded by the sensor as variations in the light intensity. 
Therefore, a stable drive circuitry and temperature control of the laser source becomes 
an essential requirement.

The fundamental transmitter noise limit is set by the intrinsic noise of the
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semiconductor laser source. The intrinsic noise is governed by the quantum processes 
inside the laser cavity. These processes include the shot noise of the injection current, 
the spontaneous recombination of the carriers within the active layer, the light 
absorption and scattering, and the stimulated emission [Arnold et al., 80]. A low 
frequency noise component was observed by [Tenchio, 76]. This noise component 
was suggested by [Tenchio, 77] to originate mainly from the metal-semiconductor

interface and carrier transport in the semiconductor bulk material, and decays at 1/ f  ̂

(a <1). Furthermore, depending on the drive current, the 1/ f^ behaviour of the 
intensity noise levels off to a frequency independent excess noise value beyond 
around 100 kHz. In addition, there aie other intensity noise mechanisms which occur 
only when a laser is coupled to an optical transmission line. These mechanisms 
include: a) reflection noise; b) partition noise; and c) modal noise.

a) Reflection noise- when light is launched into a single mode or multimode fibre, a 
portion of the light is reflected back into the laser due to some discontinuity (e.g. 
near-end and far-end of the fibre, a fibre coupler or connector).Because of the 
external reflection, two cavities (the laser cavity and the external cavity) are formed 
and interaction between these two cavities may change the emission spectra [Miles et 
al., 80]. In single longitudinal mode laser operation, and considering near-end 
(e.g.reflection occurring from the fibre input end) reflections, the emitted light 
intensity depends on whether the reflected light interferes constructively or 
destructively with the laser light Therefore, the emitted light intensity fluctuates if the 
external cavity length changes or the injection current changes. A change in the 
injection current results in a change in the laser temperature which leads to a shift of 
the laser cavity mode [Weidel et al., 76; Lang et al., 80]. Thus, due to the near-end 
reflections, a low frequency noise occurs, which is due to fluctuation of the length of 
either the laser cavity or the external cavity. The power spectrum of these fluctuations 
extends up to several kilohertz [Hirota et al., 79]. In a multilongitudinal mode laser 
operation the interaction of different lasing modes with the external cavity tend to 
average out, so that the overall effect is not so severe as for the single mode laser 
[Arnold, 81]. The near-end reflection results apply both to the single and multimode 
fibres. The interaction of the far-end (e.g. the output end of the fibre) reflections with 
a single mode laser spectrum gives rise to the generation of submodes corresponding 
to the external cavity modes. Thus, a single lasing mode changes to a number of 
submodes, assuming that the round trip time of the external resonator is larger than 
the coherence tine of the laser. If, in addition, these submodes are sufficiently strong, 
they result in high frequency (up to GHz region) intensity noise. The sensitivity of a 
laser to these reflections is dependent on the degree of its coherence. However, the 
effect of far-end reflections is much more severe in single mode fibres than in the 
multimode fibre systems, because of the large power coupling coefficient to a specific 
mode of the fibre [Hirota et al., 81]. In order to minimise the effects of reflection
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noise, an optical isolator is required for single longitudinal-mode laser in both the 
multimode as well as single mode fibre applications [Peterman et al., 82].

b) Partition noise- Semiconductor lasers usually oscillate in several longitudinal 
modes. The intrinsic noise of the individual modes differ significantly from one 
another. Furthermore, the intensity fluctuation of a single mode is much stronger 
compared with the noise of the total emission. This is because of a competition 
between different modes which exchange the power in a random manner [Peterman et 
al., 82; Harder et al., 82]. This implies that the laser emission spectrum is time 
dependent whilst the fluctuations in the total output power with time are small. It 
follows that, if  all the modes are uniformly detected then the detected intensity noise 
will be small. However, if the emitted light experiences a wavelength dependent delay 
mechanism (e.g. material dispersion in optical fibres), or wavelength dependent loss 
mechanism (e.g. fibre attenuation, and quantum efficiency of the photodetector), then 
the noise associated with different laser modes no longer compensate each other, 
yielding a significant increase in the intensity noise.The actual amount of partition 
noise is clearly dependent on emission spectrum of the laser. For a strictly single 
longitudinal-mode emission there is obviously no partition noise at all, unless the 
lasing mode in unstable, i.e. the laser jumps between two longitudinal-modes 
(referred to as mode hopping), in which case very high partition noise is obtained 
[Peterman et al., 81]. In order to avoid partition noise a stable single longitudinal 
mode laser and the use of a wavelength near the material dispersion minima becomes 
necessary.

c) Modal noise- This noise phenomenon arises due to interference between the guided 
modes in a multimode optical fibre. If  laser light is launched into a multimode fibre, 
the excited modes may interfere with one another yielding a speckle pattern at the far- 
end of the fibre [Epworth ,78]. This speckle pattern is very sensitive to external 
fields (e.g. mechanical vibrations, temperature changes) acting upon the fibre, or to 
even minute change in the emission wavelength of the source [Peterman, 79]. Any 
change of the speckle pattern, in the presence of a device with a mode selective loss 
mechanism (e.g. an imperfect fibre connector or a coupler with unequal split ratio) 
along the transmission path, would result in a change of the coupling efficiency, 
leading to intensity fluctuations at the output [Peterman, 79]. The above 
characterisation of the modal noise assumes a monochromatic coherent source. The

actual amount of modal noise is a strong function of the coherence time, of the

light source, i.e. the lower the the lower the fluctuations of the coupling efficiency

will be [Olesen, 80]. Therefore, a laser emitting in a large number of modes yields 
much lower modal noise than a single mode laser, assuming all other conditions being 
equal. However, modal noise may be avoided by the use of single mode fibres.
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Apart from the above rather subtle effects concerning the optical source and the 
source-fibre interaction, there are a number of simple causes for intensity variations 
(although there may be interrelationship between the two descriptions). For example, 
the mechanical coupling between source and fibre at the transmitter and between fibre 
and detector at the receiver may vary, the optical alignments in the sensor dead may 
drift in relative position with temperature, aging etc., the detector responsivity may 
vary with temperature, the source intensity may vary with aging, and finally any 
varying loss mechanisms due to environmental or mechanical changes along the feed 
and return fibre paths.

The above effects are most critical in optical fibre intensity modulated sensor systems. 
These type of transducers are attractive in their inherent optical simplicity and the high 
sensitivity which can be achieved with relatively simple design. However, they suffer 
the drawback that intensity modulation is as likely to occur outside the sensor element 
as within it  This implies that applications where stability of better than a few percent 
is required, the need for an independent intensity reference becomes paramount. 
Several referencing methods, involving differential measurements, balancing 
techniques, and ratiometric measurements, have been proposed in the literature 
[Davies et al., 84; Culshaw et al., 84; Spillman et al., 87; Kist et al., 88].

In addition to the source output power stability, the spectral stability of single mode 
laser sources is of great importance especially in phase modulation interferometric 
sensor systems. In most optical fibre interferometric sensing techniques, the influence 
of the external physical Aeld is measured in terms of the optical path difference 
between the two arms of an unbalanced interferometer. This optical path difference is 
usually interpreted by measuring the corresponding optical phase which, in turn, is 
inversely proportional to the wavelength of the light source. In such a system, 
variations in the optical phase ( spectral instability) of the source are converted into 
variations in the detected intensity and, therefore, the source phase noise is converted 
into intensity noise at the system output. This ouQ)ut noise can limit the sensitivity of 
an interferometer sensor system. The phase noise in semiconductor lasers arises from 
the fundamental characteristics of the line shape (dependent upon the lasing medium), 
imperfections in the structure of the laser cavity, noisy laser drive circuitry 
[Uttamchandani et al., 85b]. Thus, random low frequency fluctuations of the laser 
wavelength gives rise to interferometer noise which increases with the path length 
difference [Dandridge et al., 81a & 81b].

The electrical noise sources in an optical sensor system (or any other optical system) 
are always present, to varying degree, in the optical receiver, and generally include: 
shot noise due to quantum effect, thermal noise in electronics, and flicker (1 /f) noise.

The limitation on the number of sensors (N) imposed by a given multiplexing method
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arises from the three different parameters of the method in question: a) modulation 
function; b) optical power distribution; and c) crosstalk between multiplexed sensor 
channel.

a) Modulation function- It has already been discussed that with the exception of WDM  
and PDM, all other multiplexing schemes require some form of modulation of the 
source output. The output light may be modulated in terms of amplitude, frequency, 
or phase of the light carrier in response to an electrical current signal. The modulation 
function is defined as the required modulated response of the optical source (e.g. 
pulse, chirp or sinusoidal modulated). The quality, stability, and practicability of the 
modulation function is one of the parameters which determines N, as it may influence 
the signal to noise ratio achievable or simply may restrict N on the bases of 
practicability.

b) Optical power distribution- This is concerned with the way in which optical power 
is supplied to each individual sensor, i.e. essentially the sensor array design. A 
considerable amount of transmitted power is wasted in directional couplers which are 
needed to constitute a multiplexed discrete sensor array. This power loss increases 
with N and, in general, accounts for a major proportion of the system power margin.

c) Crosstalk between multiplexed sensor channel- Crosstalk arises due to the mutual 
interaction between sensor signals belonging to different sensor channels, in the time, 
frequency, or the wavelength domains, corresponding to TDM, FDM, and W DM  
systems respectively. Considering the time domain, a sensor response pulse may 
spread in time, due to the total dispersion of the link, the bandwidth of the detecting 
electronic, and imperfect modulation function, and may overlap the adjacent sensor 
channels. In the frequency domain, the nonlinear effects (e.g. generation of cross
terms due to inter modulation), or overlapping recovery filter characteristics can 
produce crosstalk. In the wavelength domain, the amount of crosstalk depends on the 
wavelength filtering ability of the dispersive components used for channel separation. 
This effect can severely degrade the signal to noise performance of a multiplexed 
sensor system [Sakai et al., 87], and hence limiting N.

2.6 Discussion

If  we re-examine the multiplexing methods in the light of the above constraints, a 
number of informative remarks can be made regarding their influence on the number 
(N) of sensors in given multiplexing scheme.

Considering optically incoherent systems (sections 2.1 and 2.2), intensity modulation 
is likely to be the most common choice for encoding the sensor information. In this
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case, N w ill be influenced by the available power, intensity fluctuations, power 
distribution, and receiver noise aspects, in all the systems discussed in the above two 
sections. In addition, a TDM scheme will have a restriction on the duty cycle, which 
is governed by the number of sensors, the time delay between adjacent sensors, and 
the sampling rate requirements. As optical sources are peak power limited, a 
compromise between the three parameters will lead to another restriction on N. The 
effect of imperfect modulation function and the presence of crosstalk can further 
degrade the signal to noise ration. All these factors will constrain N. In a WDM  
system, additional limitations come fiom the selectivity of WDM components (filters,

couplers, X.-demux etc.). Imperfections in these devices, scattering and mode 

coupling effects in ribre components would give rise to crosstalk. Further limitation 
may include: maximum possible number of spectral slicing (in a single source system) 
with acceptable spectral purity and power loss, availability of different wavelength 
sources (in multi-source systems) with acceptable wavelength stability, the practical 
number of independent channels in the fibre low loss window [Dakin, 87b]. In FDM  
systems, additional limitations may arise from possible nonlinearities and instabilities 
in the electronics, and incorrect optical delays. These factors, if present, could result 
in serious crosstalk [Dakin, 87b].

Considering optically coherent systems (section 2.3), N will be influenced, to a 
varying degree, by the available power, power distribution, receiver noise, and phase 
noise aspects. In addition, a TDM scheme will have a restriction on the duty cycle as 
in the above case, leading to another restriction on N. In a PGC-TDM system, N is 
likely to be further limited by the crosstalk produced by aliasing effect in the PGC 
spectrum due to harmonic generation. In a PMDI-TDM system, crosstalk may arise 
from the electronic gating of the return pulses [Brook et al., 87]. As the method 
requires long path differences in the sensor interferometers, large phase noise may be 
generated at each interferometer output. This will, in theory, be entirely compensated 
by the corresponding compensating interferometers. However, in practice, due to a 
degree of residual fringe visibility together with long path imbalance, and practical 
difficulties in matching the path imbalance (of the compensating interferometer) to 
within a small fraction of the coherence length of the source, a significant amount of 
phase noise may be present at the detector output. In a PGC-FDM system, the 
additional limitation comes from the fact that N laser sources and fibre lines are 
needed for N sensor channels. However, the sensor array design may be optimised 
by constructing a symmetrical matrix (JxJ) of J input /output fibre lines. In this way,

sources, detectors, and input/output fibre lines are needed for N sensor

channels, where J = [Dandridge et al, 87] ). In FMCW-FDM, additional 
limitations may arise from the modulation function, i.e. optical frequency chiip by the 
semiconductor laser injection current modulation produces a large phase noise 
contribution. Also, any nonlinearities in the modulation function (the laser frequency
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ramp in this case) would cause errws in the extracted phase or frequency infwmation. 
Modulation of the laser drive current results in optical frequency modulation due to 
thermal and carrier density effects, and also amplitude modulation due to photon 
density effect [Welford et al., 85]. The amplitude modulation effect gives rise to 
sideband frequency components, thus producing crosstalk in a multiplexed sensor 
system. Since the method requires different path imbalance for each sensor, large path 
imbalances become necessary as N increases, and the demand on the coherence length 
of the source increases accordingly. The large number of optical paths can produce 
stray frequency components associated with various path combinations, leading to 
ambiguities and crosstalk [Sakai, 86]. However, it has been shown [Sakai, et al., 
86a] that a parallel sensor array design gives a greater sensor isolation, and produces 
fewer cross-terms than the series conAguration originally proposed. Further, it is 
important to note that a parallel arrangement requires twice as many couplers resulting 
in, perhaps, a more severe limitation due to the power distribution aspects. In the 
alternative method for FMCW-FDM, proposed by [ Sakai, et al., 87], the laser 
current modulation has been avoided by use of a external phase modulator in 
conjunction with a gas laser. This will, in principle, reduce phase noise contributions 
but at the expense of all the other desirable features of semiconductor laser sources, 
as previously discussed. Furthermore, crosstalk can occur if the sensor signals do not 
coincide with the expected zeros of the sine spectrum (given by the gating function), 
or the purity of the sine function is inadequate. The former effect may arise from 
inaccuracies in the path imbalance of interferometers, and latter fiom deformity of the 
required rectangular shape of the gating function [Sakai, et al., 87]. In a PDM system 
the number of possible optical paths increases dramatically with increasing N. Each of 
these may act as a phase induced intensity noise source, leading to large phase noise 
values. The use of very short coherence sources such as an LED or SLD can reduce 
this problem, but only at the expense of more severe limitation due to the available 
power, and more stringent tolerances in optical path matching of the compensating 
interferometer, in order to ensure adequate fringe contrast.

The number (N) of multiplexed sensors demonstrated for various multiplexing 
schemes, over the past few years, has been small. The actual data is provided in 
[Kersey et al., 88b], and summarised here. Maximum value for N has been 3,4, and 
2 for TDM, FDM, and PDM schemes respectively. More recently, however, 6 
sensors, based on a TDM reflectometric array configuration, 8 sensors, based on a 
TDM * tapped* serial array configuration, 10 sensors, based on a TDM ‘ladder* array 
configuration, and 14 sensor array using a hybrid TDM/WDM approach have been 
demonstrated [Dandridge et al., 91]. A WDM system, providing 8 sensor channels 
per two LED sources (light from two LEDs of different emission wavelength is 
combined to achieve a broad spectrum transmission), has been reported [Jarret, et al., 
91].
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Most of the distributed sensor systems examples are variations on the theme of 
OTDR. As the spatial resolution is entirely dictated by the pulse rise time, wide 
bandwidth receivers (and, therefore, increased receiver noise) are required, though 
the actual sensing signal is of low bandwidth. The back scattered light is weak, 
particularly, if  the Raman Scattering is monitored. At the same time, the pulse 
repetition rate in limited by the total round trip sensor transit time. As a result, very 
low duty cycles are typical in these systems, leading to the necessity for long time 
averaging of the received signals, or the use of high power pulsed lasers. In addition, 
distributed sensors are limited to measurand which modulate the fibre core, for 
example, temperature, or pressure (via microbending via polarisation coupling in high 
biréfringent fibres). Thus, it is practically impossible to measure a number of different 
measurands on a single fibre. This limitation render them unattractive in complex 
sensing environments, i.e. where multiple measurands of different kinds need to be 
sensed, multiplexed, and transmitted over a single fibre to a remote monitoring 
station.

2.7 Conclusions

From the preceding discussion it appears that the main factors which limit the number 
(N) of multiplexed sensors, in almost all the cases, are the semiconductor optical 
source ( available power, power stability, spectral stability, and coherence aspects), 
and the crosstalk between the multiplexed sensor signals. In certain situations, the 
source related constraints are removed or at least relaxed by the use of a conventional 
laser in conjunction with an external modulator, in others a low coherence source is 
used to overcome this problem. The former solution is generally undesirable from a 
practical system implementation view point, and the latter, invariably imposes a 
restriction on N due to its available power limitation. A multi-source scheme may be 
unacceptable on cost grounds. All the proposed suggestions in relation to 
minimisation of the crosstalk appear to be dependent on high precision design 
philosophies. Again, a requirement which is generally unattractive in practical system 
implementation. This implies that until low cost together with much improved 
performance semiconductor laser sources become available, and the high precision 
design methods develop into more routine techniques, passive multiplexing of 
optical fibre sensors will, perhaps, remain an engineering curiosity. At the same time, 
it can be argued that the future development of any new technology is a natural 
phenomenon and hence, it is reasonable to assume that the required technological 
progress will take place to transform this ‘today’s curiosity into tomorrow’s reality’. 
However, it cannot be denied that the main motivating force behind the development 
of optical fibre technologies has been the optical fibre communication systems 
industry. Most of the needs, if not all, of the communication systems operating at 
present are adequately satisfied by the optical technologies currently available. Further 
technological developments for future communication systems may not necessarily
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fulfîl the needs of sensor systems. This situations leads to two possible lines of 
action:

a) Optical fibre technologies specific to sensor applications need to be developed- 
some work has been done in this area (e.g. development of specialised Abres for 
sensing applications) [Payne, 84 & 89; Thevenin et al., 84; Kellner et al., 91; 
Vengsarkar et al., 91; Muths et al., 91; Cowle et al., 91], but the overall activity is 
rather small in this direction.

b) Optical sensing need to be considered from a communication view point- in this 
area the work has been limited to a few basic ideas of system topologies [Kist et al.,
88]. In general, most optical fibre sensor multiplexing schemes to date have treated 
the sensor multiplexing problem from a radar system view point [Culshaw, 91; 
Rogers, 91b]. In these cases the sensor is regarded as an analogue optical signal 
source. Considering, on the other hand, the tremendous progress in the optical fibre 
communication systems technologies over the last decade, the notion of extending 
some of the communication systems design techniques to sensor systems is quite 
compelling. Most optical fibre communication systems, at present, employ binary 
digital signalling. This implies that if the sensor systems are to be treated as digital 
communication networks then digitisation of the sensor information becomes 
necessary. In this way all the advantages of digital signalling (e.g: a greater tolerance 
to intensity fluctuations, much relaxed optical source linearity and coherence 
requirements, tolerance to noise mechanisms associated with the optical source, 
greater immunity to modal noise, greater tolerance to chromatic dispersion at moderate 
bit rates, freedom from cross talk, simple detection and decoding processes), can be 
gained in sensor systems. Furthermore, standard optical communications devices and 
components can be employed in sensor networks. The digitisation of an analogue 
signal inevitably introduces quantization errors. The quantization noise is dependent 
on the codeword length (M bits) and therefore, in principle, can be minimised by 
increasing M. In practice, however, it may not be possible to realise a sensor design 
with a very large M. This will restrict the sensor resolution which may not be 
acceptable for a high accuracy sensing application. However, for sensing application 
where the accuracy is not necessarily high but a large number of sensors is required, a 
digital regime may be a more attractive solution. As a result, it my be possible to 
accelerate the process of ‘multiplexing of light* from a scientific curiosity to an 
engineering reality.
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CHAPTER 3

BINARY D IG ITAL MULTTPLEXTNG and NETW ORKING of L IG H T  ■

a new approach

As mentioned in the preceding chapter, most of the previously proposed work in the 
literature is concentrated on the design and multiplexing problems of high quality 
analogue sensors (e.g. high sensitivity, good linearity, high resolution, and large 
dynamic range sensor design ). The proposed multiplexing schemes are invariably 
based on radar system design principles, consequently, well understood radar 
concepts and techniques have been extensively applied to analogue optical sensor 
systems.

In contrast, for a binary digital optical sensor network it seems appropriate to view the 
system design analogous to a digital communication network design problem, since 
the similarities between binary digital sensor signals and a digital communication data 
stream are remarkable. This implies that for the digital regime a different approach is 
required from those approaches adopted for analogue sensor systems, as the 
information formats and system constraints for the two cases are not the same. A 
conceptual digital multiplexing scheme is shown in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: A conceptual svstem model for digital sensor multiplexing.

The scheme is based on digital time division multiplexing (TDM) for the following
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reasons:

a) Design simplicity- Tx, Rx and PU require simple circuitry compare with, for 
example, FDM techniques.

b) Relaxed Signal to noise ratio requirements- since the signal to noise ratio 
requirement is much relaxed in digital systems, the benefit of cw operation for 
maximum transmitted power (important in analogue systems) is less attractive when 
compared with the corresponding system design complexity.

c) compatibility with communication data- the data stream generated by a binary 
digital TDM scheme is in a format which is fully compatible with a typical optical 
fibre communication data transmission format. It is this similarity which forms the 
basis for the new sensor networking approach. Consequently, standard optical fibre 
communication data transmission techniques may be applied to the sensor networks.

It is the design and development of such a network that is the central theme of this 
work.

As far as the network realisation is concerned, the main features of interest are: the 
network topology, the sensor interrogation, and the extraction of sensor information 
at a remote station.

The important requirements for the network construction arc: the design simplicity, 
the use of standard inexpensive devices and components, and the optical technology 
transparency (i.e. multi or single mode technologies may equally be applicable).

The network performance criteria are: the maximum number of sensors for a given 
transmitted power and receiver sensitivity (for a specified bit error rate), the 
maximisation of the number of sensors in a spatially distributed sensor network over 
an extended area, and the capability of multi measurand monitoring.

Note that the accuracy of the sensing information is firstly a function of the sensor 
design (will the treated in the next chapter) and secondly of the sensor input/output 
channels (will be treated in this chapter as part of the network performance).

A study of the present digital optical fibre communication systems reveals a particular 
category of systems, namely, local area networks (LAN) [Schmidt et al., 83; Hermes 
et al., 85; Nassehi et al., 85; Imai et al., 85] which have very similar features to that 
required by a TDM digital sensor network. For instance, one of the LAN's network 
topologies [Herold et al., 80; Bux et al., 83; Hopper et al., 83; Reedy, 86] may be 
adopted for a sensor network [Pervez, 91a]; and one of the medium access protocols
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[Personick, 85; Reedy et al., 85; Rodrigues et al., 85; Moustakas, 85; Oshima et al., 
85] may be adopted for the sensor interrogation.

3.1. Network design philosophy

In view of the above considerations, one possible solution which explores the 
similarities between digital sensor and communication networks [Pervez, 89] is 
shown in figure 3.2.

S A 2
T R

DRN Tx

C UC U

Response Bus

Power Ring

NCC- Network Control Centre; Tx- optical Transmitter, Rx- Optical Receiver; 
SA- Sensor Array; TR- Token Regenerator, DR- Data Regenerator,
CU- Optical Coupler, C- Optical Connector.

Figure 3.2: Digital sensor netwoik topologv.
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As the proposed scheme tackles the sensor networking problem from a digital 
communication viewpoint, digital communication techniques are readily applicable to 
multiplexing, regeneration, signal processing and networking of optical digital 
sensors. This approach allows, in principle, a very large number of sensors to be 
implemented in a netwoik.

The network topology is based on a centralised control token interrogation, a 
regenerative token power ring and a data regenerative response bus ( shown in figure 
3.2).

A sensor array of N binary digital transmissive sensors is constructed to form the 
basic transmission unit ( Frame ). The network may have any number (M ) of such 
units installed at the required sensing locations. A token pulse of duration, T, is 
generated by the network control centre (NCC) and transmitted over the power ring. 
The token passes through each sensor array in succession. Each array possesses the 
token for a well defined and predetermined period of time in which the array can 
transfer information onto the response bus. The response bus transmits data, received 
from a particular array, to the NCC for processing. The token provides optical power 
to sensor arrays as well as controls the sensor interrogation sequence. The token is 
regenerated (by the TR) to restore the required power level at the input port of each 
successive array.

Digital signals from each sensor array are organised in a frame of N+1 bits, as 
shown in Figure 3.3.

N

—T— 
(N+DT

S—synchronisation bit T- bit period. (N+l)T-frame period.

Figure 3.3: A data frame from a digital sensor arrav.

The first bit is a dummy bit (always logic 1), and is used for frame synchronisation at 
the NCC. When an array is in possession of the control token, it is permitted to 
transmit a single frame of information to the NCC. The frame bits may be regenerated 
by the data regenerators (DR) along the response bus, depending upon the location of
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the particular array in question.The receiver monitors a 'O' to '1' transition, ( logic 
O' being the idling state ). The transition edge is used to synchronise receiver timing 
to the incoming data fiame. Following the frame synchronisation a counter records N 
bits, arriving from the transmitting array. The bit number identifies sensor location 
within the transmitting array and the state of the bit conveys sensor information. A 
separate counter records the arrival of frames and hence identifies the location of the 
transmitting sensor array.

Thus, the state of each sensor within the network is readily detectable, subject to 
interrogation cycle period, at the NCC.

3.11 1. Network power requirement

The required optical power, Pĵ p, for a given network configuration may be defined as 
the peak pulse power at the input of the first sensor array in the network. For a 
network incorporating token regen., is only dependent upon the number of bits 
per frame ( number of sensors per array plus sync.bit), the optical receiver sensitivity 
and the accumulative path loss ( sum of all the losses along the transmission path ), 
but independent of the number of frames per token cycle ( number of arrays in the 
network ). It is this feature of the network topologv which is of most interest because 
it completelv removes, in principle, the power constraints on the svstem. Unlike 
conventional digital communication systems, the bit pattern received by the optical 
receiver cannot be guaranteed to be random therefore, the receiver sensitivity in this 
case has to be defined accordingly i.e..

The peak pulse power, Pp, is given by

Pp= ^^ave
where

Pg^ is the average power (in mW) at the receiver input, and

[M(N+1) + ML] 

1 ^ .
i= l

where
J = number of full width "high" bits per frame 
N = number of sensors per array 
M = number of sensor arrays
L = inter-array time delay (an integer number of bit periods)
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The receiver sensitivity, S, may be defined as

S = 10log [P p /2] (dBm)

where S is the average power at the corresponding communication receiver input just 

to maintain a prescribed bit error rate (BER), typically 10"̂  for high quality systems.

Although the overall network concept has no power constraints, the power utilisation 
per array must remain within the available power window, P^, given by

and
” ^i/p - ( S -3 ) - L,ap (dBm)

is the accumulative path loss.

3.1.2. Sensor arrav design

A sensor array may be constructed in the form of a ladder structure as shown in figure
3.4.

From NCC

"N-1

Sjj" sensor; c^- optical coupler(x:y); Cq-  optical coupler(x:x); T— fibre delay line

Figure 3.4: Digital sensor arrav design.

The proportional power in each branch may be computed as follows:

(dBm)
for n = 1,2,3- -N

where
P  ̂ is the peak power required, at the transmission bit rate, for each bit in the

frame.
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is the external path loss i.e., from the array output to the receiver input. 

S is the receiver sensitivity.

P'„ =10log [2 . 10(0>-Pn)] + (dBm)
for n = 2,3,4-----------N-1

where
Lggjjg is the sensor loss including splice loss

and

P ', = 1 0 1 o g [2 .10 (0: P i)]

P'm = P'm_i (dBm)

also.

and
for n =1,2,3-----------N

Pi(n+i) ^ sensitivity of the TR

Finally the sum of all the power leaving the array must satisfy the condition

N
2^  Pn + Pj(N+i) -  [Pii’l-ir]

where
Ljjj. is the total loss for the upper row of couplers, splices and fibre.

The coupling ratios of the upper row of couplers may now be determined from P'̂
and Pjjj, i.e.

C„= p ./P in

for n = 1, 2, 3 N
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3.1.3. NCC design

The network control centre is the focal point of the network. It performs the following 
functions:

a) provides optical power to sensor array 1.
b) interrogates sensors sequentially by transmitting an optical token.
c) receives, synchronises and processes data fhunes sent by sensor arrays.
d) identifies array locations within the network.
e) identifies sensor location within an array and the state of that sensor.
f) synchronises the token cycle.

A block diagram of NCC is shown in figure 3.5.

Token
Generator

System
Clock

Optical
Source
Driver

7171

Decision

Circuitry
Frame Bit Period Frame
Sync. Counter Counter

Ampt^^->— Equalizer Decision
Circuitry

Frame

Gating

Circuitry

■chi
ch2
ch3

chN

Figure 3.5: Network control centre.

3,L3,L ContTQl and interrogation procWwe

A token is generated under the control of the system clock. The corresponding optical 
pulse is transmitted to the first sensor array. As the pulse ripples through the array 
interrogating each sensor in turn, the corresponding sensor output, describing its 
state, appears on the response bus. Thus, at the end of a complete interrogation period 
of an array of N sensors, a frame of ( N+1 ) bits is produced. The token is then 
regenerated by the TR and supplied, after an interval of three time slots, to the next 
sensor array. This time interval is necessary to avoid any ambiguity in the NCC
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synchronisation process. The resulting data frames from the sensor arrays appear on 
the response bus as serial frames, occurring at 3 bit period interval. For example, a 
network having four arrays, each containing four sensors, will produce a TDM super 
frame (hierarchical scheme) as shown in figure 3.6. A super frame will be generated 
for each token cycle.

5 T  3 T  5 T  3 T  5 T  3 T  5 T

F1 F2 F3 F4

Super Frame

Figure 3.6: A super frame containing four sensor channels.

The optical receiver (1st stage in NCC ) converts the received optical data frames into 
TTL level which are then processed by the digital processor. This part of NCC 
performs the following functions:

a) frame synchronisation and count, to identify the array number.
b) bit count within a frame, to identify the sensor number in the array.
c) state recognition, to identify on-off state of the sensor.
d) frame gating, to provide parallel channels for display.

A separate optical receiver detects the returning token. This information is fed to the 
token generator, which then and only then transmits another token. In this way the 
token cycle is kept under a regular check and more importantly, the svstem becomes 
completely independent of spatial distribution of the sensor arravs within the 
network. This feature makes this scheme conceotuallv different and superior to most 
previous sensor TDM svstem schemes in the literature, as thev relv entirelv on spatial 
distribution of sensors in order to calculate the time dclav of the reflected pulses. This 
feature offers a practical advantage that is. sensor arravs can be spatiallv redistributed 
without the need to modifv NCC circuitrv or timing.
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3.1.4. Information rate and interrogation

The network information rate is governed by the choice of the token pulse width 
which in turn depends on the maximum acceptable length for the fibre inter-coupler 
delay lines. Thus, there exists a trade-off between information rate and the length of 
fibre delay lines. If  short delay lines are used the corresponding data rate will be high 
resulting in a relatively difficult NCC design, on the other hand, an ease in NCC 
design will require long delay lines. More importantly, the chosen data rate must 
satisfy sensor interrogation requirements for a given measurand. In general, the 
maximum sensor interrogation rate is given by, 1/[M(N+1)+ML]T, where T is the 
time slot and all other symbols as defined in section 3.1.1. Taking all the above 
factors into account a data rate of 2 Mbit/s is considered to be satisfactory, as it 
provides sufficiently high sensor interrogation rate even for a very large number of 
sensors (e.g.the interrogation rate will be just under 2000/s in a network of 990 
sensors), and the corresponding inter-coupler fibre delay lines are 100 m long (which 
is a fairly manageable length when carefully coiled on a reel). Furthermore, 2 Mbit/s 
rate (2.048 Mbit/s to be exact) is the CCI IT  recommended 1st. order MUX standard 
for telecommunications. This makes the choice even more attractive from the view 
point of availability of the measurement equipments and devices suited to this data 
rate. In addition, the performance achieved for certain system parameters in 
communications industry may readily be adopted to analyse sensor networks. For 
example, for a 2 Mbit/s optical communications receiver a sensitivity of better than

-63 dBm for 10'̂  BER [Smith et al., 79] has been achieved. Thus, it is appropriate to 
use this value as the upper bound on the achievable receiver sensitivity at 2 Mbit/s 
data rate.

3 . 1 , TR and PR dgsisDS

A "back to back" receiver-transmitter, based on the same design as used in the NCC, 
constitutes a digital regenerator. This design is adequate for the TR and DR 
applications.

3.2. Network development

A network prototype incorporating two arrays of 2 sensors (3 bits per frame) has 
been developed and constructed using multimode fibre technology. As the primary 
purpose of this development was to confirm the network design concept and to 
examine the practical feasibility of various operations involved in the design, it was 
considered appropriate to use the devices and components which were readily 
available. Binary digital sensors were simulated by ON-OFF connectors (i.e., 1-bit ). 
Consequently, the resultant system is a non-optimal design. Nevertheless, it confirms
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the underlying principle and performs all the proposed functions.

The network block diagram is shown in figure 3.7.

6 T3 T 3 TNCC

O i l

Tù TR
Frpm

3 T 3 T
70 TR

S -------T Ch2

Figure 3.7: Digital sensor network design.

T^- Laser diode, 810 nm, 1.5 mW peak power (Sharp - LTOlO MD).

R -̂ Digital optical receiver, -30 dBm sensitivity for 10'̂  BER at 2 Mbit /s.

Sensor arrays- couplers: C2 and Cg; 20:80, 1 dB excess loss.
C4; 40:60, 1 dB excess loss.
Cq ; 50:50, 1 dB excess loss.

Sensor Array- Delay lines: 3 T; 3(X)m, graded index multimode, 62.5/125.
6 T; 6(X)m, graded index multimode, 62.5/125.

TR- Device specifications as above.

3.2.1. Operation

A control token pulse of duration 0.5 ps is generated by the NCC and transmitted to 
the first sensor array (array 1). Array 1 is permitted to place a single frame of 
information (3 bits in this case) on the response bus during the period for which it 
possesses the control token. The token is subsequently regenerated by the TR and 
passed on to the next sensor array (array 2). Similarly, a 3 bit frame is generated and
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placed on the response bus by array 2. The two frames appear on the response bus as 
two serial channels separated by a predefined number of time slots (this separation is 
necessary for an unambiguous synchronisation of NCC timing). Since the separation 
bits are regarded as "low" bits by the NCC, the transmission is considered to be 
continuous at a rate of 2 Mbit/s.

The logic and timing diagrams of the operation are shows in figure 3.8.

— i_rB r~i

Ch 1
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Figure 3.8: The logic and timing diagrams of network operation.

Figure 3.8 represents the following information:

Sensor array no. 
1 
1

Sensor no. 
1 
2

Sensor state 
ON 
ON

ON
ON

The received frames are processed at NCC, and then displayed on an oscilloscope as 
two parallel channels as shown in figure 3.9.

_rrr Ch 1

m Ch2 J I I L

Figure 3.9: Sensor data at the parallel channels outputs.
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Each token cycle results in the arrival of two frames at NCC (or equal to the number 
of arrays, in general), at which point the next token pulse is generated, delayed by a 
predefined number of time slots, and then transmitted to initiate the next interrogation 
cycle.

In figures 3.10 a, and b photographs of the received data frames, displayed on an 
oscilloscope, are shown.

TOKEN (D)

DATA (CHI)

TOKEN (D)

DATA (CH2)

Horizontal scale: 2.5 ps/div.; Vertical scale: 5 v/div.

Figures 3.10 a and b: The control token and recovered data frames.
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The network can be expanded to incorporate a large number of sensors, however the 
number of sensors per array is limited by the constraints previously discussed. 
Furthermore, the network concept is equally applicable to the single mode fibre 
technology.

3.3. Network design analvsis

The proposed network design clearly has all the required features and satisfîes all the 
construction requirements specified in the begiiming of this chapter i.e., a suitable 
network topology, an appropriate sensor interrogation method, the remote monitoring 
of sensing information, the design simplicity, the use of standard inexpensive devices 
and components, and the optical technology transparency .

The network performance criteria were set to be the maximum number of sensors for 
a given transmitted power and receiver sensitivity (which is the number of sensors per 
array), the maximum number of sensors in a spatially distributed sensor network 
over an extended area (which is the maximum number of sensors in the overall 
network), and the capability of multi measurand monitoring.

Again, the last of the three criteria is clearly satisfied i.e., the system is completely 
transparent to the measurand type provided the sensor head generates a binary digital 
optical output at the system data rate. However, the other two criteria are not so 
obvious and therefore, need to be analysed in detail.

3.3.1. Number of sensors per array

It has been previously discussed (section 3.1.1) that the maximum possible number 
(N) of sensors per array is a function of , which, in turn depends on the 
accumulative path loss (Lgp), receiver sensitivity (S), and input power (Pj/p).

The main contributors to L̂ p are the directional couplers which are required to 
construct the sensor array.
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3.3.1.1. Sensor arrav evaluation

A ladder array structure may be constructed in a number of different configurations 
as shown in figures 3.11 a, b, c, d and e.

From

NCC Response Bus

From

a) 1-Section Array

Responsr Büs
b) 2-S«ction Array

_TL

Tû C) 4-Section Array

_TL
To

NCC

d) 5 -Section Array

l& r

NCC e) 11 -Section Array

Rvspmsr Bus

Figure 3.11: Sensor arrav configurations.
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The relative power required for each array configuration containing 10 sensors (11 
bits per frame) to maintained a specified BER for a given digital receiver, is computed 
as follows:

Pj = 2^^ + ^  ; M = 11
m =l

P , = 2^“  + £  + 2^“ *‘> + 2" '"  ^ 2 " " " ' : M = 6 . I = 5
m =l i= l

P, = 2'"'+ 2^  2'[2» ' % f  2^'^'V  +

2 ™  [ 2 " '- ^  S ? ' ’*"] : I = 2. J = K = L = 3
1=1

P , = 2\ ^ '  2®^'V  2' [2"+  2<“ *‘>] + 2" " " ' [2“ + +
i= l

^(I+J+K+2) j.^2L ^  ^(2L^1)^ ^  ^0+J+K+Lrf3) ^

1 = 3, J = K = L = M = 2

■„-ËP „ =  2 ,  2^  ; M = l l
m =l

Where
P| is the total power, and i is the number of sections
I, J, K, L, and M  are the number of “high” bits from each section.

All couplers are assumed to have the ratio X : X  ( 50: 50 ) and zero excess loss. 
All sensors are assumed to have zero insertion loss.
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The results are shown in figure 3.12.
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I  ■0
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Figure 3.12: Relative power as a function of the array configuration.

Clearly, arrays with 2, 4, and 5 sections offer much better solutions compared with 1 
and 11 section designs.

In figure 3.13, a comparison between 1 and 5 section array designs is depicted. The 
results show, N as a function of the input peak power, P̂yp (corresponding to a given 
power window, P^) to represent LED and various LASER operations.
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Figure 3.13: N as a function of input power and arrav configuration.
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The above results assume the following values:

Receiver Sensitivity -53 dBm
Coupler excess loss 0.25 dB
Splice loss 0.10 dB
Sensor loss 0.00 dB
Coupler split ratios ^5%

The relative increase in N as a function of is shown in figure 3.14.

•a- 1 -section 
5-section1.6 -

z
c

1
2 1.4-

0 20 40 60 80 100
Relative input peak power 

Figure 3.14: Proportional increase in N as a function of Power for a given arrav.

These results indicate that N is not a linear function of Pj^ for any one of the array 
configurations. It can be clearly seen that an increase of 80 times in Pĵ p only provides 
a increase of 1.5 - 1.6 times in N. This power penaltv arises due to the restriction 
imposed upon the coupler split ratio (5 :95^ that mav be achieved in practice.

This suggests that it is the coupler split ratio which is the kev issue, and an increase in 
the power window (P^yl will not significantlv improve the situation.

In the above analysis ideal sensors have been assumed (0 dB loss), however, 
practical sensors must have some optical losses. These losses can vary significantly 
for different sensors, designed for different applications. Figure 3.15 shows N as a 
function of the sensor loss, assuming the same devices as for figure 3.13 but 
considering 0 dBm input peak power case only.
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Figure 3.15: Decrease in N with sensor insertion loss.

This result shows that large sensor losses can be tolerated with a relatively small 
decrease in N, as the system has a high built in loss due to the constrain on the 
coupling ratios i.e., the split ratio is restricted to the practically achievable value of 
5 : 95 for multimode fibres. This results in high power losses at the front-end of the 
sensor array, as much more power than that theoretically required is tapped out

3.3.1.2. Optical receiver sensitivitv

The receiver sensitivity is essentially dependent on the total noise generated at the 
decision point in the receiver. There are several noise mechanisms in an optical fibre 
system contributing, with varying degree, to system performance degradation. Since 
the system is based on digital communication principles, it is appropriate to evaluate 
the influence of noise in terms of the bit error rate (BER). This is a well established 
performance criterion for digital communication receivers. The quantity BER is 
related to the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the "bit decision" instant, in the digital 
receiver. Thus an investigation of all the system noise sources is of interest.

The noise mechanisms present in an optical fibre system can be classified on the bases 
of their association with a particular electro-optic, optoelectronic, and optic 
component, e. g., optical source, optical detector, and optical fibre. However, the 
degree of their influence depends on

a) the system parameters: bit rate, wavelength, link length, multi or single mode 
technology,
b) The type of optical device: LASER, LED, PIN Photodiode, and APD.
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3.3.1.2.1. Optical source

For an LED operating system the source noise contributions are generally neglected. 
For a Laser operating system the source noise contributions depend, in general, on 
the system parameters i.e. multimode or single mode technology and the bit rate (the 
noise mechanisms associated with optical sources have been discussed in chapter 2) 
At low bit rates the source noise contributions are generally considered to be 
negligible compared with the noise arising from other mechanisms in an optical 
fibre communication system.

3.3.1.2.2. Optical detector

In a digital optical receiver design, it is generally assumed that the total receiver noise 
is effectively generated in the receiver "front-end", and the following stages have 
relatively negligible noise. Furthermore, in an APD front-end design the quantum 
noise generally dominates. In a PIN front-end design, on the other hand, the 
dominant noise source is the thermal noise [Personick, 76a; Smith et al., 78a; 
Pearsall, 81].

3.3.1.2.2.1. Receiver noise model

The optical receiver front-end is generally modelled as shown in figure 3.16 
[Personick, 73; Smith, 78b].

output
EqualizerAmp.

Figure 3.16: Optical receiver front-end model.
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For a PIN photodiode, the noise power spectral density, S„ (f), is of the form 
[Personick, 81]

where
S„(f) = N o [l + (f /f ,)2 ]

Nq is the white Gaussian noise term.

Nq ( f/fç Ÿ  is the coloured noise term, 
fg is referred to as the noise comer finequency

(A2/H z)

In terms of the actual fiont-end design parameters.

No = 2e(Id+Ip) + 4kT /R L + Sj + S ^ R \ (A2/H z)

fc=l/2jtC[No/Se] 0.5

where

Ad™ 
I p -  
R l  -■

C -  
T ™
S: -

dark current of the photodiode. 
photo current. 
total load resistance. 
total capacitance. 
absolute temperature.
mean square current spectral density of amplifier noise . 
mean square voltage spectral density of amplifier noise 
Boltzman constant

The total noise power, Ny, at the decision point is given by

where
H(f) is the receiver transfer function.

In practice, it is more convenient to refer the amplifier noise sources (Sj and Sg) to the 
load resistor, R^. This enables the noise figure, F„, to be obtained [Senior, 85a], and 
hence the noise power may be expressed as

NT = 2 e (I^ + y  +4kTB F„/RL

where
B is the effective bandwidth of the receiver.
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Thus, the SNR for a thermal noise limited receiver is given by

SNR=l2p /  [4kTBF„/RJ

The above expression describes SNR in terms of the receiver parameters.
From the above SNR an expression for the receiver design parameter, 6 , may be 
derived, i.e.

B = [ (4 k T B F „ )/R L ]‘>-5/R,es
where

Rgg is the photodiode responsivity.

Then the required received power, Pq, as a function of B and BER may be plotted, as 
shown in figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: The required power as a function of B for a given BER.

For a quantum noise limited receiver ( APD front-end design ), the SNR is given by

SNR = (MIp)2 /  [ 2eB(Ip + Ij ) m 2+* ]
where

M  is the mean avalanche multiplication factor.

is the excess noise factor. (typically : 0.3 ^ x ^ 1 )

Figure 3.16 is also valid for this case with B defined as

i0.5B = [ 2eB(Ip + I^ )M ^ fV R e s  
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3.3.L2.3. Optical fibre

The choice between multi or single mode technology generally determines the system 
impairments due to the optical fibre associated noise sources. These noise sources 
generally arise from a) fibre dispersion, and b) speckle formation. In a single mode 
system, operating at a low bit rate, these mechanisms have negligible effect. 
However in a multimode system they can severely limit the system performance.

3.3.I.2.3.I. Fibre dispersion

Optical pulses propagating through an optical fibre undergo various dispersive 
mechanisms, resulting in optical intersymbol interference (ISI). The photodetector 
follows the received optical pulses and produces pulses with IS I in the electrical 
domain. The presence of ISI at the decision instances degrades the SNR and hence 
increases the probability of error. In other words, either a poorer system performance 
has to be accepted or more optical power has to be transmitted to compensate for the 
IS I by zero forcing equalisation [Personick, 76b; Henderson, 73; Chen et al., 80 ].

3.3.1.2.3.2. Intersvmbol interference (ISP

The optical power penalty, L due to optical ISI, for Gaussian shaped pulses, has 
been shown [Midwinter, 79] to be

where
Aç is the 1/e full width pulse broadening, and T is the bit period.

For Gaussian shaped received pulses (a reasonable assumption) may be expressed 

in terms of the rms pulse broadening, a  [Senior, 85b], i.e.

Lj5i = 2 [2 (2 )0 -5 a /T r* (dB)

Power penalty as a function of the bit rate for various values of the rms pulse 

broadening, a, is shown in figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: Power penalty as a function of the bit rate for a given dispersion.

The power penalty due to ISI only becomes noticeable when a  = 100 ns. For a 2 km

long communication link this corresponds to a pulse broadening of 50 ns/ km, 
assuming no mode coupling (worst case ISI). Clearly, IS I is not going to be a 
problem in the proposed system.

Dispersion arising from optical couplers has been measured and found to be 
unnoticeable at 2 Mbit/ s.

3.3.1.2.3.3. Speckle formation

When a multimode fibre system is operated with a laser source of long coherence time 
( narrow spectral line width ), the light at the far end of the fibre appears in the form 
of speckle patterns. If, in addition, there are mode selective losses present, within the 
source coherence length, then any mechanical vibration taking place before the mode 
selective loss location, or changes in the source wavelength, may modify the speckle 
patterns. This random intensity modulation manifest itself as noise in the detected 
signal and is referred to as the"modal noise" [Sandbank, 80; Epworth, 81].

3.3.1.2.3.4. Modal noise analvsis

For monochromatic light launched into a step index multimode fibre with a uniform 
power distribution over all modes and no mode coupling, the random coupled power
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fraction, k, of a single mode selective device has a pdf, p(k), of the form [Goodman 
et al., 81]

.r(N)
'  roi-M).r(M)

M is the average number of modes transmitted by the device. 
N is the number of input modes.

r  is the gamma function.

where

From the above pdf the signal to modal noise ratio, S N R I^ , can be calculated as

SNRImod = E[k]/(Var[k])0-5
where

E[k] and Var[k] are the expectation and the variance respectively.

lliis result is also applicable to graded index multimode fibres with good accuracy 
[Hjelme et al., 83].

Furthermore, in a system with distributed mode selective devices an accumulation of 
modal noise can occur. For a system incorporating P such devices in series, the 
SNRIhkxI the final output can be approximated as [Koonen, 84]

SNR'̂ od- --

■ J ¥ ¥

where

e and v  ̂ are the expectation and the variance of 1 to P devices respectively.

The SNRI^Qj is influenced by the degree of mode coupling (mixing) in the fibre 

connecting these devices due to the fact that, v ĵ depends on the number of input 
modes N j of the i-th mode selective device. Thus, it is of interest to examine modal 
noise with reference to the fibre mode coupling.

It is not easy to find the exact value of mode coupling that may occur in a fibre 
system, however, two extreme cases namely, no mode coupling and full mode 
coupling may be considered in order to determine the limits of the problem.
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The SNRI^ for these limiting cases is given by the expressions

for no mode coupling (NC), and

SNRL^= Æ

V g ' : ' - ' '

for full mode coupling (FC)

The above theory can be applied to the proposed sensor arrays however, unlike the 
conventional digital optical communication systems, in this case, each bit will suffer 
from the modal noise effect by a different amount. The degree of degradation of a 
given bit ( signal to noise ratio penalty ) will depend on the position of the bit within 
the corresponding frame.

In figure 3.19, the as a function of the bit number for a 10 sensor per array
system, and for two values of mode selective efficiency, is shown. In this result all 
mode selective devices (couplers in this case) are assumed to have the same mode 
selective coupling efficiency, E, defined as M / N.

SNRImod

dB

-o- FC (E = 0.9) 
NC (E = 0.9) 
FC (E = 0.7) 

- 0-  NC (E = 0.7)

14 -

8 9 10 110 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Bit Number

Figure 3.19: Signal to modal noise ratio as a function of bit number and mode 
coupling.
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In a practical system the actual SNR|^^ will fall between the two extremes, i.e. NC 
and FC, for a given E.

In Egures 3.20 a and b the relationships between the total mode-selective loss, 
SNRIjj^, mode coupling (NC or FC), and mode coupling efficiency (E) are depicted.

FC (E = 0.9) 
NC (E = 0.9)14 -

SNRImod
12 -

dB
10 -

10  112 5 6 7 8 91 3 40

Total Mode-selective Loss dB

FC (E = 0.7) 
NC (E = 0.7)10 -  

SNR|mod ■

dB

15 18 21 2 40 3 6 9 12
Total Mode-selective Loss dB

Figures 3.20 a. b: Relationships between S N R I^ . mode coupling, coupling 
efficiencv and total loss.

It can be seen 6 om figures 3.20 a and b that the total mode-selective loss is dependent 
on E, but the S N R I^  generally depends on the mode coupling. This implies that the
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mode coupling in the fibres connecting the mode-selective devices improves the 
SNRImod. However, the improvement decreases with decreasing E.

3.3.1.3. Discussion

In view of the above analysis the following remarks may be made, with respect to the 
dependency of N, in order to elaborate on the statement made in section 3.3.

The input power, Pĵ p, is determined by the choice of the optical source. However, an 
increase in does not produce a proportional increase in N. This is because of the 
practical limitation of the achievable coupler split ratios, which implies that the use of 
an I.ED is more attractive compared with a LASER source. The losses introduced by 
the couplers in the sensor array are generally the dominant part of the accumulative 
path loss, Lgp. The receiver sensitivity, S, depends on the receiver noise and the 
modal noise (in a Laser-multimode fibre system only) for the data rates in question.

The receiver noise aspect can be fully accounted for by designing or obtaining a 
receiver to give the specified sensitivity. The modal noise aspects can then be 
characterised as a power penalty i.e., the additional optical power required to restore 
the same BER. The choice for the optical source has to be made by comparing the 
increase in the power window, P^, and the corresponding power penalty due to 
modal noise.

As the network concept is technology transparent, the limitation imposed by the 
achievable split ratios for the multimode fibre couplers and the modal noise problem 
can both be removed by the use of single mode technology [Pervez, 89]. However, 
the use of multimode technology provides cost advantages, as frequent regeneration 
may be employed by using inexpensive LED sources throughout the network. 
Particularly, in a M-array network (with large M) the benefits would be remarkable 
compared with multiple LASER implementation. Furthermore, LED drive would also 
remove the modal noise penalties.

During the course of this work another factor came to light, namely, the influence of 
the launch conditions on the characteristics of multimode couplers. It was observed 
that the input /output relationship of a multimode coupler is dependent on the launch 
conditions. Thus, different launch conditions may render outputs with considerable 
deviation from the expected values. This would inevitably result in a degree of 
uncertainty attached to the system performance. The observed problem was severe 
enough to warrant further investigation.
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33.1 A  The launch conditions

When light is launched into a multimode optical fîbre diffused coupler, the 
corresponding light at the output ports may be seriously affected by the launch 
conditions at the input port The effect is particularly severe if the coupler has unequal 
split ratios, which result in a non-uniform modal distribution between the output 
branches of the couple. Consequently, the branch with relatively more higher order 
modes would introduce higher losses than that expected. If, in addition, the launched 
light is not in a state of modal equilibrium then any imbalance between the coupler 
split ratios would give rise to random fluctuations in the outputs, as for each launch 
attempt a new set of modes might be distributed between the output branches. This 
behaviour introduces a degree of uncertainty between the input/output relationship of 
a coupler. The problem becomes severe for N x N couplers with a large N, or the 
simplest (2 x 2) coupler with a highly unequal split ratio, such as 5 :95, or even 20 : 
80. For balanced (50 : 50) multimode couplers the modal distribution is much more 
uniform, and hence the resultant output is predictable with an acceptable degree of 
confidence even when the launched light is not in a state of modal equilibrium.

As the proposed system assumes highly unequal split ratios (limited to 5 :95) in order 
to maximise the number of sensors per array, some means of reducing the degree of 
this uncertainty is necessary. One method to improve this situation is to realise a 
state of modal equilibrium in the launched light. However, the techniques which 
achieve this state essentially remove the higher order modes from the light before 
launch, consequently, some of the available signal power is lost. Thus a trade-off is 
possible between the power loss and the acceptable degree of uncertainty. A second 
method may be to allocate extra power in order to compensate for the worst case 
uncertainty. This method removes the need for realising a state of modal equilibrium 
in the launched light but it requires to have the knowledge of the worst case 
uncertainty. In the former method, the power loss to achieve an acceptable degree of 
uncertainty needs to be evaluated and in the latter method the value of the worst case 
uncertainty needs to be evaluated. Since the process of uncertainty is random by 
definition, its evaluation is only possible by experimentation, and statistical analysis.

3.3.1.4.1. Experimental results and analvsis

As the proposed system assumes only 2x2 multimode optical fibre diffused reciprocal 
couplers, the following experimentation and analysis is based on this type of 
couplers.

3.3.1.4.1.1. Experiment 1

A laser diode (810 nm Sharp - LTOlO MD) was modulated by a 1 MHz square
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waveform. This corresponds to a 2 Mbit /s 1-0-1-0 pattern and provides an average 
optical power of -1.4 dBm coupled into a multimode graded index, 62.5 p,m core 
fibre. The light was launched into a 20 : 80 coupler (BICC product). The output at 
the two ports was monitored using an optical power meter (Ando), for each launch 
attempt (Launch Number). In this way a sample space of one hundred sample points 
was produced. The experimental set-up is shown in figure 3.21.

LASER

COUPLERCONNECTOR OPTICAL
POWER
METER

GRIN LENS
PORT 1

PORT 2

Figwg3,2l; E?çperimental£gt-up 1.

The sample values were supplied, in the form of a data vector, to a computer for 
statistical analysis and the results are presented in figures 3.22 a, b, and c.

In figure 3.22 a, the variation of output power with launch number for 80% (upper 
trace) and 20% (lower trace) is shown.

?

I ■*
t  :

-14

-16 100
Launch Number

Figure 3.22 a: Variation of output power with launch number.
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The expected outputs for an ideal coupler are:

80% port 20% port

0.58 mW 0.145 mW

The measured average value at 20% port considerably deviate from the above value 
due to the randomness of the process, since the launched light is not in a state of 
modal equilibrium and the coupler has a highly unequal split ratio.

From the measured data:

E[Xgo] = 0.523 mW ; E[ X20 ]=  0.042 mW

(Var[X8o])0-5=0.05 ; (Var[ X jq ])°'* = 7.28 E-3

where
XgQ and X 20 are random variables at 80% and 20% output ports respectively,

and
E[X], and Var[X] are the expectation and variance of X  respectively.

The average value of XgQ is almost equal to the expected value in the ideal case, but 
the average value of X 2Q is about a third of the expected value in the ideal case. It 
clearly suggests the existence of a non-uniform modal distribution that is, more higher 
order modes have been tapped out to the 20% output port resulting in higher losses, 
whereas the 80% output is predominantly composed of the lower order modes 
resulting in a very small loss. Secondly, the ratio of a 20: 80 coupler of an average 
quality (as in this case) may lie somewhere between 15 : 85 and 25 : 75 due to 
practical constraints.
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The power distribution of X 20 is shown in figure 3.22 b. 
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Figure 3.22 b: The power distribution at 20% output port.

In figure 3.22 c, XgQ and X 20 are plotted as a percentage of the total output power.

100

I
!
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Launch Number

Figure 3.22 c: Variations of output power ratios.
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3.3.1.4.1.2. Experiment 2

A state of modal equilibrium in the launched light was achieved by removing the 
higher order modes, using the arrangement shown in figure 3.23.

OPTICAL
SOURCE

CONNECTOR

OR SMA 
CONNECTOR

FIBRE COIL
FIBRE COILFIBRE COIL

COUPLER OPTICAL
POVER
METERPORT 2

FIBRE COIL

Figure 3.23: Experimental set-up 2

Fibre coil A—5 m, radius 50 mm, 62.5 |im core, graded index.

Fibre coil B—2 m, radius 100 mm, 100 |im core, step index.

Fibre coil C—2 m, radius 100 mm, 62.5 pm core, graded index.

Fibre coil D—2 m, radius 100 mm, 100 pm core, step index.

Fibre coil E—0.3 m, radius 8 mm, 62.5 pm core, graded index.

The measurements were repeated, and the corresponding results are shown in figures 
3.24 a and b.
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Figure 3.24 a: Variation of output power with launch number.
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Figure 3.24 b: Power distribution at 20% port.

This scheme helped to remove a significant number of higher order modes, as a result 
a loss of 4 dB incurred.
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From the measured data:

E[ XgQ ]=  0.206 mW E[ X 20 ]=  0.0216 mW

(Var[ XgQ ])0-5 = 0.023 (Var[ X jq ])°-5 = 1.25 E-3

Clearly, this scheme has helped to reduce the degree of uncertainty in XgQ and X 2Q. It 
is interesting to note that the relative improvement in X 20 is much higher than that in 
XgQ. X 2Q has significantly smaller standard deviation.

3.3.1.4.13. Experiment 3

Experiment 2 was repeated with the Laser source replaced with an LED. The output 
power variations are shown in figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.25: Variation of output power with launch number. 

From the measured data:

E[ XgQ 1=9.25 E-3 mW 

(Var[XgQ])0-5 = 9E-5

E[ X2q] = 1.57 E-3 mW 

(Var[X2Q])0-5= 1.8E-5

These results suggest that an LED operated system offers (experiment 3) about a
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100% improvement in the (Var)®*̂  of X20 compared with a Laser operated system. A 
comparison of {X2Q- E[X2q] } for the LASER and LED cases, based on the results 
from experiment 2 and 3, is shown in Figure 3.26.

xlO-3

Î
LED2

I
1
I LASER

100
Launch Number

Figure 3.26: A comparison of output power variations

It has been shown [Hailey, 85] that light, from a very divergent source (LED), 
launched into a multimode optical fibre would acquire a state of modal equilibrium in 
one tenth the fibre length (200 m) relative to that required (2 km) in the case of 
excitation by a very directional source (Laser). It can therefore be concluded that the 
conditions which may realise a mode equilibrium state in an LED system may not 
necessarily be adequate for a Laser system. Secondly, the laser source may introduce 
some modal noise due to its coherence length.

3.3.1.4.1.4. Experiment 4

In order to determine the trade-off between the degree of power variations and the 
average power loss, the measurements were repeated (for the LED case) under a 
‘partial modal equilibrium’ condition of the launched light i.e., only fibre coil A 
(figure 3.23) was included.

From the measured data:

E[Xgo 1 = 0.0196 mW 

(Var[Xg(,])0-5 = 3.3E-4

E [X 2o]=4.5E -3m W

(Var[X2o])°-5=1.14E-4
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Comparing these results with experiment 3, it can be concluded that a higher power 
stability may be achieved with a more elaborate modal equilibrium scheme. The 
standard deviation ratio from the two results is 1: 6.33, however, this improvement 
is accompanied with a higher average power loss in experiment 3, in the ratio of 
2.87 : 1. The results suggest that for an optimum solution both the modal stability 

and the corresponding average power loss together need to be considered.

3.3.1.4.2. The power penaltv

From the above experimental results the power penalty, as defined in section 3.3.1.3 
(the additional optical power required to restore the same BER), due to the uncertainty 
in the output may be calculated as follows:

A multimode coupler may be modelled as shown in figure 3.27.

Series Port

Input

Lme

Parallel Port

Figure 3.27: Multimode optical fibre coupler model

Lg is the excess average power loss in the series branch (the port coimected to the next 
coupler in the array, and has the higher proportion of power).

is the excess average power loss in the parallel branch (the port connected to the 
sensor in the array, and has the lower proportion of power).

is the mode equilibrium power loss (the loss resulted from realising the state of 
modal equilibrium).

Gg and CTp are the noise sources at the series and the parallel ports respectively.
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The power penalty at the series, Ppen/s» parallel, Pp̂ n/p, ports are given by

(dB)^pen/s ^me

Ppen/p -  ^me +  ^p +  L g ^ (dB)

where Lgĵ ^ is the additional power required to compensate for the SNR degradation 

as a result of â , and Op at the series and parallel ports respectively.

The total power penalty for a N sensor array may be predicted either assuming the 
same statistics for all couplers in the array, or by first obtaining the statistics for each 
individual coupler (if high confidence prediction).

Alternatively, the power penalty may be expressed as the decrease in the number of 
sensors for a given power window, as shown in figure 3.28. These results compare 
ideal launch conditions (figure 3.1 3) with the above predictions, assuming that all the 
couplers in the sensor array have the same statistics, and the coupler statistics for 
5 : 95 ratio is the same as 20: 80 ratio ( it may be worse in practice).

Î2
o
g

È
E

■  Ideal 
H  FIVE 
M  PME 
El NME

LHD LASER
Input Power (dBm)

Ideal- previous results; FME- full mode equilibrium; PME- partial mode equilibrium; 
NME- no mode equilibrium.

Figure 3.28: Decrease in N as a function of the launched conditions.
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The above results suggest that:

The realisation of a state of modal equilibrium in the launched light does not eliminate 
the power penalty. This is because the process of achieving the modal equilibrium 
itself introduces loss, but more importantly, the power penalty mechanism is 
constrained by the coupler achievable split ratio (5 : 95). The realisation of mode 
equilibrium state in the launched light can fully benefit only if the split ratio constraint 
is removed. Furthermore, there is a balance between the modal equilibrium and the 
total optical power loss and, it is this balance, in general, which needs to be 
determined for the optimum solution.

In an LED driven system the power penalty is less significant compared with a 
LASER system.

3.3.I.4.3. Balanced couplers

It has been stated previously that balanced ( 5 0 :5 0 )  couplers are less affected by the 
launch condition aspects compared with couplers having unequal split ratios. In order 
to confirm this statement experiment 1 (section 3.3.1.4.1.1) was repeated with a 
balanced coupler.

The output power distributions at each port (corresponding to the random variables 
X j and X 2) are shown in figures 3.29 a, and b.
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Figure 3.29 a: Power distribution at port X I (LASERI
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Figure 3.29 b: Power distribution at port X2 (LASERS

From the measured data:

1.05

E [ X i ] =  0.168 mW 

(Vai[Xi])0-5 = 0.0138

E [X 2 ] = 0.219 mW 

(V artX j])'*-*»  0.0154

The ratio of the average output power is not exactly the same, i.e.

E [ X i ] : E [ X 2 ]  —  45:55

This discrepancy is considered to be due to the practical limitation of the fabrication 
process.

However, there is an improvement of 4-5 dB in the SNR compared with the SNR for 
X 20 in section 3.3.1.4.1.1.

A more remarkable improvement was achieved when the above experiment was
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repeated with an LED source. The output power distribution of X  j is shown in figure 
3.30.

nn
).93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99

Range of Power Values

Figure 3.30: Power distribution at port X I (LEDi

This COTTesponds to:

E[Xj] = 5.57E-3; and (Var[ X , ])°-5 = 7.37E-5 ,

and an improvement of over 11 dB in the SNR compared with the SNR for X 20 in 
section 3.3.1.4.1.1.

3.3.1.4.4. Discussion

It is important to note that the above analysis represents the statistical averages of a 
single device of each type and therefore, the results can not readily be assumed to 
represent the ensemble averages. The measurements, in fact, were repeated with three 
(20 : 80) and three (50 : 50) couplers (provided by BICC), and the results presented 
here are typical of the devices measured. Nevertheless, the experimental data does 
demonstrate the trend of the problem, and for this reason it has served a useful 
purpose.

Clearly, the use of balanced (50 : 50) couplers in conjunction with an LED drive 
appears attractive, since it provides acceptable SNR performance without the need to 
realise a state of modal equilibrium in the launched light and also, eliminates the
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possible modal noise penalty. However, this solution is not appropriate for sensor 
arrays with a ladder structure for the obvious reason. Thus a different and more 
suitable array structure is needed in order to fully exploit the advantages of balanced 
couplers.

3.3.2. Number of sensors in the overall network

This section is concerned with the analysis of the other performance criterion (section 
3.3). As previously mentioned that the possibility of power pulse and digit 
regeneration along the transmission path is one of the most attractive features of the 
proposed network philosophy. The power regeneration is a fairly straightforward 
process and does not contribute, in general, to any error mechanisms. The data 
regeneration processes, on the other hand, can influence the final outcome. It is 
therefore of interest to examine the effects of such data regenerators. Unlike an 
analogue repeater, a regenerative repeater (DR) completely regenerates each digit. As 
the regenerated signal is free from noise at each DR output, the question of noise 
accumulation does not arise. However, the conversion process may introduce a few 
errors at each DR stage. Thus, a network containing a large number of data 
regenerators may suffer from the error accumulation problems.

3.3.2.1. Error accumulation analvsis

Figure 3.31 shows a sensor response bus (with reference to Fig. 3.2) containing M  
identical data repeaters.

N

0  R>

C

DR1 DR2
DRM ^^

Sensor Response Bus

Figure 3.31: Sensor response bus containing regenerative repeaters.
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The error probability, e, at each DR is specified by

e = Erfc[ V /  2a]

where v and a  are the peak signal and rms noise at the decision respectively, and a 

white
Gaussian noise (PIN receiver) and optimum decision threshold level is assumed.

In a fully saturated sensor array (maximum possible number of sensors per array for 
a given power window) network, there will be M  regenerators for M+1 sensor 
arrays. An error introduced at the Mth DR will be received as an incorrect digit, at the 
final destination (NCC), only if the total number of erroneous conversions is odd 
(true only for binary data). If  the number of erroneous conversions is even, they 
cancel out, and a correct digit is received.

The probability, P]^(n), of n erroneous conversions in M successive conversions is 
given by the binomial distribution [Carlson, 75]

The net error probability, P̂ , is then the probability that n is odd, i.e.

P « = S  V " )
n odl

p . .  [VJe(l-E)“ ' + [ “ jE^I-e)“ -’ + ............=

since e «  1
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Figure 3.32 shows the power penalty as a function of M.
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Figure 3.32: Power penalty as a function of M.

It is clear from figure 3.32 that the penalty as a result of the error accumulation is 
relatively small for most practical situations. This amount of extra power can easily be 
allowed for at each DR stage along the response bus.

3.4. Conclusions

The proposed network design philosophy has the potential to multiplex a very large 
number of passive all-optical digital sensors for long distance remote monitoring. 
This potential may be achieved by the regenerative process which is one of the most 
attractive and novel features of the system design concept.

The token synchronisation is another interesting aspect, as this procedure enables the 
system to become completelv independent of the spatial distribution of the sensor 
arravs within the network. This feature makes the scheme conceptuallv different and 
superior to most previous TDM sensor schemes in the literature, as they rely entirely 
on spatial distribution of sensors in order to calculate the time delay of the reflected 
pulses. This feature offers a practical advantage that is, sensor arrays can be spatially 
redistributed without the need to modify NCC circuitry or timing.

The use of optical couplers is inevitable in any point sensor multiplexing scheme. 
However, the performance of unequal split ratio couplers appear to be much worse 
than the balanced couplers. They introduce higher noise due to the modal distribution 
uncertainties. The problem is much severe in a LASER driven system. Furthermore,
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a LASER driven system may give rise to two other problems which can seriously 
influence the system performance, namely, the modal noise, and the excess power 
losses due to the practically achievable coupler split ratios. Most of these problems 
can be removed by either employing single mode technologv or using T ED snimces 
in conjunction with balanced couplers. Furthermore, as the regenerative process is 
fundamental to the system concept, the latter mav be a more attractive solution in a 
large networks. This leads to the need for a more suitable sensor arrav design in 
order to minimise the power losses which may otherwise incur (i.e. if  a usual ladder 
structure is constructed with balanced couplers). Both of these possibilities will be 
investigated in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

M U L TI-B IT  OPTICAL SENSOR DESIGNS- a promising endeavour

In the preceding chapter it was concluded that a suitable sensor array composed of 
balanced coupler was needed. Such an array in conjunction with an LED drive was 
suggested to offer the best solution. The new solution for the sensor array is clearly 
dependent on the design of the sensors within the array. Thus, the starting point for 
finding a new solution for the array is the description and realisation of a suitable 
sensor design. The proposed sensor network assumes binary digital all-optical 
sensors as a general description. This type of sensor, in its simplest form, is an 
optical ON-OFF switch (i.e., 1-bit). For sensing functions in which a particular 
discrete value (threshold) of a measurand needs to be monitored, such as, surveillance 
and alarm systems, a 1-bit sensor [Deforges et al, 87; Jeumhomme, 88] is all that is 
necessary. For multi-threshold monitoring, for example, in building services and 
numerous process control applications, a number of 1-bit sensors, each with a 
different threshold level and its own separate optical path, can be employed. 
However, a more elegant solution is to design a multi-bit sensor, which may provide 
information about the required number of threshold levels in the form of serial 
codewords and which may then use a single optical path.

4.1. Multi-bit sensor design concept

Figure 1 explains the process of digital sensing of an analogue signal, 0(t).
Digital

0/P
ResponseAN

1 A (N -1 )<8 ( t )<A N

Threshold
Levels

A2
00

A1 — 00

Analogue Signal, 0 (1 ), as a Funtlonof Time

Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î 1 T Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î L 1  s o lin g  function

Figure 4.1: Optical digitisation of an analogue sensing sionaL
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The design concept is based on the optical sampling and digital encoding principles. 

N discrete values, A l, A2 to AN of 0(t) represent the switching threshold levels. The

required range of 6(t) is divided into N steps and the sensor response corresponding 

to each of the steps is represented by a unique codeword of M  bits (M=log2N ). A 
sampling function, in the form of an optical pulse train, is applied to the sensor. At 
each sampling point the sensor generates one of the N approved codewords. If  the 
codewords are generated serially then the information can be transmitted on a single 
optical fibre line to a remote digital receiver. The received information is digitally 
decoded at the receiver to determine the corresponding step. The digitisation of an 
analogue signal inevitably introduces quantization errors. The quantization noise is 
dependent on the codeword length (M bits) and therefore, in principle, can be 
minimised by increasing M. In practice, however, it may not be possible to realise a 
sensor design with a very large M. This will restrict the sensor resolution which may 
not be acceptable for a high accuracy sensing application. However, for sensing 
application where the accuracy is not necessarily high but a large number of sensors is 
required, a digital regime may still be a more attractive solution.

In general, the digital sensor concept is applicable to any physical quantity, though 
temperature has been considered as a specific example here.

The influence of temperature variations on intensity or phase of a light carrier has 
been extensively exploited by many researchers working in optical sensor 
technologies. A number of incoherent and coherent optical fibre temperature sensor 
designs have been described in [Glenn, 87], having either an extrinsic [Kyuma et al, 
82b; Schoener et al, 84; Christensen et al, 87; Hard et al., 87; Confori et al, 89; 
Zhang et al., 91; Domanski et al., 91] or an intrinsic [Snitzer et al, 83; Dakin, 86; 
Seki et al., 86; Leilabady et al., 87; Lee et al., 88a] sensing element. However, most 
of the previous work in the literature has been concentrated on analogue sensor 
designs.

Several techniques are possible to realise simple 1-bit intensity modulated (ON-OFF) 
temperature sensors (e.g. change of state, refiractive index variations, state of 
polarisation), using standard multimode technology [Tenge et al., 87; Augousti et al., 
88]. However, for a multi-bit sensor the digit sequences in the output codewords 
need to be cyclic, with the sequence periodicity dependent on the number of the 
significant bit of the codeword (figure 4.1). Clearly, this cyclic behaviour can not be 
realised in a single 1-bit sensing element. Two novel schemes, based on multimode 
and single mode fibre technologies, to achieve the required cyclic response have been 
devised, implemented, and evaluated. In both cases, the actual construction of multi
bit sensors has been restricted to 2 bits (2-bit sensor) but the general principles hold 
for M-bit (M > 2) sensor designs.
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4.2.2-bit sensor (multimode) design

In this scheme the cyclic behaviour is realised by combining two complementary 1-bit 
switching elements (one transmits light in logic "1" state whereas the other transmits 
in logic "0" state), with appropriate switching threshold levels for each. 'Change of 
state' and 'fîbre microbending' principles have been considered in order to design 
the temperature switching elements. The 2-bit sensor contains three temperature 
sensing elements. A 'change of state' and a 'microbending' element jointly constitute 
the complementary switching arm of the sensor. A separate 'change of state' element 
forms the ON-OFF arm. Figures 4.2 a and b shows two possible realisations (the 
reflective sensor design is to be preferred as it requires only one coupler).

Optical

Pulse

T S3 Optical ^ 3 3  81
Pulse

S2 |-j  ̂ I-Response
Sensor

Response

S2

 ̂ Dr

(a) 2-bit Transmissiv* Sensor (b) 2-bft Reflectiv» Sensor

C-Coupler, S I, S2 - Change of state elements; S3 - Microbending element;
T - Fibre delay; R - Reflector

Figures 4.2 a and b: 2-bit sensor designs.

There is a time delay of T seconds, introduced by a fibre delay line, between the two 
arms. As a result, an optical input pulse of width, T, gives rise to two serial output 
digits. The output from the complementary switching arm represents LSB (least 
significant bit) and the ON-OFF arm represents MSB (most significant bit) of the 
codeword.

4.2.1. Change of state sensor element

Optical properties of most substances change with temperature. Such changes 
normally influence the transmission of light through the substance in question. This 
principle can form the basis for an opto-temperature sensor. The choice of the 
substance that may be used, depends on the thermo-optical characteristics of the 
substance , ease of the mechanical design, and the type of application. For a binary 
digital intensity modulated opto-temperature sensor the substance needs to behave as a 
fast ON-OFF switch in the vicinity of a specific temperature level. Furthermore, the 
substance needs to have the property of selective threshold switching, so that different
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temperature levels may be selected as required, in order to cover a wide range of 
temperatures.

ParafGn is one such substance that may be used to construct an extrinsic digital opto- 
temperature sense»*. Various types of paraffins (with different chemistries) exist in 
solid form at room temperature. In this form, they do not support, or weakly support, 
the transmission of light through them. However, at a specific temperature, a given 
paraffin type (depending on its chemistry) may change to liquid form with its 
refractive index (RI) closely matched to the RI of the core of most standard 
communication optical fibres. Under these conditions the transmission of light would 
be fully supported. A suitable range of paraffins (of different melting points) is 
commercially available.

4.2.1.1. Experiment

A temperature sensing element is constructed by aligning two sections of standard 
850 nm multimode graded index (50/125 jim, 0.2 NA) optical fibres in a paraffin 
bath (type: Docosane; melting point: 43-45 deg.C; Aldrich Chemical Co. Ltd.). The 
arrangement is shown in figure 4.3.

Optical Fibre ■  g g  Optical Fibre

Paraffin Bath

Figure 4.3: Paraffin sensor element.

A short coherence length 850 nm multimode laser source is used to launch optical 
power into a one meter long multimode graded index (50/125|im, 0.2 NA) fibre 
pigtail via a Grin lens /  micropositioner arrangement. The laser is modulated to 
produce a square waveform of period 1 ps, and the average power is adjusted to -10 
dBm. The laser pigtail is spliced to one fibre section of the sensor. The temperature of 
the paraffin bath is gradually increased and the received power at the end of the other 
fibre section is measured using an optical power meter. The output response, in terms 
of optical power transmission, as a function of temperature and time is measured.
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Typical results are shown in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Sensor output response as a function of time at the temperature threshold. 

The above results indicate that :

i) a power differential of 20 dB between ON and OFF states is possible.

ii) insertion loss (ON state loss ) is limited by the mechanical coupling of the fibres. 
A net insertion loss of 0.5 dB is recorded.

iii) the response time (OFF to ON transition time) is less than 20 seconds (this time 
can be reduced by improving thermal design of the sensor).

iv) the temperature range depends on the paraffin types commercially available.

4.2.2. Microbending Sensor element

Optical power losses due to a microbending effect in both multimode and single mode 
optical fibres have been studied in detail in the literature [Marcuse, 73; Petermaim, 77; 
Bjarklev et al., 89; Probst et al., 89], and the principle of microbending losses in 
multimode fibres has been demonstrated for pressure sensors [Mickelson et al, 84]. 
In most of the previously proposed schemes the effects of microbending have been 
considered from analogue sensors view point. However, under certain conditions it 
may be possible to use a multimode fibre microbending sensing element as an ON- 
OFF switch [Pervez, 91b].
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4.2.2.1. Theory

For multimode fibres with a parabolic index profile, the beat length, 6B̂ , of the 

modes of the fibre is given by [Fields, 80]

56g = (2A)0-5fr

where
A - relative refractive index difference between the fibre core and cladding, 
r - fibre core radius.

At a particular distortion wavelength, A ,̂ all the neighbouring mode groups can be 

coupled [Fields, 80], where

Aç = 2ti /

Thus, microbending losses increase sharply when the spatial period. A, of a given

perturbation equals Ag. In the case of a sinusoidal perturbation with amplitude, a , and 

spatial

frequency, ÔB , the radiated power, P( ÔB), is [Falco et al, 88]

P(8B) a  a^LSinc(G)
where

L - perturbation length 

G = ( ÔB - 8Bg)L

and ÔB = 2jt /  A

Unlike analogue sensor schemes, where the linearity of the sensor response is 
extremely important, a digital sensor design places a high emphasis on the step size of 
the output levels. More specifically, in a binary digital optical sensor, the difference 
between ON and OFF states is the most important requirement (the other important 
feature being the switching time response).

Thus, it is appropriate to chose A = Ag, in order to achieve the maximum possible 

difference between the two states.

The microbending loss is then given by

P(56g)=ka^L --------------- (1)

where
k - design constant
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4.2.2.2. Experiment

Microbending sensor element consists of two components:
i) a temperature dependent element

ii) an optical loss element

The temperature dependency is realised by the principle of linear thermal expansion of 
metals. The optical loss is introduced by deformation of the fibre axis.

Figure 4.5 a shows the complete structure.

Optical
Fibre

Optical
Fibre

Figure 4.5 a: Microbending element.

"X" is an aluminium cubic block of dimensions 5 x 5 x 50 mm.
"Y" is a brass rectangular plate of dimensions 5x 2x 65 mm.

The lower face of the plate consists of an approximately sinusoidal corrugation of
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spatial period as shown in figure 4.5 b.

65

Figure 4.5 b: Microbcnding plate.

The upper face of plate "Y' ” consists of an identical corrugation, forming a 
complementary pair of plates. A standard 850 nm multimode graded index (50/125 
|im, 0.2 NA) optical fibre is sandwiched between the two plates and the whole 
arrangement (X, Y  and Y ) is placed in an invar housing "Z". A screw "S" is 
provided to vary the pressure on the fibre, as required, and hence to control the 
insertion loss of the sensor.

Optical power is launched (following the same method as in section 4.2.1.1.) into a 
2m long section of fibre. The received power at the other end is measured using an 
optical power meter. The microbending temperature sensor is then clipped onto the 
fibre, without removing its protective coating, at roughly the mid point along its 
length. The screw S is adjusted for negligible insertion loss at room temperature (23 
deg.C at the time). A temperature step function is applied to the sensor (the 
temperature step is realised by submerging the sensor in boiling water). The sensor 
response, in terms of optical power transmission, as a function of time is measured.
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Typical results arc shown in figure 4.6 a.
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Figure 4.6 a: Sensor output response as a function of time when a temperature step is 
applied.

Figure 4.6 a shows a small output power fluctuation before the sensor is submerged 
into boiling water. This is due to the fact that the sensor was held just above the water 
surface, for a few seconds, to ensure fibre clearance while lowering the sensor into 
the water bath.

Figure 4.6 b shows the output power (figure 4.6 a) plotted on a dBm scale for clarity 
of the power differentials.
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Figure 4.6 b: Sensor output (figure 4.6 â  expressed in dBm.
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The above results indicate that:
i) a loss of 28 dB is possible for a temperature differential of 77 deg. C.
ii) insertion loss (ON state loss, at room temp.) is 0 dB.
iii) the response time (ON to OFF transition time ) is about 4 seconds (this time can 

be reduced by allowing some insertion loss).

Equation (1) suggests a non-linear power/temperature behaviour, i.e.

P(8Bg) a  a -̂--------------- (2)

In this case, however, the perturbation amplitude is related to the linear thermal 
expansion, ê , of the aluminium (Al) block ("X" in figure 4.5 (a)). The thermal 
expansion of invar ( "Z" in figure 4.5 (a)) is negligible relative to aluminium. 
Therefore, the power loss is proportional to the square of the expansion, e_, i.e.

where

and

P(66,) a  e / .  

" ^2)

(3)

e^j-expansivity of Al; 1-length of Al block; (0j - 82) - temperature differential

From equations (2) and (3), it is clear that the required loss in the ouq)ut power can be 
realised either by varying the temperature differential or the length (1) of the 
aluminium block. These two conditions are illustrated in ffgures 4.7 and 4.8 
respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Sensor output as a function of temperature.
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Figure 4.7 shows the output power as a function of temperature, based on the above 
specified design. A sharp drop in the output power (17 dB) occurs between 97-l(X) 
deg. C. This portion of the output characteristic may be used to set the required 
decision threshold level in the digital optical receiver so that if  the received power 
exceeds the value that corresponds to the decision threshold then, a logic "1" is 
recorded by the decision circuitry in the receiver.

Thus a microbending element, based on the above design specifications, may be used 
as an ON-OFF device, e.g., for a decision threshold set at a level to correspond to -27 
dBm received power, the switching would occur between 97 and 98 deg. C (figure 
4.7). Similarly, for a decision threshold to correspond to -37 dBm, the switching 
would occur between 99 and 100 deg. C.

A microbending sensor element with switching at other temperature values may be 
realised by varying the length (1) accordingly.

Figure 4.8 shows the required length (1), as a function of temperature, to introduce a 
loss of 28 dB.

300

200 -

100 -

T T T

100 200
Temperature deg.C

300

Figure 4.8: The required length (1) for sensor switching at the desired temperature.

This result is a theoretical prediction based on equation 3. Assuming an input average 
power of -10 dBm and a decision threshold (at the digital receiver) to correspond to - 
37 dBm received power, the sensor switching at the required temperature may be 
achieved, in theory, by selecting the corresponding length (1) in figure 4.8.

Thus, in principle, a binary digital microbending sensor element design can be 
derived which produces the required power differential either as a function of
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temperature for a constant length (1), or as a function of length (1) for a given 
temperature.

4.2.3. 2-bit sensor construction

A 2-bit reflective sensor (figure 4.2 b) is constructed with the following design 
parameters:

SI - paraffin type Nonadecane (Aldrich).
S2- paraffin type Docosane (Aldrich).
S3 - to give a loss of 28 dB at 1(X) deg. C.
T - fibre delay of 0.5 |is.
R - silvered fibre end (95 % reflectivity ).
C - 3 dB multimode couplers (1 dB excess loss ).

The output power characteristic of the 2-bit temperature sensor is shown in figure 
4.9.
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-40
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Figure 4.9: Output characteristic of the 2-bit sensor.

A digital optical receiver with a decision threshold set at an appropriate level would 
detect one of the four codewords ((X), 01, 11, 10,— Gray Code) each representing a 
unique temperature step. The received temperature information may then be converted 
into a suitable logic level (e.g., TTL) for display.
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4.2.3. L Experiment

The 2-bit sensor is placed in an oven and a train of optical pulses with period 3T, 
pulse width T and average power -10 dBm is applied at the sensor input. The sensor 
output is monitored using an asynchronous digital optical receiver with its decision 
threshold set to correspond to -27 dBm peak received power. The oven temperature is 
gradually increased from 23 to 38 deg. C., where it is stabilised to observe the 
receiver output. The same is repeated at 50 deg. C. and finally the temperature is 
increased to above 100 deg.C.
With reference to figure 4.2 b and the above design parameters, the sensor produces 
return pulses of peak power:

> -14.5 dBm for a logic ON state 
< -53.0 dBm for a logic OFF state.

The received data, after processing, is observed on an oscilloscope. The results, in 
the form of serial codewords (TTL levels), are shown in figures 4.10 (a-d).

These codewords represent temperature steps:

(a )-0 0 - < 3 3 deg.C; (b )-O l- > 3 3 deg.C;
( c ) - l l -  > 45 deg. C; (d )-lO - > 100 deg. C.

It is, however, important to note that the actual transition between (c) and (d) is 
dependent upon the receiver sensitivity and the corresponding threshold level (as 
explained in section 4.2.2.2), as illustrated in figure 4.10 e.

The difference between the amplitudes of the data pulses from SI and S3 
(corresponding to condition (c), i.e. codeword’l l ’ ) can be clearly seen. This result 
emphasises one of the most important features of digital signalling, namelv. the 
immunity to intensitv fluctuation.

The power coupling between the input and the sensor response ports (directivity), in 
some cases, may result in a logic ‘1’ to be recorded as the first digit of the received 
codeword regardless the actual response of the sensor. This condition will exist in 
cases where the received power due to the coupler directivity is greater than the 
receiver sensitivity. In order to avoid ambiguity, two fibre delay lines are used to 
introduce time delays of T (0.5 p,s) and 2 T (1 p.s) in the ON-OFF and the 
complementary arms of the sensor respectively. However, the coupler used to 
produce the results of figure 4.10 had a low directivity in relation to the sensitivity of 
the receiver.
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(e)

Horizontal scale: 0.35 |is/div.; Vertical scale: 2.5 v/div.

Fi pires 4.10 a. b. c. d. and e: Grav coded output of 2-bit sensor
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4.2.4. Discussion

Although the aim of the above work has been to verify a 2-bit sensor design, the two 
sensing elements can also be used as individual 1-bit (ON-OFF) temperature sensors.

In the change of state sensor element design, the optical coupling between the two 
fibre sections is the most critical aspect of the design. It is however important to note 
that the index matching property of paraffins improves optical coupling in the logic 
ON state.

A good thermal design is important for the switching response time.

The temperature switching fix>m logic ON to OFF and logic OFF to ON of paraffins is 
asymmetrical. The OFF to ON response is normally much sharper than the ON to 
OFF response. This may be generally acceptable in a 1-bit sensor design since, for 
the intended applications (e.g. alarm functions of various kinds), it is the OFF to ON 
transition that is the important parameter in most cases. However, in the 2-bit case, 
this asymmetrical behaviour imposes a restriction on the minimum temperature 
difference between the adjacent threshold levels that may be used in order to avoid 
ambiguity.

In general, the performance of a microbending analogue sensor can seriously be 
affected by the launch conditions in a multimode regime. However, in a digital sensor 
design the influence of similar power fluctuations diminishes to a greater extent (e.g. 
a decision threshold set at -10 dB below the expected peak pulse value would 
introduce an error only if 90 % of the expected peak power was lost).

A microbending sensor element, if employed as a 1-bit temperature sensor, has two 
particular features of practical interest:

a) The sensor can be clipped on to the fibre at any point without the need to remove it 
protective coating.

b) As the sensor transmits light in logic OFF state, it offers fail safe operation.

The idea of a 2-bit sensor may be extended, in principle, to an M-bits (M  > 2) sensor 
by combining the required number of sensing elements to produce M  bits long 
codewords. The general relationship between the number of bits, M , and the number 
of sensing elements, E, is given by

E = 2 ^ -l
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It is however emphasised that the proposed 2-bit sensor design is presented to 
illustrate the M  bit intensity modulated sensor principle. Other techniques may also be 
possible to realise a complementary switching pair. In practice, the choice of the actual 
sensing element used will depend on the application in question.

4.2.5. 2-bit sensor arrav design

A reflective tree structure is considered to be a suitable sensor array design, as shown 
in figure 4.11.

OUTPUT
RESPONSE
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■mi

Cm
'm

m2

Œ] ^ —  -Dr 4 -
COUPLER ^ SENSOR REFLECTOR CONNECTOR

50:50 FIBRE DELAY

Cm Or
m

Figure 4.11 : The reflective tree sensor arrav design.

This design has been derived for the following reasons:

a) Input power is partitioned using only 50 : 50 split ratio couplers. This balanced 
partitioning, assuming multimode technology, makes the system less sensitive to the 
launch conditions at the coupler input, as the resulting modal distribution at the 
coupler output ports is much more stable.

b) Parallel power partitioning minimises power losses across the airay. As a result, 
low power and short coherence length sources (i.e., LEDs) can be used. This helps to 
remove modal noise problems.

c) Two equal power outputs are provided by each coupler (equal within 5%), at the 
last coupler column of the array. This condition is required for 2-bit sensors.

d) Due to the reflective nature of the array design the number of couplers is halved
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compared with a transmissive array design for the same number of sensors.

4.2.5.1. Reflective tree arrav construction

Since the array design is equally suitable for 1-bit sensors, it is appropriate to 
consider a 1-bit sensor array model and then to extend it to a 2-bit sensor scheme.

The total number of 1-bit sensors, N = 2^ 
where

m is the number of coupler columns.

For a time division multiplexed array response each successive digit has to be delayed 
by a period greater than or at least equal to the input power pulse width (T). Thus, in 
general, the minimum fibre length required for an array of N sensors is given by

N-l
0.5]^nD

n = l

where
D is the fibre length required to introduce a delay equal to T.

The above expression assumes that each sensor has an individual delay line.

However, the required fibre length may be minimised by implementing appropriate 
delay lines in selective locations within the array as shown in figure 4.11.

The locations for the fibre delay lines to give an optimum solution are determined 
from the couplers outputs matrix, Cjj,

Si =

11

12

c , C ,
21 m l

c c
22 m2

c c
23 m3

C , C .
24 m4

m2

where
i is the coupler column number and j is the coupler output number.
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The fibre delay lines are introduced at locations represented by elements with even j,

i.e. 2,4,6.................2*”.

The actual time delay line, T:, depends on its location within the array; and is given by

Ti = T 2"™-‘

and the corresponding fibre length, is given by

Di = (D/2)2"*-»---------------- (4)

The minimum fibre length required for an array of N sensors is

0 .5 [Z 2 2 ^ ']D ----------------(5)
where

Z = logN /  log2

This scheme results in a substantial reduction in the required fibre length compared 
with the individual delay lines case, especially for large N.

4.2.5.2. Arrav power budget and trade-offs 

The total power loss across the array Ly = Lp^  ̂+ Lex

where

Lp3rt = -101og[(0.5)2">] (dB)

~ îns *** ̂  f̂ib'̂ ^con

and
— power partitioning loss (by 50:50 couplers)
— excess loss of couplers
— insertion loss of sensor 
-  reflector loss

Lfjl, — fibre loss (for the longest delay lines)
Lgon -  connectors loss (3 connectors i.e., 4 couplings)
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The rate at which digital data is generated by the sensor array depends on the input 
pulse width (T) and the time delay (introduced by the fibre delay lines) between 
adjacent digits. For minimum fibre length solution the array generates data at a rate of 
1/T bit/s, and the corresponding fibre length, D = cT/n, where c is the velocity of light 
and n is the refractive index of the fibre core. Considering this case and assuming:
T -  125 ns (8 Mbit/s data rate). Peak power = -10 dBm (LED), Number of sensors, 
N = 64, Fibre loss =1 dB/km, Cormector loss = 0.1 dB/coupling (Type: NTT-SC) 
and the coupler excess loss of 0.25 dB, the array power budget is presented below:

Cex îns ^ib ĉon -  ^

36 3 0.5 0.23 1.58 0.4 = 41.71 dB

For the above system, a receiver with a sensitivity better than -54.71 dBm (e.g., -55 
dBm) will be required. This sensitivity value is quite within the range of a high 
quality (Telecommunication) digital optical receiver [Smith et al, 79]. For a 2-bit 
sensor system, the maximum number, is N/2 (i.e., 32 in this case), assuming the 
same power budget. It is, however, important to note that in applications where three 
discrete temperature values (i.e., four steps) of a measurand need to be monitored, a 
2-bit sensor system offers a 50% improvement in the information capacity, compared 
with a 1-bit sensor system for the same power budget, and number of optical 
couplers.

The required minimum fibre length per array to implement 64 sensors (or 32, 2-bit 
sensors) at a bit rate of 8 Mbit/s is 2.4 km. This length may be reduced by increasing 
the bit rate (i.e., reducing T). An increase in the bit rate, however, results in a 
decrease in the system power window for a given transmit power and receiver. This, 
in turn, reduces the maximum number of sensors per array. Using the above system 
as a reference, and assuming a 3 dB sensitivity penalty for doubling the bit rate, the 
trade-offs between the minimum fibre length required, power window, the data rates 
and number of sensors are shown in figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Trade-offs between fibre length, power, bit rates and N .

Figure 4.12 reveals the following:
a) The total minimum fibre length per array may be reduced by increasing the bit rate. 
For example, considering N=16, the minimum required fibre lengths are 400, 100, 
and 50 m corresponding to bit rates of 8, 32, and 64 Mbit/s respectively.

b) Since an increase in the bit rate reduces the system power margin, the maximum 
number of sensors per array decreases, i.e., the number of sensors per array is 
limited by the data rate - so 64 sensors per array are possible at 8 Mbit/s but only 16 
at 64 Mbit/s.
A comparison between the reflective tree and the conventional ladder configuration at 
8 Mbit/s, and assuming the above specified loss values, is shows in figure 4.13.
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4.13: A comparison between the reflective tree and the ladder sensor arravs.
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The superiority of the reflective tree sensor array is quite clear in figure 4.13. Note 
that there will be some further penalty, due to the launch conditions aspect, in the 
ladder array results.

In the above discussion the power coupling between the input and the output response 
ports (with reference to C l in figure 4.11) has been ignored. As a high sensitivity 
(-55 dBm, at 8 Mbit/s) digital optical receiver has been assumed, the effect of the 
input coupler (C l) directivity is significant. This situation can result in a false 
detection of the first bit in the received frames, as this bit will always be detected as a 
logic "1". However, by introducing two additional delay lines of T seconds, at 
locations C^j and C j2» a frame of N+1 bits may be generated for each input pulse. 
Clearly, the first bit in the frame is no longer the sensor information but is due to the 
power coupling within C l. This bit can be used as a synchronisation bit [Pervez, 89] 
at the receiver in a multi-array system.

4.3. Multi-bit sensor (single model design

In this scheme the required cyclic response is realised by varying the optical path 

length, L(0), of a Fabry-Perot cavity as a linear function of temperature. The use of 
Fabry-Perot principle for sensing applications has been reviewed by [Mitchell, 89].

4.3.1. Theorv

From the conventional Fabry-Perot étalon theory, the following design expressions 
may be derived as follows:

The cyclic parameter, m, as a function of temperature may be defined as 

m = 2 L(0) cos(Y)/ ̂
where

m is an integer and gives cyclic transmission peaks 

L(0) is the optical path length at a given temperature

is the angle of incidence of light

X is the wavelength of incident light

The normalized fractional linear transmission response, P̂ , of the cavity is then given
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by [Yoshino et al., 82]

P, = (1-R)2 /{(1-R)2 + 4 R sin2(5))----------------- (6)

where
R is the firactionai reflectivity of the cavity facets 

Ô = 2jc L(8 )/X

and the reflection response, Pj., is given by

P r = l-P t ----------------(7)

The variation in the optical path length, L(0), as a function of temperature, clearly 

depends on the physical construction and the type of the temperature dependent 
element of the Fabry-Perot cavity. This implies that by selecting M  cavities, with 
appropriate temperature dependent elements for each, and introducing a fixed time 
delay between their responses, an M  bits long digital codeword may be generated to 
represent a specific temperature threshold.

4.3.2. Fabrv-Perot cavitv designs

Two Fabry-Perot cavity designs, namely, RIC cavity and TLE cavity have been 
considered. In the former case, the temperature dependency is realised by the change 
in the refractive index of a substance, and in the latter case, by the differential thermal 
linear expansion of two metals.

4.3.2.1. RIC cavitv construction

A section (Im ) of single mode fibre (830 nm) is pushed into a ceramic ferrule (length 
5.7 mm and outer diameter 1mm ) until the fibre protrudes a few mm at the other end 
(exit end) of the ferrule. The fibre is bonded with the ferrule, using epoxy, at the fibre 
entry end. A thin layer of epoxy is applied to the outer surface of the ferrule near the 
exit end and the ceramic ferrule is then pushed into a stainless steel ferrule (length 5 
mm and outer diameter 3 mm) until the exit ends of the two ferrules are aligned 
together. After allowing sufficient time for the epoxy to cure, the protruded fibre end 
is cleaved and polished to form an extremely good fiat facet. The fibre facet is then 
silvered for a reflectivity (R) of 25%. The assembly is pushed into a ceramic tube 
(length 11.4 mm) approximately half way along the tube length. The tube has slightly 
smaller diameter than the outer diameter of the stainless steel ferrule, and a slit along 
its length (this helps to keep the fibre facet at right angle to the axis of the tube). The 
entry end of the tube is bonded with the ceramic ferrule sealing this end as well
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preventing any longitudinal mechanical movement of the fibre facet from the desired 
fixed position. A second identical assembly is pushed into the other end of the tube 
until the two fibre facets just touch. Then the assembly is pulled back, using a micro 
dial gauge, by a length of 24 îm. This end of the tube is sealed in the same manner as 
described above. In this way a fixed length (24 p,m) cavity is formed. The whole 
arrangement is then placed in a refractive index matching liquid (RIML) bath as 
shown in figure 4.14 a and b.

Brass
Container

Epoxy
Bond

Optical 
Fi bre

Optical
Fibre

(a )

Ceramic Tube 
Length: 1 1 4 ± 0 .0 5  mm

RIML

Stainless Steel Ferrule 
^  Length: 5.0+ 0 .0 5  mm

Optical

Fibre L c e ra m ic  Ferrule
Length: 5.7 + 0 .0 5  mm

(b)

Figure 4.14 a and b: RIC sensing element design.

4.3.2.1.1. Experiment

A laser source is used to launch optical power, via an optical attenuator, into one of 
the input ports of a 2 x 2 single mode (830 nm) 3 dB couple. The laser is modulated 
with a square waveform of period 1 |is, and the attenuator is adjusted to give an 
average power of -28 dBm at the coupler output ports. One of the coupler output 
ports is spliced to the RIC cavity which is attached to a Peltier heat pump (PHP). This 
arrangement is then placed in a heat chamber as shown in figure 4.15.

From Tv

To Optical 
Power M eter

Heat
Chamber

Coupler - 2 8  dBm

4 d B  Power Loss

To Temp. 
M onitor

Figure 4.15:Experimental set up for RIC evaluation.
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The optical path length, L(0), as a function of temperature is given by

L(0) = Ln(0)

where

n(0) is the RI of the temperature dependent RIML

and the change in the optical path length, { dL(0)/d0 } is given by

dL(0)/d0 = L  {-dn(0)/d0)

where
L is the geometrical length of the cavity.

A negative temperature coefficient of RIM L suggests a decrease in L(0) as the 

temperature increases.

The temperature of the RIML bath is gradually varied between 12 and 38 deg. C, and 
the reflected power at the second input port of the coupler is measured using an 
optical power meter. The temperature variations are monitored by a thermocouple 
(TC) attached to the RIML bath. The temperature is stabilised at several values over 
the above range and the reflected power is recorded for each of these values. Typical 
results are shown in figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Reflected power as a function of temperature.
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4.3.2.1.2. Analysis

From equation (6), Pj is minimum when sin^(5) = 1, i.e..

From equation (7), under this condition, P̂  is maximum, i.e.

Pt<m ax=l-K l-R )^/[(l-R )2 + 4R ])

Thus, P^niax be computed using the same design parameters in order to
determine the deviation (if any) of the experimental results ftom the expected results.

A comparison of the above measurements (solid line) with a computer simulation 
(broken line) is shown in figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: A comparison between measured and simulated results.

The discrepancy between the experimental and simulated results may have resulted 
from the following four factors:

a) Inaccuracy in the cavity dimensions.
b) Variation in the source wavelength.
c) Inaccuracy in the reflectivity value.
d) The angle between the cavity axis and the reflectors (ideally 90 deg.)

All these factors are investigated by computer simulations and finally a close fit to the
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experimental results is produced, as shown in figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: Simulated results to give a close fit to the experimental results.

This computer simulation predicts the corresponding design parameter values shown 
in table 1.

RIC Cavity

Parameter Simulation Experimental

L (urn) 24.02 * - 2 4
R 0.17 * 0.25

RIC /deg.C 3 .8 5 E -4 * * 3 .85E -4

Y 0 ♦ 0
A 780 (nm) * 780 (nm)

* *  Data provided 

« Data predicted

Table 1

This result suggests that the RIC has a lower finesse than expected, due to a lower 
value of R.

The finesse, F, is defined as [Yariv, 91]

= 7t/R
1-R

Consequently, F has been decrease from 2 to 1.6.
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43.2.2. TLE cavitv construction

The two fibre facets are produced in exactly the same way as in the above case (both 
ferrules of length 7.65 mm ). However, the two assemblies are placed in a phosphor 
bronze tube of the same dimensions and construction as the ceramic tube. A fixed 
length (24 p,m at 20 deg. C) cavity is produced in the same manner as described in the 
previous experiment Finally, both ends of the tube are bonded with the stainless steal 
ferrule. The arrangement is shown in figure 4.19 a and b.

Optical r Epoxy
Bond

Optical
F breFibre

(a)
Phosphor Bronze Tube 
Length: 1 1 ,4 + 0 .0 5  mm

RIML

Fibre

Optical
Fibre

(b )

Stainless Steel Ferrule 
Length: 7 .65+  0.05 mm

Ceramic Ferrule 
Length: 7 .65+  0.05 mm

Figure 4 19 a and b: TLE gçnging çlgmçnt dggign.

4.3.2.2.1. Experiment

The optical path length, L(0), as a function of temperature is given by

L(0) = Lq + {L2 «2  (6 -20) - Lj ttj (0 -20)}

where
Lq is the cavity length at 20 deg. C
Lj and L2 are the lengths (at 20 deg.C) of the stainless steel ferrule and the 
phosphor bronze tube respectively

ttj and tt2 are the coefficients of thermal linear expansion of the stainless steel 
and the phosphor bronze respectively.

Unlike the RIC cavity, in this case L(0) increases with temperature (i.e. positive 

effective temperature coefficient).

The experiment (section 3.1.1) is repeated with the TLE cavity. Typical results are
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shown in figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.20: Reflected power as a function of temperature

4.3.2.2.2. Analysis

A similar analysis as for the RIC case is carried out and the corresponding results are 
shown in figures 4.21,4.22 and table 2.
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Figure 4.21: A comparison between measured and simulated results.
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Figure 4.22: Simulated results to give a close fit to the experimental results.

TLE Cavity

Parameter Simulation Experi mental

Lq (wm) 24.5 * - 2 4
Ll (mm) 7.9 7.65 +.05
1-2 (mm) 11.3 * 11.4 + .05

«1 1 0 .4E -6  * * 10.4E-6
18E-6 1 8E- 6

R 0.22 * 0.25

V 0 * 0
A 780 (nm) * 780 (nm)

* *  Data provided 
« Data predicted

Table 2

4.3.2.3. Discussion

For the RIC cavity, it is assumed that the thermal expansion of the ceramic ferrule and 
the ceramic tube cancels each other, and the geometrical length (L) of the cavity 
remains constant over the temperature range of interest. As the overall cavity 
characteristic is dependent on L, RIML and the finesse (a function of R), the required 
reflection response may be realised by selecting an appropriate temperature dependent 
element, L, and R. The reflection minima of a fringe, corresponding to the desired 
temperature, is determined by L. The temperature range is governed by the product 
nL (where n is the refractive index of RIML in this case). Thus, the sensor range can
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be changed proportionally either by selecting a different L or a substance with a RI 
having a different temperature coefficient. Similarly, for the TLE cavity, the required 
response may be realised by selecting an appropriate pair of dissimilar metals, cavity 
length at 20 deg.C, and R. However, unlike the RIC a proportional change in the 
temperature range can only be realised by altering both the metallic components of the 
sensing element in the same ratio. This is necessary because of the differential 
expansion of the two dissimilar metals, which would otherwise result in an 
unproportionate change.

In the simulation results, the incident light is assumed to be normal (y  = 0). This is a 
reasonable assumption for a single mode fibre (core diameter typically 4.5 |im). The 

computer simulation also predicts this to be a reasonable assumption. A non-zero y  
would introduce an additional power loss. However, in digital detection of intensitv 
the cavitv loss is not as important as in the case of fringe counting svstems (a high 
contrast is an important feature for a high finesse fringe detection svstem). The 
important parameter is the slope of the response at a specified threshold point, as this 
slope determines the degree of tolerance against intensity fluctuation and noise.

It is however emphasised that the proposed Fabry-Perot cavity designs are presented 
to illustrate the principle of multi-bit sensor operation. Several other techniques to 
form an Fabry-Perot cavity for optical fibre sensing applications have been presented 
in the literature [Petuchowski et al, 81; Matsumoto et al, 86; Seki et al, 86; Saaski et 
al, 86; Dakin et al., 87; Farahi et al., 88; Lee et al, 88b; Tseng et al., 89]. Some digital 
optical sensing concepts, based on wavelength encoding have also been proposed 
[Cox et al., 83; Fritsch et al., 86].

4.3.3. 2-bit sensor construction

A 2-bit sensor is constructed by splicing the above RIC and TLE cavities to the output 
ports of a 3 dB single mode optical fibre coupler [Pervez, 91c], as shown in figure 
4.23. There is a time delay of T ( 0.5 p.s) between the responses from the cavities, 
due to the fibre delay lines incorporated in the coupler output ports.

Heat

From Laser T ran sm itte r

To Digital Optical Receiver 

Figure 4.23: 2-bit sensor design
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1
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4.3.3.I. Experiment

An optical pulse train of pulse width 0.5 |is (T), peak power -24 dBm and period 3 T 
is applied at the coupler input port. For each input pulse the sensor produces two 
serial bits in the form of a codeword corresponding to a specific temperature 
threshold. The serial codewords are detected by a remote digital optical receiver with 
its decision threshold set at a voltage level corresponding to approximately 95 nW 
received optical power. Four unique codewords, each representing a temperature step 
over the temperature range 20 to 33 deg. C, are detected. The resultant data is shown 
in figure 4.24.

400 -I

TLE
300 %

a.

■K 2 0 0  -

Decision
Threshold

RIC

100 -

24 25 26 27 28 29 3021 22 23 31 32 3 3 34 35

Temperature, 0, degC

Figure 4.24: The detection process and recovered codewords.

The corresponding data, observed on an oscilloscope is shown in Figure 4.25.
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30.5 < 0 < 33.0

26.5 < 0 < 30.5

23.5 < 0 < 26.5

20.0 < 0 < 23.5

Horizontal scale: 0.5 |is/div.; Vertical scale: 2.5 v/div.

Figures 4.25: Gray coded output of 2-bit sensor.
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The temperature threshold (26.75 deg. C) between the codewords 11 and 01 is the 
most critical one, as the slope of the intensity response at this point is not very steep. 
This increases the probability of false codeword transition due to intensity fluctuations 
and receiver noise. Figure 4.26 shows that the worst case codeword transition error is 
less than 1 deg. C, for a fluctuation of 1 dB above or below (a window of 2 dB) the 
decision threshold level in the receiver (the combined effect of the signal fluctuation 
and receiver noise has been assumed).
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Figure 4.26: An illustration of the worst case codeword transition error

The above design may be extended to M  bit (M > 2) sensors. However, the use of 
different types of cavities, in general, produces an asymmetrical characteristic 
(temperature steps are unequal in relation to the codewords). Furthermore, it renders 
the cavity designs to produce coincident transmission peaks (necessary for 
temperature reference), more difficult particularly, when M  > 2. It is therefore more 
appropriate to use the same tvpe of cavities.

4.3.4. Multi-bit sensor design methodology

For the design procedure, there are three parameters which need to be specified, 
namely, the temperature window, the temperature range and the temperature 
resolution. The temperature window is defined by the upper and the lower most 
temperature values that a sensor can monitor without ambiguity. The temperature 
range is defined as the difference between the upper and the lower temperature values. 
The resolution is then given by the range divided by the number of unique codewords
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that a sensor can generate over the temperature range.

At the lower temperature limit, ©l , a Fabry-Perot cavity of optical path length,

L(0l ), must produce a transmission peak, i.e. there is zero reflection. This limit is 

defined by the wavelength of the incident light, the geometrical cavity length (L) and 
the temperature dependent mechanism used. Thus, the lower temperature limit is 
given by the relationship

m = 2 L(8^) A

The upper temperature limit, 6y, is the temperature value at which the optical path 

length, L(8y), equals

L(8u) = A,[m+(l/2)]/2

The actual numerical value of 8y  clearly, depends on the temperature dependent 
mechanism.

The temperature range, 8 ĵ , is then given by

The temperature resolution, 8^ ,  is given by 

®ies=

where

N = 2 ^ , and M  is the number of bits per codeword.

This implies that M  Fabry-Perot cavities are required to generate N unique 
codewords.

The required optical path length, L(8 )j, for each of the cavities is given by

u e )i = 2'-* I / e j  for i = 0, 1. 2 ....................... M
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This condition ensures that each of the M  cavities produces a transmission peak at 

©L* As a result an all ‘0’ codeword is generated corresponding to the lower 
temperature limit. Thus, for a given temperature range the resolution can be improved 
by increasing the number of bits per codeword.

4.3.5. 3-bit sensor design

Following the above design methodology a 3-bit sensor, based on TLE model, is 
derived. The construction and the predicted output response are shown in figures 
4.27 and 4.28 respectively.

Coupler Delay Coupler Delay
------------------

1

__________
Figure 4.27: 3-bit sensor design.
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Figure 4.28: Reflected power as a function o temperature.

The corresponding values for the parameters of the three cavities at 20 deg. C are

Cavity length = 64; 32; 16 pm 
Phosphor Bronze tube length =11.3; 5.65; 2.825 mm 
Stainless steel ferrule length = 14.6; 7.3; 3.65 mm 
cavity facet reflectivity = 0.1
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43.5.1. Discussion

Figure 4.28 shows that by selecting suitable parameter values and setting the decision 
threshold to an appropriate level a symmetrical digital output response can be realised. 
The output codewords constitute the standard Gray code. It can also be seen that the 
resolution is increased by a factor of two relative to a 2-bit symmetrical design 
(considering two cavities). Finally, as previously discussed for the multimode case,_a 
2-bit (single mode) sensor offers a 100% improvement in the information capacitv. 
compared with a 1-bit sensor, for the same available optical power and associated 
optical components.

4.4. Sensor arrav design

The reflective tree array solution is equally applicable to the above sensors. The 
power budget and trade-offs analysis for the single mode Fabry-Perot sensor array 
may be carried out in the same way as for the multimode case (section 4 .2 .5 .2 ). 
Assuming TLE cavities, 10% reflectivity (R), and a decision threshold corresponding 
to 60% of the peak reflected power, coupler excess loss of 0.1 dB, splice loss of 0.1 
dB, fibre loss of 0.25 dB/km, sensor loss of 7 dB, receiver sensitivity of -63 dBm at 
2 Mbit/s, and a power window of 65 dB (corresponds to about 3 mW peak power 
sourcel. the number (N) of 2-bit Fabry-Perot sensors, as a function of the bit rate, is 
shown in figure 4.29.
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Figure 4.29: Number of sensors as a function of the bit rate.
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The corresponding fibre length per array, using equations (4) and (5), is shown in 
figure 4.30.
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Figure 4.30: The required fibre length and the number of sensors as a function of the 
bit rate

The main reason for deriving the reflective tree array design was to overcome a 
number of problems associated with the multimode fibre technology. This meant that 
for the single mode fibre technology the sensor array design problem needed to be re
examined. A re-evaluation of the problem led to a new and much more suitable design 
for single mode fibre sensor multiplexing and networking. This design combines the 
single and multimode fibre technologies in order to realise an optimum solution 
[Dandridge et al., 89; Pervez, 91d]. The proposed sensor array is shown in figure 
4.31.
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Figure 4.31: Time division multiplexed ladder sensor arrav
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The proposed design has two important advantages over the reflective tree i.e.,

a) the required optical power is significantlv reduced bv the use of asvmmetrical (or 
non-reciprocal) couplers (O^ for combining the reflected power from each sensor.
b) the total fibre length per arrav to introduce time delavs is also reduced

4.4.1. Arrav power budget

Assuming TLE cavities, 10% reflectivity (R), and a decision threshold corresponding 
to 60% of the peak reflected power, the required input power (P̂ ŷ ) to multiplex N, 
2-bit sensors is given by

' «  -  i
n=l

where
Fn = 101og[Z/r] + nL  ̂+ (n-l)Lf + + L̂ p

Z = 10 0^ \ and Y = S + 3 + nL^

(mW)

(dB)

and
= excess loss of asymmetrical coupler, Lg = excess loss of symmetrical coupler 

Lf = fibre loss per delay line; Lĝ  = insertion loss of the sensor unit 
Lgp= splice loss; r = single to multimode coupling ratio of asymmetrical coupler

Assuming: L^ = Lg = 0.1 dB, Lf = 0.025 dB (at 2 Mbit/s), Lĝ  = 13.6 dB,
Lgp = O.ldB, r = 95%, S = -63 dBm (at 2 M  bit/s), and a power window of 65 dB 
(corresponds to about 3 mW peak power source), the maximum number (N) of 2-bit 
Fabry-Perot sensors and the corresponding required fibre length (FI), as a function of 
the bit rate, are shown in figure 4.32.
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Figure 4.32: Number of sensors as a function of the bit rate.
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4.4.2. Array comparison

It can be deduced from figures 4.29 and 4.32 that the proposed array significantly 
reduces the required input power, or in other words, allows a higher number of 
sensors to be multiplexed for a given power window, as shown in figure 4.33.
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Figure 4.33: A comparison between reflective tree and ladder sensor arrays.

In addition, it reduces the total fibre length per array required to implement the 
necessary time delays. The total fibre length per array to multiplex N, 2-bit (N̂ )̂ 
sensors is given by: [(N^ - 1) 2D + D/2], where D is the fibre length required to
introduce a delay equal to T (bit period).
The results of figures 4.30, 4.32 and 4.33 are summarised in figure 3.34 for an 
overall comparison.
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Figure 4.34: A comparison of the overall performance.
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4.5. Conclusions

It has been shown that multi-bit, all-optical sensors may be realised by applying the 
principle of optical sampling and digital encoding both in the multimode as well as 
single mode technologies. An interesting and important feature of the proposed design 
concepts is the possibility of generating serial codewords. This feature is extremely 
useful for long distance remote sensing applications. The accuracy is dependent on 
the physical principle of transduction and the technology employed to construct the 
sensing element however, in general, digital sensor designs may be limited to sensing 
applications where the accuracy of information is not necessarily high but a large scale 
sensor multiplexing and long distance remote monitoring is essential.

Two different time division multiplexed sensor array designs, namely, the reflective 
tree and the modified ladder configuration, have been derived. Both designs have 
been analysed and evaluated in terms of the number of sensors, date rate generated by 
the sensors, and the corresponding fibre length per array for a given power window. 
The reflective tree design offers an optimum solution for the multimode technologv. 
as it minimises the modal distribution problems associated with unequal split ratio 
couplers, and the required input power through parallel power distribution within the 
array. As a result low power sources, such as LED, can be used which, in turn, 
minimises the modal noise penalties. A ladder array configuration would degrade all 
the above features in a multimode fibre regime. Furthermore, a conventional ladder 
array would have an inferior performance on the grounds of the required power when 
compared with a reflective tree even for the single mode fibre operation. However, 
the proposed modified ladder configuration gives an optimum solution for single 
mode fibre based sensor svstems. The modified ladder array combines single and 
multimode fibres through asymmetrical (nonreciprocal) couplers. In this way the 
required optical power is minimised for a given number of sensors. Furthermore, the 
sensor signals generated originallv in the single mode technoloev can subsequentlv be 
regenerated in the multimode technologv employing a simple and inexpensive PIN 
photodetector and LED arrangement. Thus, the use of asymmetrical couplers 
facilitates digit regeneration by simple and inexpensive means, for remote monitoring 
over long distances.
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CHAPTER 5

INTEGRATED NETWORKING ■ a future vision

In the last two chapters the possibilities of optically digitising analogue sensor 
information and subsequently optically multiplexing a large number of such signals to 
realise digital sensor networks were verified. Thus, at this point, it is appropriate to 
assume that a digital all-optical sensing regime is a valid concept Furthermore, as the 
serial data generated in these networks is so remarkably similar to that in most 
communication systems, the notion of considering some form of integration between 
the sensor and the communication traffic, in order to share resources, is quite 
appealing. In particular, the future environmental conscious buildings (office and 
industrial complexes) and highly * information* dependent tasks at work place will 
impose a very high demand on both the sensing and the communication system 
capacities. It therefore, clearly, makes sense to combine the two functions wherever 
possible, as such schemes would, undoubtedly, provide cost advantages. The 
systems integration methods in the electrical domain appear to be reasonably 
straightforward to implement. However, the systems integration in the optical 
domain is not at all obvious at this stage. Therefore, a search for an optical approach 
for systems integration is of great interest and deserves attention. In the following 
work, one electrical and two optical concepts for sensor and communication systems 
integration will be discussed.

5.1. Electrical integration concept

The most likely situation for systems integration may exist between an extended local 
area network (extended LAN) and a sensor network as depicted in figure 5.1.

Building N Buiiding 1

FDDI Building 2Building 3

SN 3 SN 2

LAN 1

LAN3 LAN 2

LANN

SN N/CMS

Figure 5.1: Extended LAN and sensor networks integration.
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Figure 5.1 shows an extended LAN containing N individual LAN segments 
operating in N different building blocks. These segments are connected together over 
a backbone, such as the fibre distributed data interface (FDDI) [Burr et al., 88; 
Mierop, 88; Watson et al., 90]. In this way the the physical size of the 
communications network is extended over a radius of several kilometres. Each 
building block, in addition, has its own sensor network (SN). The sensing 
information from all the N buildings is required to be monitored at a centralised 
monitoring station (CMS) located in building number N. The interface between the 
individual LANs and SNs is shown in figure 5.2.

DTEDTE DTE
Net Net Prot

Comms Network Bus

Net Prot

DTE DTEMemory
Storage

NOG

From Power Ring
To Sensor Array 1

From Response Bus

DTE - Data terminal equipment; Net Prot - LAN protocol; NCC - Network control 
centre

Figro 5,2: A sMsor network /  LAN intgrfaçg.

The sensor network control centre (NCC) contains, in addition to its normal circuitry, 
an adequate size of memory to store the received sensor information and the LAN 
protocols (Net prot) card. Thus, it appears just like any other data terminal equipment 
(DTE) to the LAN. The sensor information is stored until the transmission medium is 
accessed in accordance with the network medium access protocol. Thus, the sensing 
function is no longer carried out in real time but performed on a time shared basis 
under the control of the CMS. The timing of all the individual SNs is locked to the 
master clock at the CMS .This is achieved by CMS transmitting timing frames 
addressed to SNs at suitable intervals in the form of a control token.

A conceptual sequence of operation for the monitoring and control of the sensor
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information is shown in figure 5.3.

I SN1 |CMS| Timing Info | From CMS to SN1 

Optical Token __________

Sensor Response [ f

Super Frame of [M (N+1 ) + ML] bits

Fc MSI SNljSuper Frame"

|SN2|GMS| Timing lnfô~~| From CMS to SN2 

Figure 5.3: Monitoring and control sequence for sensor networks.

The sequence of events is initiated by the CMS by transmitting a frame, containing 
timing information, addressed to SNl with source address CMS. This frame acts as a 
control token, allowing SNl to send sensor information, as well as synchronisation 
signal. On receiving the token, an optical token is generated by the associated NCC, 
allowing the optical sensor network to transmit the sensor response (a super frame). 
The super frame is stored in the memory until SNl gains access to the LAN. A new 
frame is constructed, in accordance with the LAN protocol, containing the super 
frame as its information contents and destination and source addresses to be CMS 
and SNl respectively. The next sequence is initiated by transmitting a similar token to 
SN2 and so on.

It is important to note that the sensor interrogation rate is no longer a strong function 
of the number of sensors and the sensor bit rate ( as is the case for a stand alone 
sensor network), but is dependent on the parameters of the extended LAN such as 
the network topology and medium access protocol, and the network loading. 
However, a typical LAN with a transmission capacity of 10 Mbit/s and operating at an 
acceptable throughput w ill provide a mean data transfer rate associated with a 
particular user transaction of the order of tens of kilobits [Halsall, 88].
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Now the sensor interrogation rate, rint, for a stand alone sensor network is given by

lint = 1/[M (N+1) + ML] T

where
N is the number of sensors per array.
M  is the number of arrays in the network.
L is the inter-array time delay (integer number of bit periods).
T is the sensor bit period.

In an integrated system, T in  the above expression is effectively modified by the LAN 
parameters. Thus, the sensor interrogation rate, in general, is reduced.

Assuming a mean data transfer rate over the extended LAN to be 10 kbit/s, N=100, 
M=10, L=3, the mean sensor interrogation rate is between 9-10 samples per second. 
This is certainly more than adequate rate for the type of sensors in question (i.e. 
slowly varying quantities).

5.2. Optical integration concept 1

This concept is concerned with the possibilities of integrating a communication 
channel with a sensor data stream in the optical domain.

5.2.1. Theorv

As it has been discussed previously, M  sensor arrays each containing ( N+1) sensors 
will generate a sequence (super frame) of [M (N+1)+ML] digits during each token 
cycle. Since the variations in the measurand (e.g., temperature) occur, in general, at a 
much slower rate relative to the sensor interrogation rate, the received data at the NCC 
appears as a random periodic sequence. Thus, a probabilistic model similar to that 
used for a pseudorandom sequence (PRS) generator may be derived. It is important to 
note that in this case the random sequence is not a maximum length sequence in the 
strict sense and therefore the standard results, based on PRS statistics cannot be 
assumed. However, a similar formulation of the problem may be a reasonable
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starting point, as follows:

The sequence length, \|f = M  (N+1)+ML

The sequence period, T^= [M (N+1)+ML] T = \j/T---------------- (5.1)
where T is the bit period.

During the period, Ts, supposing that on a  occasions there is no transition (logic 

‘H IGH’ to ‘LOW’ or vice versa) , and on p occasions there is a transition in the 

sequence. Under these conditions. If  two random samples, x (t) and x(t+T) of the 

sequence, time x apart, are taken then

x (t). x(t+x) = v  ̂ on a  occasions, and

x (t). x(t+x) = -v^ on p occasions

where
V  and - V  represent the corresponding HIGH’ and ‘LOW’ voltage levels at the 

receiver and, a  and P are integers, so that, a+p = y .

If  the magnitude of x is such that, T < I x I < (\|r-l)T , then the autocorrelation 

function, R^(x), is given by

R^(x) = v ^ [a -p ]/\jr  for T < Ix l< (\|r-l)T

Since the sequence is periodic, with a period TS»

Rj(t) = y2[ o - P] /  V  for (T +kTs) < I x I < (v -l)T  +kTg------------ (5.2)
where k = 0, 1 ,2 , 3..........

I f  I X I < T, then two possibilities exist, i.e. x (t) and x(t+x) are sample points taken 

either from the adjacent time slots, or within the same time slot.
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In the former case the probability of occurrence, p̂ g, is given by 

and in the latter case the probability of occurrence, pgg, is given by

Thus the R (̂%), for I x I < T, is given by

R,j(t) = v 2 [(i-Y ) + -^ (a -p )]

= v2 [1 -“ y )

where
V-[a-P] 

Y Ÿ-----

and as before, for the periodicity.

Rx(x) = v2 [1 - for (kT,< It l<(kT, + T )---------------- (5.3)

Combining equations (5.2) and (5.3), the complete autocorrelation function, R^(x), 
can be written in the form of an infinite summation series [Couch, 90]

Î  ^  T -k T ,  
RxW=v^t 2 ^ y a { - ^ ] + ç

where
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Furthermore, since the autocorrelation function is periodic, the associated power 
spectral density (PSD) is a line spectrum, i.e. the autocorrelation is expressed as a 
Fourier series of the form

r«e

where
fg = 1/ Tg and (r^} is the set of Fourier series coefficients.

Thus, the PSD, P(f) becomes

P(f) = F[R,(t)J = ^  r„ S(f - n^,)

where the Fourier coefficients are found to be [Couch, 90]

Shc2(^

n =  0

This PSD (for the positive frequencies only) is plotted in figure 5.4.

PSD

2 / 11 /T

Frequency
1/Ts

Figure 5.4: Power spectral density for the periodic sequence.
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Note that the knowledge of the exact values for a  and p is not necessary for 

determining the frequency allocation of the line spectrum.

This PSD suggests that it may be possible to add a second independent signal to the 
above sensor data stream without any degradation to either of the signals, if the PSD 
of the second signal has zero energy at f^ and all the multiples of f ,̂ as shown in 
figure 5.5.

Normalized
PSD

0 .8 -

0 6 -

0 .4 -

0.0

Frequency
Figure 5.5: The combined PSD.

The second plot in figure 5.5 represents the PSD of a baseband binary NRZ random 
data, which may constitute an independent digital channel (e.g. digitised voice, 
computer data, or any other form of digital communication) added to the sensor data 
stream. Thus, the combined PSD, Pg(f) becomes of the form

P.(0  = Sinc^(fT.) + ^  r„ S(f - nf„)

According to the Nyquist minimum bandwidth criterion, the communication channel 
can simply be separated using a low pass filter of bandwidth fo /2 Hz. The sensor 
channel may be separated by a high pass filter ( ideal filters are assumed at this point).
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5.2.2. System implementation

The above concept can most conveniently be applied to the proposed sensor network. 
The relevant section of the network (figure 3.2) is shown in figure 5.6.

From
From
SAM

SA 3
From
SA1

OU

CU Sensor Response Bus
CU CU

Communication
Terminal

Figure 5.6: An implementation of integrated networking.

One of the input ports of the Mth coupler, in a M  arrays network, may be used to 
inject the communication data. This may form a permanent communication additional 
channel or perhaps a temporary ‘clipped on* telephony channel for engineering and 
maintenance purposes. Clearly, in either case there will be no degradation in the 
sensor information or disruption in the network operation.

5.2.3. Experiment

A pattern generator is used to produce a 110 pattern at 1.92 Mbit/s to simulate the 
sensor information. A PR generator provides a pseudorandom NRZ data at 64 kbit/s 
to simulate the communication channel. The two data sources drive their respective 
optical transmitters. The light output is combined in a multimode fibre 3 dB (50 : 50) 
coupler and subsequently transmitted to a low front-end impedance linear optical 
receiver. The proportion of peak pulse power arriving at the receiver is 86.3 % and 
13.7 % from sensor and communication channels respectively (i.e., -7 dBm and -15 
dBm respectively). The output of the receiver is fed simultaneously to a low pass and 
a high pass filters. The experimental arrangement is shown in figure 5.7.
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optical
Fibre

Coupler
HPF

LPF

PR Data 
Generator

Pattern
Generator

Optical
Receiver

Optical
Transmitter

Optical
Transmitter Comms.

Data

Sensor
Data

Figure 5.7: The experimental arrangement.

A ‘110’ pattern at 1.92 Mbit/s corresponds to a sequence rate of 0.64^ /s. The
double-sided spectral density (a line spectrum), observed on a spectrum analyser, is 
shown in figure 5.8 a. Similarly, the double-sided spectral density of 64 kbit/s PR 
data is shown in figure 5.8 b.

I i I

(a) (b)

(a) Horizontal scale: 0.5 MHz/div.; Vertical scale: 10 dB/div.
(b) Horizontal scale: 50 KHz/div.; Vertical scale: 10 dB/div.

F igures 5.8 a and b: The spectra densities of fal sensor and (b) communication 

signals.
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The combined spectral density is depicted in figure 5.8 c, which is expanded in figure 
5.8 d to emphasise the relationship between the two spectra, i.e., in this case, the 
fundamental frequency (f^) of the sensor information coincides with the tenth zero of 
the communication signal PSD.

(c) Horizontal scale: 0.5 MHz/div.; Vertical scale: 10 dB/div.
(d) Horizontal scale: 100 KHz/div.; Vertical scale: 10 dB/div.

Figure 5.8 c and d: The combined spectral density.

The recovered signals are shown in figures 5.9 a, and b.

(a)
(a) Horizontal scale: 5 p.s/div.; Vertical scale: 2.5 v/div.
(b) Horizontal scale: 1 |is/div.; Vertical scale: 5 v/div.

(b)

Figure 5.9 a and b: The recovered (al communication and (b) sensor signals.
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Figure 5.9 a is the data ‘EYE* of the communication signal (lower trace) observed on 
an oscilloscope (externally triggered by the data clock from the PR generator) at the 
output of the LPF with a 3 dB break frequency of 64 kHz. The upper trace is the 
transmitted PR data.

Figure 5.9 b is the *110’ pattern of the sensor information (lower trace) observed on 
an oscilloscope at the output of the HPF with a low frequency 3 dB cut-off of 100 
kHz. The upper trace is the transmitted pattern.

The above experiment demonstrates that the proposed scheme allows the recovery of 
the sensor information, without any degradation, in the presence of an additional 
independent communication signal. The choice for the communication data rate (64 
kbit/s) is based on the exact requirement for a single digitised voice (telephone 
quality) channel. It is clear that, in theory, up to 10 such voice channels, or any other 
digital data up to 0.64 Mbit/s may be added to the above sensor system. For most 
communication channels, operating at data rates in question, a synchronous operation 
is necessary. This gives rise to the problem of the clock recovery at the receiver (this 
problem does not exist in sensor systems, as the transmitter and receiver are 
invariably in close proximity). The difficulty may be removed by coding the data into 
a suitable code structure prior to transmission. Numerous line coding schemes [Poo, 
81; Brooks et al., 83] are available for this purpose. An appropriate choice may be the 
a split phase code such as Manchester code.

The combined PSD, Pç(f), assuming a Manchester coded communication data, is then 
given by

Pc(f) = Sinc (̂- )̂ . rnô(f-nfo)

Pg(f) is shown in figure 5.10, where NRZ format is also shown for reference.
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Figure 5.10: PSD of sensor and Manchester encoded communication channels.

Clearly, in this case, the corresponding data rate for the communication channel will 
have to be halved relative to the NRZ format previously considered.

The experiment was repeated with Manchester coded data, and the corresponding data 
‘EYE’ is shown in figure 5.11.

Horizontal scale: 5 |is/div.; Vertical scale: 5 v/div.

Figure 5.11: Manchester encoded recovered communication data EYE.
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5.2.4. Sensor- communication channels interrelationships

It is clear from the preceding discussion that the maximum bit rate possible for the 
communication channel, is primarily a function of the total number of sensors 
in the network, and the bit rate generated by the sensors. Thus, may be
computed for different number of sensors and the bit rates, using equations (5.1).

For Manchester coded communication channels of data rates 64,128 and 256 kbit/s 
the corresponding required sensor bit rate for a given sequence length is plotted in 
figure 5.12.

I
f
3
8
I

600

-B- 256 kbit/s 
128 kbit/s 

-D- 64 kbit/s
500

400

300

200

100

0
600 800 10000 200 400

Sequence Length (bits)

Figure 5.12: The required sensor bit rate for a given sequence length and 
communication channel data rate.

Alternatively, the communication channel capacity may be computed as a function of 
the sequence length for a given sensor bit rate, as shown in figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13 The communication channel capacity for a given bit rate and sequence 
length for the sensor system.

5.2.5. Discussion

The results in figure 5.12 and 5.13 assume ideal filtering. In practice, however, the 
achievable results w ill depend on the purity of the filtering process. In the 
experimental work a much lower (one tenth of that predicted by the theory) bit rate for 
the communication channel was used in order to relax the, otherwise, stringent 
requirements for the purity of the filtering process. This approach enables us to test, 
using simple filter designs, the validity of the concept without the loss of generality. 
Furthermore, the excessive noise preset in the data ‘EYE* (fig.5.9 a) is due to the fact 
that a low impedance front-end receiver was used for convenience. This noise will be 
significantly reduced when a high sensitivity dedicated (design for a given data rate) 
receiver is employed. In addition, encoding of the communication channel would 
move the signal power away from the low frequency region and hence removing or 
minimising 1/f noise contributions. Finally, the above results assume arbitrary

values for a  and p. In practice they will depend on the actual state of the sensors in

the network. However, this situation will not influence the spectral distribution of the

sensor signal, as the effect of variations in a  and P will be to vary the weighting of

the spectral components.
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5.3. Optical integration concept 2

This scheme is essentially the opposite of the previous concept, i.e. the possibility of 
optically adding sensor information to an optical fîbre communication channel is 
examined. The general principle is illustrated in figure 5.14.

—  NRZ 
Manchester

—  Sensor
80_

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

2Z
Frequency

Figure 5.14: The PSPs of an NRZ. and Manchester coded communication, and a 
sensor channels.

A synchronous binary NRZ communication channel, operating at a rate l/T^ bit/s, is 
assumed to be Manchester encoded (some form of encoding is necessary for clock 
recovery). All such codes have a common feature, that is they shift the signal power 
away from the low frequency region as shown in figure 5.14. This situation may 
allow the addition of a relatively low data rate (compared with the communication 
rate) sensor infwmation. The envelope of the PSD (the actual PSD is a line spectrum) 
of such a sensor channel operating at a rate 1/T bit/s is shown in figure 5.14.

It is clear that, without encoding of the communication channel the implementation of 
a sensor channel would be all most impossible, as the interaction between the two 
signals would corrupt information contained in each of the two channels. However, 
with encoding, which is invariably the case in practice, the problem appears to be 
amenable to a solution, and hence deserves attention. Nevertheless, some degradation 
of the communication channel is inevitable due to the spectral over lapping as shown 
in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: An illustration of the spectral overlapping

Thus, firstly the implementation of a sensor channel, and secondly the degree of 
mutual corruption of the two channels as a result of the spectral over lapping, will be 
examined in the following.

5.3.1. Theory

The extent of spectral over lapping depends on the bit rate ratio of the two signals. 
The excess noise power induced from one channel to the other, due to this spectral 
interaction, is a function of the transmitted peak optical power ratio of the two signals. 
In addition the noise power in the communication channel is also dependent on the 
number of logic ‘ 1 * and ‘0’ digits in the sensor data.

The noise power, Ns-c , induced from the sensor channel into the communication 
channel is given by

In order to numerically evaluate the above expression the following assumptions are
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made:

a) a  = p

b) the received signal is passed through a band pass filter with a low frequency cut 
off at 0.0125/Tg, in the communication data detection channel. At this cut off 
frequency the spectral power of the communication PSD is 31.3 dB below the 
peak spectral power. Thus, the effect of this spectral truncation on the recovered 
communication data is negligible. At the same time, the noise contribution of the 
sensor signal frequency components below the low frequency cut off is zero.

Now, the above expression is reduced to

where
a = 0.0125 Tg /Tç (or the next whole number)
b = an integer at which the frequency components of the sensor signal become 
insignificant within the communication channel bandwidth.

This excess noise would result in an optical power penalty. Assuming y  = 100, the

power penalties as a function of frequency and transmit power ratios are are plotted 
in figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: The power penalties, due to sensor signal, as a function of the frequency 
and transmit power ratios.
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The results in figure 5.16 suggest that the power penalty can be made extremely small 
if  both the frequency and power ratios are kept small. For example, taking a 
frequency ratio 1 : 100 and power ratio 0.05 : 0.95 for sensor and communication 
data respectively, the resultant power penalty (figure 5.16) is only 0.04 dB. This 
implies that the implementation of such a sensor channel as part of a communication 
channel may be acceptable in most cases. However, it is equally important to examine 
the effects of the communication signal on the sensor channel.

The noise power, Ng_g , induced from the communication channel into the sensor 
channel is given by

BW

N ,
IT fr„

where
H(f) is the transfer function of the filter used for the sensor data, BW is the 

noise equivalent bandwidth, and A is the voltage corresponding to the transmitted 
power.

Assuming H(f) to be a rect function of unit height and BW = 1/T Hz, the power 
penalties as a function of frequency and transmit power ratios are plotted in Bgure 
5.17.
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Figure 5.17: The power penalties, due to communication signal, as a function of the 
frequencv and transmit power ratios.
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Again, a low frequency ratio results in a lower power penalty, but unlike the previous 
case, a higher power ratio improves the results for the sensor channel. For example, 
the corresponding power penalties (figure 5.17) for a frequency ratio of 1 : 100 and 
power ratios of 0.05 : 0.95, 0.1 : 0.9, and 0.2 : 0.8 for sensor and communication 
channels respectively are 0.1, 0.03, and 0.005 dB. A second important factor which 
needs to be considered is that the above results assume a rect function for H(f), which 
is impossible to construct in practice. Consequently, depending on the roll off of the 
filter, the actual noise power may be much higher than that predicted by the above 
formulation. This leads to the requirement for a different detection technique which 
may suppress the noise contributions into the sensor channel more severely and 
without affecting the communication channel. An alternative to the usual direct 
detection method is the matched frlter detection technique. This technique gives an 
optimum solution for the peak signal power to the noise power ratio (SNR), but only 
in a white noise environment. In the above problem, however, the overall noise PSD 
is composed of a white and a coloured noise component. As a result, the 
performance of a matched filter detection cannot readily be predicted. Thus, it is of 
interest to reconsider the problem assuming a matched filter detection technique.

In general, the noise power, Pĵ , at the decision point for a matched filter detection is 
given by

where
G(f) is the input noise PSD 
S(f) is the input signal spectrum

In most typical applications, G(f) is white, and is defined as a constant, T]/2 for a 

double-sided spectral density. In the above case, G(f) may be defined as

G(f)=Ti/2 + n(f)/2 

where n(f) is the coloured noise component of G(f).

Thus, the noise power, Ng_g, becomes

BW

= I  [T)+n(f)]IS(Ol^df
0
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The SNR at the decision point may now be defined as

SNR =
BW

I
[Ti+n(0]IS(f)l^df

The SNR for the direct detection system is defined as

SNR =
[i S (f)H (O df

BW

J'
The SNR is computed for direct detection with H(f) to be a 4th order Butterworth 
function of 3 dB cut off frequency 1/T Hz (this function is considered to be a suitable 
choice for a realisable H(f)) and BW = l/T^., and for a matched filter detection (MFD) 
with BW = 1/Tg, whilst assuming a transmit power ratio of 0.05 : 0.95, and a signal 

to noise power ratio of 21.6 dB (this corresponds to 10’  ̂ BER) in the absence of 
spectral overlapping for the direct detection case. The SNR, in the presence of 
spectral overlapping, is plotted as a function of the frequency ratios for the two cases, 
as shown in figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: A comparison of the SNR, as a function of the frequencv ratios, for a 
4th order, and MFD cases
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The above results suggest that there are benefits to be gained with a matched filter 
detection scheme even in a coloured noise environment. Furthermore, the 
improvement in the SNR is not the same over all frequency ratios. For example, the 
improvement is 4.1, 0, and 2.5 dB at frequency ratios of 10, 50, and 200 
respectively. This inconsistency is due to the nature of the output noise PSD produced 
in each case (some more on this later).

5.3.2. Matched filter detection

A matched filter design may be realised employing time correlation techniques, as 
follows:

The time correlation at the output of a matched filter, as a function of the time shift, t , 

for energy signals is given by [Stremler, 82]

Riy = J  s* (0 y(t + 1) dt

where
y(t) is the filter input, composed of the information signal and noise, i.e.

y(t) = s(t) + n(t)
where

s(t) represents a single digit, of period T, of the sensor signal. 
n(t) represents the noise as a function of time.

From the distributive law

R,y(T) = (t) s(t + 1) dt+ J  s (t) n(t +T) dt

where the first integral defines the time autocorrelation, Rg(x), for s(t), and the second 

integral gives the crosscorrelation, Rg (̂x), between s(t) and n(t).

Now Rgn(x), in general, is zero thus,

Rgy(%) = R.('c) = J  ^  (t) s(t + X) dt
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and the peak output occurs when x = 0, i.e. at Rg(0) = digit energy = E

E = J ls ( t /d t

If  the integration time is set to the bit period, T, then the above condition is satisfied at 
each multiple of the digit period.

The output is sampled at 1/T Hz, corresponding to the peaks of the output digits.

The Fourier transform, F{Rg(x)}, of Rg(x) is given by

F{R,(t)} = I J  sXt)s(t+T)dte'^"^^dT

Finally this reduces to [Stemler, 82]

F {r,(t)1  = IS(0P 

where s(t) < = = >  S(0

which is the required result for the match filter detection [Stremler, 82].

Now s(t) is defined as

s(t) = V rect(t/T), 

giving F{R„(x)} = v  ̂T^Sinc^(fT)

Thus, the corresponding time function at the decision time is given by

F-l{v2T2sinc2(fD) = v^TAO/T)
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A block diagram of the above realisation is shown in figure 5.19.

J T
From receiver 
Front-end s(t)+n(t)

nFrom Pattern Gen

Figure 5.19: The matched filter design.

5.3.3. Experiment

The experimental arrangement is similar to that used in section 5.2.3, with the 
following exceptions:

a) the PR generator provides a pseudorandom NRZ data at 64 kbit/s to simulate the 
communication channel, which is subsequently Manchester encoded.

b) the pattern generator produces a *100’ pattern at w. to simulate the sensor
information (this corresponds to a frequency ratio of 64).

c) the proportional peak pulse power arriving at the receiver is 90.9 % and 9.1 % 
from communication and sensor channels respectively (i.e., -7 dBm and -17 dBm 
respectively).

The spectral densities of the NRZ and the Manchester encoded communication data, 
observed on an spectrum analyser, are shown in figures 5.20 a and b respectively.

The spectral density of the sensor data is shown in figure 5.20 c.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(a) Horizontal scale: 100 KHz/div.; Vertical scale: 10 dB/div.
(b) Horizontal scale: 100 KHz/div.; Vertical scale: 10 dB/div.
(c) Horizontal scale: 200 KHz/div.; Vertical scale: 10 dB/div.

Figures 5.20 a. b. and c: Spectral densities of (a) NRZ. Cbl Manchester encoded 
communication data, and (c") sensor data.

At the receiver, the communication channel can be separated using a band pass filter 
(as explained in section 5.3.1) and then followed by the usual direct detection 
techniques. The sensor data, however, is recovered by the matched filter techniques,
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and it is this aspect of the experiment on which effort was concentrated i.e., to verify 
the principle of sensor channel recovery using matched filter detection in a coloured 
noise environment

The recovered sensor information, observed on an oscilloscope, is shown in figure 
5.21 a and b. This is achieved by correlating the received signal with the transmitted 
data pattern (as reference).

I I T  I

(a) (b)

(a) Horizontal scale: 1 ms/div.; Vertical scale: 5 v/div.
(b) Horizontal scale: 0.5 ms/div.; Vertical scale: 5 v/div.

Figures 5.2 a and b: The sensor information recovered bv correlation techniques.

There are two important points which need to be considered, namely, some more 
insight to the noise behaviour in the detection process, and the availability of the 
reference signal.

5.3.4. The noise behaviour

It has been previously shown that the SNR is a strong function of the detection 
method used. Furthermore, the relative improvements, as a function the frequency 
ratios, for different detection methods are inconsistent It was suggested that the
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inconsistency was due to the nature of the output noise PSD produced in each case. 
All these aspects are clarified in figures 5.22 a and b.
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Figure 5.22 a: The output noise PSD corresponding to the fi-eouencv ratio of 100. for 
a rect. 4th order direct detection and matched filter detection cases.
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Figure 5.22 b: The output noise PSD corresponding to the frequency ratio of 50. for a 
rect. 4th order direct detection and matched filter detection cases
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Figures 5.22 a and b cwrespond to frequency ratios of 1:100 and 1:50 respectively. 
The power ratios are 0.05 : 0.95 in both cases. The variations in the respective 
spectral densities, as a function of the frequency ratio, can be clearly seen. This yields 
inconsistent values for the noise integrals, as the problem is 2-dimensional i.e., the 
detection method as well as the frequency ratios need to be considered. For the 
matched frlter detection, these results suggest that as the frequency ratio decreases 
more side lobes of the matched filter become significant Under these circumstances 
the notion of further noise suppression becomes attractive, noting that any further 
filtering would also reduce the signal peak power. Nevertheless, it is of interest to 
examine this case as the important parameter is the SNR.

The SNR is computed for the case when a matched filter is followed by a 4th order 
(MFD /  4th), and compared with the previous results (frgure 5.18 ) in frgure 5.23.
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4th Order

0 20  40  60  80  100 120 140 160 180 2 0 0  2 20  2 4 0

Frequency Ratio

Figure 5.23: A comparison of the SNR, as a function of the frequencv ratios for a 4th 
order. MFD and MFDMth cases.

Clearly there is a marked improvement in the SNR for the MFD/4th case. For 
example, the improvement at a frequency ratio of 10 is 6.56 and 10.66 dB compared 
with MDF and 4th order respectively. However, the improvement varies as a 
function of the frequency ratio, and diminishes at very high (over 2(X)) frequency 
ratios. Thus, an upper bound on the SNR improvement exists, at which its value 
becomes similar to the performance of the MFD. This is to be expected as for large 
frequency ratios the noise PSD becomes almost white.
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5.3,5. System implementation

The second important point (i.e. availability of the reference signal) is best dealt with 
as part of the system implementation. A suitable situation for the implementation of 
the above systems integration concept is shown, as an example, in figure 5.24.
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Figure 5.24: An example of opticallv integrated networking
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The sensor networks are integrated with an extended LAN following the same general 
philosophy as explained in section 5.1. However, the sensing information is added in 
the optical domain at an optical fîbre interface. Thus, the communication and the 
sensor signals are operating in a concurrent mode rather than in a time sharing mode. 
Several individual sensor networks (located in different office blocks and in industrial 
plants) and the centralised monitoring station (CMS) are optically coupled directly to 
the optical fibre backbone.

The timing is provided by the CMS to all the sensor networks control centres (NCCs) 
in the form of control tokens over the optical path. Once the clock information is 
received bv the NCCs. the reference digits can then be locallv generated. This is 
another advantage of the digital signalling over the analogue regime.

The sensor tinting and response signals arc passed back to the line by the LAN optical 
interfaces except the one which is in the receive mode. For the receiving LAN the 
sensor information is the excess low frequency noise. However, the LAN data, if  
present on the line, is received by all the NCCs and the CMS. The LAN data is 
ignored by the NCCs , but it appears as excess noise for the CMS.

These conditions clearly represent the scenario presented and verified in the previous 
sections. This implies that the above integrated networking concept has the potential 
to give a practically realisable solution.

5.3.6. Discussion

The results from the above formulation of the optical integration problem suggest that 
the excess noise power (noise power induced from the sensor channel to the 
communication channel, due to spectral over lapping) can be made negligiblv small if 
the power and frequencv ratios are kept small. However, this holds true only if the 
commurtication chaimel is suitably encoded (which is almost always the case in 
practice), since encoding moves the signal power away from the low frequency 
region and, consequently, allows the use of a band pass filter. Similarly, the excess 
noise power (noise power induced from the communication channel to the sensor 
channel due to spectral over lapping) may be minimised bv careful selection of power 
and frequencv ratios. Furthermore, a matched filter followed bv a low pass (a 4th 
order in this example) has been shown to give a much improved result. This is 
because of the fact that the excess noise is coloured, and therefore, matched filter 
detection alone does not give an optimum solution. Again, encoding of the 
communication channel is an essential requirement for a successful operation.
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS

A review of the optical sensing techniques and sensor multiplexing methods proposed 
in recent years suggests that:

a) Optical sensing has a definite advantage in applications where the conventional 
technologies cannot survive or are impractical to implement, where high performance 
is required, and where the design simplicity can be achieved and, hence, cost 
reduction.

b) The economic benefits of optical sensing in more general areas of applications may 
come about through the future cost reductions of optical components as the 
technology enters comparable maturity to electrical technologies. Reduced component 
cost coupled with sensor multiplexing is envisaged to offer a significant advantage 
over conventional systems, particularly in systems requiring a large number of 
sensors and long distance remote monitoring.

However, most of the work proposed in the literature has been concerned with 
analogue sensor based philosophies. These techniques appear to suffer from various 
limitations due to practical constraints, such as, the available power, power stability, 
spectral stability, and the coherence of semiconductor optical source, or the crosstalk 
between the multiplexed sensor signals. A digital sensing regime, particularly the one 
in which the sensor signal is represented in a binary digital intensity modulated form, 
overcomes most of these problems. In addition, it facilitates a more effective use of 
optical communication devices and components as the sensor signal format is very 
similar to a typical communication data format. As a result, digital communication 
systems design techniques may be applied to sensor systems. However, for an 
intensity modulated digital sensing regime, a different networking approach is 
required from those approaches adopted for analogue sensor systems, as the 
information formats and system constraints for the two cases are not the same.

A novel sensor network topology, which explores the similarities between digital 
sensor networks and data communication networks (such as LAN) has been 
presented in chapter 3. A network prototype, containing two sensor arrays, a token 
regenerator and a data regenerator, has been constructed, evaluated, and the concept 
experimentally verified. The proposed network design has all the required features 
and satisfies all the construction requirements, i.e., a suitable network topology, an 
appropriate sensor interrogation method, the remote monitoring of sensing 
information, the design simplicity, the use of standard inexpensive devices and
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components, and the optical technology transparency.

The network performance criteria were set to be the maximum number of sensors for 
a given transmitted power and receiver sensitivity (which is the number of sensors per 
array), the maximum number of sensors in a spatially distributed sensor network 
over an extended area (which is the maximum number of sensors in the overall 
network), and the capability of multi measurand monitoring.

The proposed scheme is completely transparent to the measurand type provided the 
sensor head generates a binary digital optical output at the system data rate, and it has 
the potential to multiplex a very large number of passive all-optical digital sensors for 
long distance remote monitoring. This potential is achieved by the regenerative 
process which is one of the most attractive and novel features of the system design 
concept.

The token synchronisation is another interesting aspect, as this procedure enables the 
system to become completely independent of the spatial distribution of the sensor 
arrays within the network. This feature makes the scheme conceptually different and 
superior to most previous TDM sensor schemes in the literature, as they rely entirely 
on spatial distribution of sensors in order to calculate the time delay of the reflected 
pulses. This feature offers a practical advantage that is, sensor arrays can be spatially 
redistributed without the need to modify NCC circuitry or timing.

The problem of error accumulation in successive data regenerators along the 
transmission path has been addressed, and it has been shown that the power penalty 
as a result of the error accumulation is quite small for most practical situations.

The use of optical couplers is inevitable in any point sensor multiplexing scheme. 
However, the performance of unequal split ratio couplers appear to be much worse 
than the balanced couplers. They introduce higher noise due to the modal distribution 
uncertainties. The problem is much more severe in a LASER driven system. 
Furthermore, a LASER driven system may give rise to two other problems which 
can seriously influence the system performance, namely, the modal noise, and the 
excess power losses due to the practically achievable coupler split ratios. Most of 
these problems can be removed by either employing single mode technology or using 
LED sources in conjunction with balanced couplers. However, as the regenerative 
process is fundamental to the system concept, the latter may be a more attractive 
solution in large networks. The use of balanced (50 : 50) couplers renders the 
conventional ladder configuration sensor array unattractive. This leads to the need for 
a more suitable sensor array design in order to minimise the power losses which may 
otherwise incur (i.e. if a usual ladder structure is constructed with balanced couplers).
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Chapter 4 has been devoted to the search for new and more suitable sensor array 
designs for multi-bit, all-optical sensors. However, the new solution for the sensor 
array is clearly dependent on the design of the sensors within the array. Thus, it is 
appropriate to first consider the possibilities for the digitisation of sensor signals. 
Clearly, for a multi-bit sensor the digit sequences in the output codewords need to be 
cyclic, with the sequence periodicity dependent on the number of the significant bit of 
the codeword. The concept of signal quantization and digital encoding by optical 

sampling has been used to design multi-bit, all-optical sensors. The required 

cyclic behaviour is achieved by complementary switching of the sensing elements 

(based on multimode fibre technology), and linear variations of a Fabry-Perot 

cavity (based on in single mode fibre technology). As a result, two novel 2-bit 
temperature sensor designs have been devised, implemented, and evaluated. The 
general design principles hold for any physical quantity, and for M-bit (M > 2) 
sensors. In both designs, the sensing information is generated in the form of serial 
codewords and therefore, a single output fibre line is required.

A reflective tree structure has been proposed to be a suitable sensor array design for 
the multimode fibre based sensors. This array design uses only balanced couplers 
which makes the system less sensitive to the launch conditions at the coupler input, as 
the resulting modal distribution at the coupler output ports is much more stable. Also, 
the parallel power partitioning minimises power losses across the array. As a result, 
low power and short coherence length sources (e.g. LEDs) can be used. This helps to 
remove modal noise problems. The reflective tree structure provides equal power 
(equal within 5%) outputs in pairs, which is the most suitable configuration for 2-bit 
sensors. Finally, due to the reflective nature of the array design the number of 
couplers is halved compared with a transmissive array design for the same number of 
sensors. The array design has been analysed and the trade-offs between the required 
power, bit rate, fibre length for delay lines, and the number (N) of sensors evaluated. 
It has been shown that for a power window of 45 dB, 64, 1-bit or 32, 2-bit sensors 
can be multiplexed. This is a three fold increase in N when compared with a 
conventional ladder array. Furthermore, it is important to note that in applications 
where three discrete temperature values (i.e., four steps) of a measurand need to be 
monitored, a 2-bit sensor system offers a 50% improvement in the information 
capacity, compared with a 1-bit sensor system for the same power budget, and 
number of optical couplers.

For the single mode fibre based sensors, a modified ladder array configuration has 
been proposed. This design combines the single and multimode fibres through 
asymmetrical (non-reciprocal) couplers. As a result, the required optical power is 
significantly reduced compared with the power required for a conventional ladder or 
the reflected tree designs. The total fibre length per array to introduce the required
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time delays is also reduced compared with the reflected tree. The modified ladder 
array design has also been analysed and the trade-offs between the required power, 
bit rate, fibre length for delay lines, and the number (N) of sensors evaluated. It has 
been shown that for a power window of 65 dB, 168, 2-bit sensors can be 
multiplexed, whilst 128 are possible with reflective tree, and this difference increases 
with the bit rate (e.g. the difference is 40 and 64 sensors at 2 and 128 Mbit/s 
respectively). Furthermore, a 2-bit (single mode) sensor system offers a 100% 
improvement in the information capacity, compared with a 1-bit sensor, for the same 
available optical power and associated optical components.

Finally, the following remarks may be made:

a) Multi-bit, all-optical sensors can be realised by applying the principle of optical 
sampling and digital encoding both in the multimode as well as single mode 
technologies. An interesting and important feature of the proposed design concepts is 
the possibility of generating serial codewords. This feature is extremely useful for 
long distance remote sensing applications. The accuracy is dependent on the physical 
principle of transduction and the technology employed to construct the sensing 
element however, in general, digital sensor designs may be limited to sensing 
applications where the accuracy of information is not necessarily high but a large scale 
sensor multiplexing and long distance remote monitoring is essential. The reflective 
tree sensor array design offers an optimum solution for the multimode fibre 
technologies, whereas the modified ladder array gives an optimum solution for single 
mode fibre based sensors. Furthermore, the sensor signals generated originally in the 
single mode technology can subsequently be regenerated in the multimode technology 
employing a simple and inexpensive PIN photodetector and LED arrangement. Thus, 
the use of asymmetrical couplers facilitates digit regeneration by simple and 
inexpensive means, for remote monitoring over long distances.

b) The sensor array output is in a very similar form to a PCM-TDM signal. Several 
sensor arrays may be used as building blocks to hierarchically multiplexed the output 
data from each array in order to constitute a high speed serial data link. In this way 
communication systems techniques can readily be applied in the transmission, 
detection and processing of the sensor information. As a result, standard optical 
communications devices and components can be used in sensor systems.

c) One of the most important features of digital signalling is that the digital data can be 
regenerated at intermediate regenerative repeaters without the loss of information 
(assuming that a high HER is maintained). This particular feature may be exploited in 
the proposed sensor network architecture and consequently, large scale sensor 
multiplexing together with long distance remote monitoring may be achieved.
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d) Clearly a digital sensing regime can play an important part alongside the more 
conventional analogue optical sensor approaches. There are, undoubtedly, several 
areas of application, for example, surveillance and alarm systems, building services 
and numerous process control applications, in which a digital solution may be more 
attractive.

In the second part of this thesis, network integration as a likely future scenario has 
been addressed (chapter 5). In view of the future environmental conscious buildings 
(office and industrial complexes) and highly ‘information’ dependent tasks at work 
place, a very high demand on both the sensing and the communication system 
capacities is envisaged. As the serial data generated in the proposed digital sensor 
networks is so remarkably similar to that in most communication systems, it clearly 
makes sense to combine the two functions wherever possible, as such a scheme 
would, undoubtedly, provide cost advantages through resource sharing.

Three novel integrated networking schemes have been proposed, and their validity 
tested by experimental demonstrations and theoretical evaluations. In all the three 
examples, it has been shown that two independent signals, each carrying different 
types of information, may be integrated to share a common communication channel 
with negligible or acceptable penalties as a result of their mutual interaction. One of 
the most important features of these schemes is the fact that the sensor information 
format is similar to a typical communication data format. Encoding of the 
communication channel and sequential interrogation of the sensor system are other 
important features for the proposed network integration methods.
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